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Abstract

Computational simulations have become central in many engineering and scientific disci-

plines, providing insight and understanding into the behavior of complex systems. High-

fidelity models (HFMs) of physical phenomena are frequently expressed using partial

differential equations which require expensive and complex numerical methods for solu-

tion. This limits their application in many-query scenarios such as design optimization,

model-based control, and inverse problems. The complexity may be decreased through

simplifying assumptions regarding the underlying physics and coarse-graining. Alter-

natively, data-driven approaches may be used, whereby the HFM solutions or scalar

quantities of interest (QoIs) are approximated using a surrogate regression model.

Surrogate modeling techniques aim to decrease computational expense while retaining

dominant solution features and characteristics. In the context of optimization, “surrogate

modeling” typically corresponds to approximation of scalar QoIs which comprise terms

in the objective function or constraints. The scalar QoIs are usually extracted from HFM

solutions, often as integral quantities, and represent a distillation of the information

present in the solution. Research into driving engineering design optimization with data-

driven or deep-learning-based QoI surrogates has become widespread and seen many

successes. However, QoI surrogates are limited in their portability, as a change in the

objective function possibly requires retraining new surrogates. This may be remedied by

approximating the HFM solution fields instead of the extracted QOIs as the solutions

are objective agnostic. However, this is a more difficult task, not only due to the much

greater problem dimensionality, but also due to practical considerations regarding the

required varying mesh topologies across parameter or design-variable space.

This thesis is concerned with development of HFM surrogates or emulators which

are discretization independent. The problem physics drives modeling choices regarding

xxiv



numerical scheme and spatial/temporal discretization, and in many engineering-relevant

scenarios the meshes must be adapted or changed among solution instances to effec-

tively capture variation in all important solution-field features. These changes are often

driven by alteration of the physical design or operating conditions as described by the

problem parameters or design variables. Existing frameworks based on convolutional

neural networks and snapshot-matrix decomposition often rely on lossy pixelization and

data-preprocessing, limiting their effectiveness in realistic engineering scenarios. The in-

terpolation represents a loss of important information in regions with large solution-field

gradients where mesh points are tightly spaced, such as through fluid boundary layers

and free-shear layers in the wake of aerodynamic bodies. The methods developed here,

however, can learn from heterogeneous data sources by handling each point in every mesh

separately, bypassing the need for constructing snapshot matrices of consistent dimension

for each case.

Developed methods include decoder convolutional neural network (DCNN) models for

situations where the computational domain has a regular Cartesian or block-Cartesian

structure. DCNN models map directly between the design variables and full solution

fields, providing richer information than QoI surrogates. This addresses information loss

due to interpolation, but not variation in mesh topology among solution instances. Re-

cently, coordinate-based multi-layer-perceptron networks have been found to be effective

at representing 3D objects and scenes by regressing volumetric implicit fields, with ap-

plications in computer graphics. A key distinction is that coordinate-inputs are taken

pointwise instead of as full-domain solution snapshots. These concepts are leveraged and

adapted in the context of physical-field surrogate modeling, and allow for full discretiza-

tion independence where each solution may have a unique and varying domain, boundary,

mesh topology, and operating conditions.

Generalization across solution instances is achieved by conditioning the neural net-

works through a combination of local and global variables. Local conditioning relates to

use of the signed-distance function or minimum-distance function as an additional net-

work input to provide geometric information. Global conditioning utilizes the problem

xxv



design variables as the conditional input. Various methods of global conditioning are

explored, including concatenation-based conditioning and the use of hypernetworks for

full or partial network-weight conditioning. The methods are applied to predict solutions

around complex, parametrically-defined geometries on non-parametrically-defined meshes

with model predictions obtained many orders of magnitude faster than the full-order

models. The incorporation of random Fourier features enhances prediction and general-

ization accuracy in some situations, as does incorporation of layer-normalization in the

main network.

The HFM surrogates are applied to a variety of steady-state problems, including

2D external vehicle aerodynamics, jet-engine-compressor aerodynamics, the 2D poisson

equation with a source term, and finally 3D Ahmed body aerodynamics. Additionally,

the HFM surrogates are used to drive aerodynamic design optimization of jet-engine-

compressor airfoils in subsonic and transonic regimes, with orders-of-magnitude reduction

in online time to attain optimal designs as compared to CFD-driven optimization. In

summary, this work develops and demonstrates HFM surrogates with promising potential

as practical tools in industrial analysis and design.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The prevalence and importance of numerical simulation has grown in concert with and as

a result of the exponential increase in computing power through the latter-half of the 20th

century, as famously described by Moore’s law [1]. His initial forecasting in 1965 posited

a log-linear relation by which integrated circuit complexity would increase by a factor of

two year-over-year until 1975, and actual industry developments matched this pace over

that period. In 1975 the forecast was revised with a gentler slope corresponding to a dou-

bling period of 18-24 months, and at this time the term “Moore’s Law” was coined and

entered the public lexicon [2], remaining relevant ever since. Engineers and researchers

have continually developed computer components, architectures, and programming lan-

guages in order to put the transistor-dense chips to best use. Virtually every branch of

science has utilized the enhanced computational resources, and thus these developments

have gone hand-in-hand with more detailed and accurate models and methods; a natural

coevolution.

Measuring the performance of computers is a complex task, as different applications

have varying requirements and measures of success. One commonly used measure is a

reporting of the f loating-point-operations-per-second, or FLOPS, where a FLOP corre-

sponds to a single mathematical operation such as addition or multiplication. The High

Performance Linpack (HPL) benchmark [3] provides a standard problem for comparison,

solving a dense linear system of equations, and the results are compiled in the TOP500

list [4]. Figure 1.1, taken from reference [5], plots the maximum performance on the HPL

benchmark against year, showing the continual improvement and development through
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the teraflop and petaflop eras. The next milestone moves performance into the exascale,

with the Frontier supercomputer at Oak Ridge National Laboratory the first to pierce

this barrier while currently sitting atop the TOP500 list with a measured performance of

1.194 exaFLOPs Rmax
1 [4].

Figure 1.1: The HPL performance from 1993-2019, taken from Ref. [5], showing the develop-
ment through the peta-FLOP era of supercomputing.

1.1 Interplay Between Fidelity and Cost in Engineer-

ing Simulation

Numerical simulations of complex physical systems are based upon mathematical descrip-

tions representing governing equations or physical laws which are derived or discovered

through empirical and theoretical scientific study. These models may be conceptual, phe-

nomenological, mechanistic and/or probabilistic in nature and frequently do not have a

closed-form solution, necessitating the need for numerical solutions. Engineering models

typically involve the numerical solution of governing equations expressed using systems of

partial differential equations (PDEs). In mechanical and aerospace engineering, compu-

tational fluid dynamics (CFD) is widely used to simulate external flows around machines

or structures and internal flows through engineering devices. The governing equations

for fluid mechanics generally take the form of the Navier-Stokes equations in the contin-

uum regime, and the Boltzmann equations for the kinetic, non-continuum regime, with

augmentations for additional physics to account for chemical reaction, non-equilibrium,

and plasma-state scenarios. Within each regime, simplifying assumptions applied to the

governing equations or solution procedure result in a hierarchy of models, where the

1Rmax is a measured value using the HPL benchmark, as compared to Rpeak which is theoretical.
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simplifications are generally made to ease the computational burden or outright enable

some problems to be simulated. This hierarchy is particularly notable for simulations of

high-Reynolds-number fluid turbulence, characterized by chaotic multi-scale behavior.

While the main contributions of this thesis center on data-driven or deep-learning

techniques for fast approximation of engineering-relevant PDE systems in general, most

of the problems considered are in the domain of fluid mechanics and aerodynamics in

particular. Thus, in what follows in this introductory chapter, notation surrounding

high-fidelity simulation models is presented generally at first in Section 1.1.1 and then

the governing equations of continuum-regime fluid motion are presented in Section 1.1.2.

Following this an overview of the various fidelities of simulating fluid mechanics prob-

lems is given, highlighting the need for modeling simplification due to computational

constraints arising from the multi-scale problem physics. Then background information

and context surrounding optimization and data-driven methods is provided in Section

1.2 before the specific contributions are enumerated in Section 1.3 and an overall outline

in Section 1.4.

1.1.1 High-Fidelity Models

Engineering models frequently have parametric dependence on some input conditions,

typically describing the domain geometry, physical properties, and operation conditions.

Collect all such parameters in vector µµµ ∈ Rnµ , let x ∈ Rnx be the spatial coordinates,

and t ∈ R be time. Then vector-valued solution-states at a point in physical space may

be written as q(x, t;µµµ) ∈ Rnq , which are the unknowns to be determined. Frequently,

governing-equation PDEs are derived from conservation laws which have spatio-temporal

dependence, and considering a domain Ω(µµµ) and boundary ∂Ω(µµµ) which are functions of

the parameters µµµ, then the PDE system may be written generally as

∂q(x, t;µµµ)

∂t
+R

(
q(x, t;µµµ),x, t, . . . ;µµµ

)
= 0, x ∈ Ω(µµµ), t ∈ [t0, tf ], (1.1)
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where R is a (usually) non-linear PDE-term operator which generates the required ex-

pressions, and commonly includes spatial derivatives, divergences, and source terms. All

other necessary outside information is collected in the ellipsis. Appropriate initial and

boundary conditions must also be prescribed. The initial conditions may be written as

q(x, t0;µµµ) = q0, x ∈ Ω(µµµ), (1.2)

which fully defines the solution state over the domain. Consider a boundary-condition

operator B which defines the boundary conditions in a similar manner to the governing

equations, written as

B(q(x, t;µµµ),x, t, . . . ;µµµ) = 0, x ∈ ∂Ω(µµµ), t ∈ [t0, tf ]. (1.3)

The boundary conditions may set the value of q directly (Dirichlet), the boundary-normal

gradients ∇q · n̂ (Neumann), or a linear combination of both (Robin), and may differ for

each component of q or for varying positions on the boundary.

Equations 1.1-1.3 define the PDE-system of interest. Solutions are obtained numeri-

cally, usually by discretizing in space and time with scheme details dependent upon the

problem physics, although mesh-free methods exist for some scenarios. Many engineer-

ing models treat the spatial discretization of R/B separately from the time-integration

scheme. Spatial discretization schemes include finite difference methods (FDMs), finite

element methods (FEMs), and finite volume methods (FVMs), and entire fields of study,

such as CFD, are devoted to the development of domain-specific algorithms. Applying

the spatial discretization leads to the semi-discrete form of the governing equations, which

have been transformed from a system of PDEs to a system of ODEs. Considering a spa-

tial discretization which results in N nodes or cell centers holding the solution state, the

semi-discrete form may be written as

dqN(t;µµµ)

dt
= f(qN(t;µµµ)), (1.4)
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where qN ∈ RNnq×1 holds the nq-dimensional solution state at all N spatial locations,

and f represents the discretization of R/B, though rearranged. Note that in this thesis,

column vectors are represented by lowercase bold letters while matrices, arrays, or tensors

are represented by bold uppercase letters.2 Thus qN is a flattened representation of the

spatially-discretized solution state. The semi-discrete initial conditions are written as

qN(t0;µµµ) = qN,0. (1.5)

Appropriate handling of boundary conditions depends greatly on the spatial discretization

scheme selected and the boundary-condition type.

When time-varying problems are considered, the solution is marched forward in

time using a time-integration scheme. Common methods include Runge-Kutta, linear-

multistep methods, and predictor-corrector methods [6]. When a steady-state problem

is considered, obviously no time integration is required but any non-linearity in f gener-

ally still requires iterative methods in order to obtain a solution. In either scenario qN

represents the high-fidelity-model (HFM) solution.

Numerical simulations are subject to many sources of error, with three important

categories being modeling, discretization, and convergence errors. Modeling errors arise

from differences between the true nature of the simulated phenomena and the mathemat-

ical model. Discretization errors account for the differences between exact discretized and

mathematical-model solutions, while convergence errors are due to the difference between

the exact discretized solution and that which is numerically obtained. Modeling errors

are most fundamental and relate to overall state-of-knowledge, as development of a per-

fect model would require absolute understanding and mastery of the problem physics; a

condition notably lacking for fluid turbulence. Assessment of modeling errors is difficult

and requires comparison between simulation and experiment, but may be confounded by

other sources of errors given that the mathematical models usually don’t have closed-form

solutions. Discretization and convergence errors are related to notions of consistency and

2An exception applies in discussion of the governing equations of fluid motion and RANS/LES models
in Section 1.1.2, where index-notation conventions are followed and include representing tensors by their
scalar entries, such as τij for the viscous stress tensor.
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stability. Consistency relates to the numerical scheme and its discretization, and for a

scheme to be consistent the discretized form must tend to the underlying mathematical

model as the space and time steps tend to zero, while stability requires that all numerical

errors must remain bounded while obtaining an iterative solution [7].

Thus, the spatial (and temporal) discretization are inherently linked to the numerical

scheme, and defining an appropriate mesh and scheme for a problem is incredibly impor-

tant. Generally, FDMs require computational meshes with a regular Cartesian structure,

or multiple mesh zones with such structure. Elliptic body-fitted meshes [8] allow for use

of regular computational meshes on irregular domains or geometries but can struggle in

regions with intricate geometric details. Whereas unstructured meshes can more natu-

rally accommodate complex geometry and be adapted more easily in the presence of large

solution gradients. FEM and FVM schemes can be applied using unstructured meshes

and as a result these methods are more widely used in commercially available simulation

software and remain at the forefront of advanced research topics. When a parametric set

of HFM solutions is considered, as described by varying µµµ, each solution will require its

own mesh that may be adapted to the manifestation of the problem physics according

to the specifics of each design. This becomes problematic when attempting to apply

data-driven methods to approximate HFM solutions, as many techniques require, at a

minimum, consistent spatial discretization among all solution instances.

1.1.2 Navier-Stokes Equations and a Hierarchy of Models

The governing relations for continuum-regime fluid motion are derived by considering

conservation of mass, momentum, and energy. A Eulerian perspective is considered, in

which the fluid state is expressed by fields, as functions of space x =
[
x y z

]T
and

time t. Several assumptions are made in this presentation:

1. Continuum regime, single species, non-reacting, gas-phase flow

2. Local thermodynamic equilibrium everywhere in the flow

3. Acceleration due to gravity g may be ignored
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4. Newtonian fluid, linear relation between stress and strain

5. Heat is conducted via Fourier’s law, q′′ = −κ∇T , with isotropic thermal conduc-

tivity κ

Assumption 1 may still be applied to non-reacting mixtures such as air since the main

component species of Oxygen and Nitrogen are both diatomic molecules with similar

properties, and thus thermodynamic properties of the mixture are computed and used.

The unknowns are the velocity vector field u(x, t) = u(x, t)̂ı + v(x, t)̂ + w(x, t)k̂, the

thermodynamic pressure p(x, t), and the absolute temperature T (x, t). Frequently the

coordinates (x, t) are left off to ease notation. Other included thermodynamic quantities

are the density ρ(x, t), internal energy e(x, t) or enthalpy h = e + p/ρ, and transport

properties of molecular viscosity µ(x, t) and thermal conductivity κ(x, t). Given assump-

tion 2, each of these may be considered a function of p and T via state relations expressed

as empirical formulas or data collected in tables or charts, and in practice many depend

much more strongly on temperature. For example the viscosity µ is frequently found

using a power law or Sutherland’s Law,

µ

µ0

≈
(
T

T0

)3/2
T0 + S

T + S
, (1.6)

where T0 and µ0 are reference states and S is a gas-specific Sutherland constant, all of

which can be found from tables for a given gas. The thermal conductivity κ is also found

using a power law or Sutherland’s Law, identical in form to Equation 1.6 with κ replacing

µ, along with different lookup tables. Frequently a perfect gas assumption is made, giving

rise to the ideal gas law

p = ρRspT, (1.7)

where Rsp = Ru/M is the specific gas constant, and

Ru = NAkB =

(
6.022× 1023 # particles

mol

)(
1.3806× 10−23 J

K

)
= 8.314

J

mol K
(1.8)

is the universal gas constant expressed in terms of Avogadro’s number NA and the Boltz-
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mann constant kB, where M is the molar mass or molecular weight of the gas species

or mixture. Note that Ru, NA, and kB are not expressed with full precision in the ex-

pression above. Many other equivalent forms of the ideal gas law exist and are used in

practice, scenario dependent. The perfect-gas assumption also means the specific heat

capacities of the gas at constant pressure cp and constant specific volume cv are functions

of temperature only, leading to de = cvdT and dh = cpdT , and further e = cvT , h = cpT

are the specific internal energy and enthalpy when T is the absolute temperature. The

total energy per unit mass is then given by E = e+ 1
2
uiui.

The conservation of mass, momentum, and energy may be expressed as

∂ρ

∂t
+

∂

∂xi
(ρui) = 0 (1.9)

∂

∂t
(ρui) +

∂

∂xj
(ρuiuj) =

∂τij
∂xj
− ∂p

∂xi
(1.10)

∂

∂t
(ρE) +

∂

∂xj
[(ρE + p)uj] =

∂

∂xj
(uiτij) +

∂

∂xj

(
κ ∂T
∂xj

)
(1.11)

respectively. Term τij are the viscous stresses which may be written as

τij := µ

(
∂ui
∂xj

+
∂uj
∂xi

)
+ δijλ

∂uk
∂xk

(1.12)

where δij is the Kronecker delta

δij :=


0 if i 6= j

1 if i = j

(1.13)

and λ is the second coefficient of viscosity. Usually Stokes’ hypothesis is used, λ =

−2
3
µ, although this is an approximation and not true in general, especially for highly

compressible flows. The viscous stresses are frequently written in terms of the strain-rate

tensor,

Sij =
1

2

(
∂ui
∂xj

+
∂uj
∂xi

)
, (1.14)
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and together with Stokes’ hypothesis the viscous stresses become

τij = 2µSij − δij
2

3
µ
∂uk
∂xk

. (1.15)

Collectively Equations 1.9-1.11 are the governing equations of fluid motion. The con-

servation of momentum, expression 1.10, is vector valued and results in three separate

relations, one for each coordinate direction, and are commonly known as the Navier-

Stokes equations, but frequently this label is used in reference to the complete set of

governing equations. Thus there are five expression with five unknowns, along with aux-

iliary expressions and equations of state for computing the thermodynamic properties.

These governing equations are non-unique, and other formulations exist which are de-

rived in terms of the entropy s for example. If chemical reactions are considered, then

additional species conservation and chemical reaction expressions must be included.

Appropriate boundary conditions must be set, with common boundaries including

solid walls, inlets and outlets, along with far-field or free-stream conditions, and the

proper handling of boundary conditions depends greatly on the flow regime considered.

Notably, in a wall bounded flow or flow past an object, the velocity and temperature are

subject to the no-slip condition, u = uwall or T = Twall. This gives rise to boundary layer

behavior, where the gas state change rapidly in a thin region directly adjacent to the

wall. Capturing this rapid variation is of primary concern in fully-resolved simulations,

and gives rise to computational difficulties related to discretization and scaling.

The governing equations may be simplified when variation in density is negligible,

known as the incompressible flow regime, and for external flows is loosely considered as

Ma < 0.3, where Ma is the Mach number,

Ma(x, t) =
|u(x, t)|
a(x, t)

, (1.16)

where a ∈ R>0 is the speed of sound. If the viscosity µ is also assumed constant, then the

energy equation becomes decoupled and is no longer needed to determine u and p, with

ρ prescribed. The energy equation may be used later to determine T if that information
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is also of interest. The continuity equation, Equation 1.9, reduces to ∇·u = 0, providing

simplification to the viscous stresses τij and removing the need for Stokes’ hypothesis.

Considering the material derivative

D

Dt
:=

∂

∂t
+ (u · ∇), (1.17)

the incompressible governing equations of continuity and momentum conservation are

then given by

∇ · u = 0 �
∂ui
∂xi

= 0 (1.18)

ρ
Du

Dt
= µ∇2u−∇p � ρ

∂ui
∂t

+ ρuj
∂ui
∂xj

=
∂

∂xj
(2µSij)−

∂p

∂xi
(1.19)

respectively.

The Reynolds number is an important dimensionless similarity parameter in fluid

mechanics. It describes the ratio of inertial and viscous forces in a flow and is given by

Re =
ρ|u|L
µ

. (1.20)

A single flow may be described by many Reynolds numbers depending on the length and

velocity scales selected and the location within the flow. For example, consider an external

incompressible flow around an airfoil with chord length c and free-stream conditions ρ∞

and u∞, then the Reynolds number for the configuration is given by Re = ρ∞|u∞|c
µ

. The

Reynolds number also characterizes the multi-scale nature of the flow, given that the

inertial forces are related to bulk fluid motion of length scale L, while the viscous forces

are realized by much smaller diffusional or molecular length scales. Thus a flow with a

larger Reynolds number displays greater multi-scale behavior, considered further below.

Many excellent textbooks cover derivations and further considerations in greater detail,

including those which were heavily referenced in preparing this section [9, 10, 11].
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1.1.2.1 Direct Numerical Simulation

The highest fidelity of fluid simulation is known as direct numerical simulation (DNS), in

which all relevant scales are fully resolved and Equations 1.9-1.11 or 1.18-1.19 are solved

without further modeling simplification. The requirements this imposes on the spatial

discretization and ultimately the overall computational cost is examined. The energy

cascade exemplifies the multi-scale nature of turbulence, describing the process by which

turbulent kinetic energy at the largest scales is transferred to successively smaller scales

as eddies are broken up before finally being dissipated as heat. The Kolmogorov scales

describe the length, velocity, and time scales of the smallest, dissipative eddies. These

scales are intrinsically linked to the largest scales through the energy transfer rate from

the large scales, which must ultimately equal the dissipation rate at the small scales.

Consider a flow characterized by a streamwise Reynolds number ReL. The Kol-

mogorov length scale η is related to the size of the largest eddies `0 as η/`0 ∼ Re
−3/4
L ,

meaning that as the Reynolds number increases, so does the difference between largest

and smallest scales to be resolved [12]. The number of mesh points for boundary-layer

DNS may be estimated as NDNS ∼ Re
37/14
L [13]. Consider a motor vehicle of length 4 m

traveling at highway speeds of 30 m/s. This corresponds to a Reynolds number of around

8× 106. The number of required grid points for DNS is then estimated to be 1.8× 1018.

Following ref. [14], the time in days to complete the simulation may be roughly estimated

as

TG =
nops × nmesh × nsteps

R× 60× 60× 24
, (1.21)

where nops are the number-of-operations per mesh-point per time-step, nmesh is the num-

ber of mesh points, nsteps are the number of time steps, and R is the performance of the

computer in FLOPS. To stably and fully resolve the finest scales, a Kolmogorov-scale

Courant number may be considered. First, estimate the Kolmogorov scale as

η/`0 ∼ Re−3/4 → η ≈ `0Re−3/4 = 4×
(
8× 106

)−3/4
= 2.66× 10−5 m, (1.22)

then consider turbulence intensity of 1%, reasonable though perhaps an overestimate for
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quiescent air as a vehicle approaches to give

I =
u′

|u∞|
→ u′ = I|u∞| = (0.01)(30) = 0.3 m/s. (1.23)

Then a Kolmogorov-scale Courant number may be defined and set as Coη = u′∆tη
η

= 0.1.

Rearranging for the required time step size yields

∆tη =
Coηη

u′
=

(0.1)(2.66× 10−5)

0.3
= 8.8× 10−6 s. (1.24)

Typically a computational domain around a vehicle will be sized as approximately 10×L

[15] in the streamwise direction, so the number of time steps for a fluid particle traveling

at the freestream velocity to traverse the domain is nt,1 = 10L/|u∞|
∆tη

= (10×4)/30
8.8×−6 = 1.5×105.

DNS simulations must be run until the solution becomes statistically stationary, and for

petascale DNS of turbulent channel flow on the Mira supercomputer at Re = 5000 [16],

statistical stationarity is achieved after an estimated 13 domain flow-throughs or roughly

6.5× 105 time steps. Applying a similar multiplier of 10 yields nsteps = 1.5× 106 for the

vehicle. Then, following [14], let nops = 103, and plugging into Equation 1.21 gives the

estimated exascale simulation wall time of

TG,DNS =
(103)(1.8× 1018)(1.5× 106)

1018 × 60× 60× 24
= 30440.9 days ≈ 83.4 years. (1.25)

This may also be a conservative estimate by several orders of magnitude, as nops = 1000

was chosen to be representative for a pseudo-spectral method solved on a Cartesian

mesh with a simple geometry, while a vehicle contains complex geometry requiring an

unstructured mesh and thus a different method. Further, R = 1018 represents exascale

performance, with only a single supercomputer at Oak Ridge National Lab achieveing

this peak performance, and it is unrealistic to expect peak performance at all or even

most times. Even further, the free-stream turbulence intensity was used to estimate

the Kolmogorov length scale, and while the intensity may be overestimated for the air in

front of the vehicle, greater turbulence intensity will exist near the vehicle and in its wake,
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requiring an even finer spatial discretization and thus smaller time stepping requirements.

Clearly DNS is out of the question for even a single vehicle design, let alone a trade study,

and will remain so for some time. Therefore, modeling simplifications must be made in

order to drastically reduce the simulation cost.

1.1.2.2 Large Eddy Simulation and Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes

Large-eddy Simulation (LES) and Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) approaches

lessen the computational burden of DNS by decomposing the state quantities by filter-

ing or averaging, respectively.3 This reduces the required number of mesh points, but

both filtering and averaging bring about a closure problem whereby additional terms are

introduced into the governing equations which must be modeled. Development of those

models so that RANS/LES simulations remain physically consistent with the unmodified

governing equations, via comparison with experiments or DNS, represent a central chal-

lenge and an active area of research. In general LES is more expensive and accurate than

RANS, and only recently is LES becoming affordable for some industrial applications.

For RANS, Reynolds-averaging approaches are used to decompose state quantities qi

into mean 〈qi〉 and fluctuating components q′i, that is

qi(x, t) = 〈qi(x, t)〉+ q′i(x, t) (1.26)

The most general form of the mean is an ensemble average,

〈qi(x, t)〉E := lim
N→∞

1

N

N∑
j=1

qji (x, t) (1.27)

for N independent realizations which are identical other than for random perturbations

of initial and boundary conditions. Often a time-average is used instead of the ensemble

average, defined as

〈qi(x)〉T := lim
T→∞

1

T

∫ t+T

t

qi(x, t)dt, (1.28)

3While filtering is a form of spatial averaging the distinction is maintained.
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where of course T represents time not temperature in this context. Time averaging in

this way is only applicable to flows which do not change with time, as t is lost from

the mean coordinate as compared to ensemble averaging. Unsteady-RANS (URANS)

approaches do not take the limit as T → ∞, but instead define a time scale T which is

large compared to the turbulent time scales T1, but small compared to the time-scales by

which the mean flow changes, T2. Then the time-average may be redefined as

〈qi(x, t)〉T :=
1

T

∫ t+T

t

qi(x, t)dt, T1 � T � T2, (1.29)

and the solution may still be time-varying. However, this time-scale separation is not

a valid assumption for all flows, or even for all locations within a flow, such as through

a shear layer. When RANS equations are presented the averaging will be left general,

using 〈qi〉 without subscript, but many times the expressions are developed specifically

using time-averaging [11].

Large-Eddy Simulation (LES) directly simulates the large-scale turbulent motions

(the large eddies) while modeling the effects of smaller scales [17]. The decomposition of

qi has filtered qi (resolved) and residual qri components resulting,

qi(x, t) = qi(x, t) + qri (x, t). (1.30)

This is justified by deference to Kolmogorov’s hypothesis of local isotropy which posits a

universal or near-universal form for the small scales of turbulence. LES is more naturally

suited for time-varying problems as unsteady effects are accounted for. Filtering is almost

always applied via convolution, with spatial high-pass convolutional kernel G and spatial

cutoff scale or filter width ∆, the filtering is defined by

qi(x, t) :=
1

∆

∫ ∞
−∞

∫ ∞
−∞

G

(
x− ξξξ

∆
, t− t′

)
qi(ξξξ, t

′)dt′d3ξξξ. (1.31)
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Convolution is represented more compactly as

qi = G ∗ qi. (1.32)

Conveniently, convolution in the spatial/temporal domain is multiplication in the wavenum-

ber/frequency domain, as related by the Fourier transform, and thus many LES schemes

are spectral in nature. Commonly used filters include the box, Gaussian, and sharp cutoff

filters, among others [18].

The incompressible RANS equations may be expressed as

∂〈ui〉
∂xi

= 0 (1.33)

ρ
∂〈ui〉
∂t

+ ρ〈uj〉
∂〈ui〉
∂xj

=
∂

∂xj

(
2µ〈Sij〉

)
− ∂

∂xj

(
ρ〈u′iu

′

j〉
)
− ∂〈p〉

∂xi
, (1.34)

and the incompressible LES equations as

∂ui
∂xi

= 0 (1.35)

ρ
∂ui
∂t

+ ρuj
∂ui
∂xj

=
∂

∂xj

(
2µSij

)
− ∂

∂xj

(
ρτ r

ij

)
− ∂pm

∂xi
, (1.36)

where 〈Sij〉 and Sij are the averaged and filtered strain-rate tensors, defined analogously

to Equation 1.14 with averaged/filtered velocity components.When compared to the in-

compressible governing equations of Equation 1.18-1.19, the only difference in structure

are a single additional term on the right-hand side of each. These stress tensors arise from

averaging/filtering the non-linear advection term of the Navier-stokes equations, ρuj
∂ui
∂xj

,

which is re-expressed in conservation form as ρ
∂(uiuj)

∂xj
in the incompressible regime. The

extra terms arise because the averaged/filtered products 〈uiuj〉/uiuj are not equal to the

product of the averaged/filtered terms 〈ui〉〈uj〉/uiuj. For RANS, the difference is known

as the Reynolds-stress tensor,

〈u′iu
′

j〉 = 〈uiuj〉 − 〈ui〉〈uj〉, (1.37)
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and for LES, the difference defines the residual stress tensor,

τR
ij := uiuj − uiuj. (1.38)

While the actual stress tensors are given by −ρ〈u′iu
′
j〉 or −ρτR

ij , the terminology above

persists as ρ is known and prescribed for incompressible flow simulations. The residual

kinetic energy is defined as

kr := 1
2
τR
ii , (1.39)

which is in turn used to define the anisotropic residual-stress tensor

τ r
ij := τR

ij − 2
3
krδij (1.40)

and modified filtered pressure

pm := p+ 2
3
ρkr (1.41)

which appear in Equation 1.36. Similarly, for RANS, the turbulent kinetic energy is

defined as

k := 1
2
〈u′iu′i〉, (1.42)

and similar to Equation 1.40, a deviatoric anisotropic stress tensor is given by

aij := 〈u′iu
′

j〉 − 2
3
kδij. (1.43)

The Reynolds stresses of Equation 1.37 and the residual-stress tensor of Equation

1.38 must be modeled in order to close each system of equations. Eddy-viscosity mod-

els are widely used in both approaches and depend upon an appropriate eddy-viscosity

hypothesis. While the unclosed terms result from the same non-linear component of the

momentum equation, the physics which drives them is different. The Reynolds stresses

are due to momentum transfer via turbulent fluctuations of the velocity field, while the

residual-stresses are due to momentum transfer via the unresolved velocity field, repre-

senting a coupling between the resolved and unresolved scales. Widely known turbulence
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models for RANS include the algebraic mixing-length model, single-equation TKE mod-

els, and two-equation models such as k-ε [19], k-ω [20], and k-ω-SST [21] which blends

the two: k-ω near walls and k-ε elsewhere. Two-equation models include transport equa-

tions for k and ε/ω containing scalar coefficients which are tuned using boundary-layer

theory, experimental data, and/or expert intuition. When the compressible flow regime

is considered, many additional cross-correlation terms which also require modeling arise

due to fluctuations in temperature and density, on top of existing pressure and veloc-

ity field fluctuations. Favre-averaging or Favre-filtering is often used to mathematically

simplify the resulting expressions, but the additional physics must still be accounted for.

The compressible RANS and LES equations are considerably more complicated and their

treatment is left to the literature [11, 22]. The modeling challenge is also greater in the

compressible regime as there is less experimental data to anchor modeling choices.

At this time RANS approaches are most widely used in industry due to the reduced

cost, where RANS is cheaper by a factor of up to 106 for Reynolds numbers around

106 [23]. LES variants include wall-resolved (WR-LES) and wall-modeled (WM-LES)

approaches, with WR-LES being more desired and accurate. The number of required

grid points for WR-LES scales approximately as NWR−LES ∼ Re
13/7
L while WM-LES

displays linear scaling NWM−LES ∼ ReL [13]. Applying the WR-LES estimator to the

vehicle scenario considered for DNS results in 6.6 × 1012 required mesh points, a great

improvement over DNS but still out of reach for practical application in industry. Some

estimates place WR-LES becoming computationally tractable by around 2035 [23] to 2045

[24]. Hybrid RANS-LES schemes, such as detached-eddy simulation (DES) [25, 26], have

also been developed and represent a middle-ground between the two. In DES the near-wall

region is treated using RANS, while LES is used for the bulk flow, either using a zonal

approach or a modified wall-distance to control switching between schemes. For flows

where compressibility and/or unsteady effects are important, such as axial compressor

design or aeroacoustics, the utility of LES is even greater and RANS simulations must

be treated with greater uncertainty.
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1.2 Data-driven Modeling and Optimization

High-fidelity numerical simulations are ubiquitous in engineering design and analysis

but are often prohibitively expensive in design applications. Data-driven and machine-

learning surrogate-modeling techniques offer an interesting alternative, particularly in

situations where model accuracy may be acceptably traded for computational savings.

However, many existing methods face limitations when confronted with unstructured

and varying mesh topologies across the parameter or design-variable space. This confines

such methods to problems that can be defined with a shared discretization, or requires

additional lossy interpolation to map solutions onto consistent meshes. These limitations

pose a significant challenge for problems involving multi-scale phenomena, commonly

found in fluid and structural mechanics, where solutions frequently contain regions with

large gradients and tightly-clustered mesh cells. Additionally, the domains may contain

intricate and varying geometric features among solution instances. In such scenarios

interpolating the solutions to a common and often Cartesian mesh results in unacceptable

loss of critical information and fidelity.

Data-driven approaches may be considered in many engineering-relevant contexts.

The list below enumerates a few broad, non-exclusive categories which will be expanded

upon in the proceeding sections.

1. Solver augmentation: many high-fidelity models depend on modeled quantities or

closures which have uncertainty in their form or numerical coefficients, resulting in

mismatch between simulation and experimental measure. The experimental data

is used to augment the uncertain quantities in an effort to reduce the error present.

This includes Field-Inversion and Machine-Learning (FIML) techniques. Increasing

solution speed is not the goal in this scenario, only increasing accuracy and/or

interpretability.

2. Optimization and surrogate meta-modeling: in scenarios such as design optimiza-

tion, scalar quantities of interest (QoIs) extracted from the solution field are used

to compute the objectives and constraints. The QoIs are approximated directly,
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without obtaining the solution field qN or an approximation. Methods include Re-

sponse Surface Methods (RSM), Guassian Process Regression (GPR), and use of

artificial neural networks (ANN).

3. Solver acceleration: high-fidelity models are accelerated by modifying the solution

procedure, either by replacing steps in an iterative scheme with an approxima-

tion, or by projecting the discretized solution qN onto a reduced set of variables

qr ∈ Rr×nq , where r << N , and solving the governing equations, including non-

linear term f , on this reduced set; commonly referred to as intrusive Reduced Order

Models (ROMs), and includes projection-based Galerkin and Petrov-Galerkin vari-

ants, along with deep-learning augmented POD-NN.

4. Solver replacement or emulation: the solution field qN is approximated without

direct reference to the high-fidelity model or its components. This includes non-

intrusive ROMs, Dynamic Mode Decomposition (DMD), and Koopman Methods.

Additionally, ANN-based methods built upon convolutional neural networks (CNN)

graph neural networks (GNN), including Neural Operator variants, Deep Operator

Networks, and physics-informed neural networks (PINNs). In some contexts this

may also be referred to as surrogate modeling, with emphasis on modeling the

solution field instead of QoIs, noting that the QoIs are instead extracted from the

emulated field.

1.2.1 Solver Augmentation

As discussed in Section 1.1.2.2, RANS and LES formulations require turbulence mod-

els to close the system of equations due to the averaging/filtering operations. RANS

turbulence models depend upon additional transport equations whose functional form is

guided by expert intuition. They also contain empirical parameters which are calibrated

to canonical flows or experimental data, and model performance suffers when applied

to different scenarios. Recently, data-driven methods have been developed to improve

existing models and to discover new, more accurate model forms using data from DNS,
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LES, and experiments.

Early works were within the regime of parameter estimation, and sought to tune tur-

bulence model coefficients by regressing approximation models mapping between model

coefficients and error metrics computed from experimental values, and then optimizing

the approximation model to obtain new, improved coefficients [27, 28]. These techniques

had limited portability and did not address model-form errors or uncertainties present in

turbulence models. As a step beyond this, Bayesian uncertainty quantification methods

were used to quantify RANS parameter and model-form uncertainties, where the tur-

bulence model parameters are treated as random variables and model inadequacies are

Gaussian random fields [29], as opposed to scalar measures such as root-mean-squared-

error (RMSE) in the above parameter estimation approaches. Similarly, field-inversion

machine-learning (FIML) techniques move beyond tuning existing coefficients and instead

supplement existing closure models with additional spatial or spatiotemporal functions,

either as additive or multiplicative modifications [30, 31, 32]. Correction fields are deter-

mined by solving inverse problems, usually using Bayesian approaches [33], and machine

learning is used to regress functional forms in terms of local features accessible to the

turbulence model [34]. The use of such features is an important step in attaining a

generalizable and predictive augmented model, first recognized in the context of kernel

regression to model local errors [35]. FIML has been applied in several contexts, including

separated airfoil flows [36] and fuel-cell modeling [37].

1.2.2 Design Optimization and Surrogate Modeling

Design optimization routines seek to wholly or partially automate stages of the design

process, and optimization underpins many methods for constructing data-driven models.

Generally these tasks may be expressed as non-linear constrained optimization prob-

lems. Given design variables µµµ = [µ1, · · · , µnµ ]T , each with lower and upper bounds

µi,min/µi,max, scalar objective function J (µµµ) ∈ R, ng inequality constraints gj(µµµ) ∈ R,
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and nh equality constraints hk(µµµ) ∈ R, the problem may be expressed as

minimize J (µµµ)

by varying µi for i = 1, . . . , nµ

subject to gj(µµµ) ≤ 0 for j = 1, . . . , ng (1.44)

hk(µµµ) = 0 for k = 1, . . . , nh

µi,min ≤ µi ≤ µi,max for i = 1, . . . , nµ.

The above problem formulation does not include solution of relevant governing equations,

but generally the objective and constraints are computed from parametric HFM solution

fields qN(x, t;µµµ). Equation 1.44 is solved using iterative numerical methods, using either

gradient-based or gradient-free approaches, and more mathematical detail is provided in

Section 2.2.

Sequential quadratic programming (SQP) methods are the most efficient and widely

used gradient-based schemes to solve non-linear constrained optimization problems per

Equation 1.44, and the sequential least-squares quadratic programming (SLSQP) algo-

rithm [38] is available in many optimization software packages. These include SciPy [39]

and openMDAO [40] python libraries, the latter providing a wrapper around the former,

which are open source and free to use. SQP methods are analogs of Quasi-Newton meth-

ods for unconstrained optimization, and SLSQP uses very similar inverse-Hessian update

expressions as the widely-used Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) algorithm [41,

42, 43, 44]. Other commonly used unconstrained gradient-based schemes include steep-

est descent and conjugate gradient methods, but do not include curvature information

via the Hessian. Stochastic gradient descent and its variants are widely used in training

neural networks.

For many engineering devices, varying model fidelities are acceptable at different

stages in the design cycle, or for simulation of different sub-components or effects. When

the design space is large then even lower-fidelity simulation models such as RANS may

be unacceptably costly to fully explore the design space or to use directly in an optimiza-
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tion routine. This is especially true for multi-disciplinary design optimization (MDO),

where the objectives and constraints may depend on segregated HFM solutions from

multiple disciples, or from iterative or directly coupled multi-physics solvers. In any

of these scenarios surrogate-based optimization (SBO) offers an affordable alternative,

where surrogate models are regressed directly between the design variables µµµ and the

objective response J (µµµ) or other QoI’s, side-stepping HFM solution. Common methods

for constructing surrogate models include least-squares regression, kriging or Gaussian

process regression, and artificial neural networks. Later in Chapter 5, such surrogates

are referred to as “QoI emulators” to help distinguish them from the flow-field emulators

which are developed in this thesis. However, this is not common terminology, and gen-

erally when works refer to surrogates or SBO they are referencing models which predict

scalar quantities.

Response surface methodology (RSM) was originally developed in the context of at-

taining optimal conditions in chemical experiments [45], where a second-order polyno-

mial model is constructed to evaluate relationships between independent or explanatory

variables and the experimental outcome or response. Ordinary least squares is used to

obtain the unknown polynomial coefficients and the general approach may be applied in

the context of design, where the design variables comprise the independent variables and

the objective or QoIs are the scalar response, represented by y ∈ R. The polynomial

model takes the form

ŷ(µµµ) = w0 +

nµ∑
i=1

wiµi +

nµ∑
i=1

wiiµ
2
i +

nµ∑
i=1

nµ∑
j>i

wijµiµj (1.45)

where w are the unknown coefficients or weights to be determined. Given a dataset with

M entries, D =
{
yi|µµµi

}M
i=1

, let y ∈ RM collect all y ∈ D, let w ∈ Rp collect all weights,

construct Vandermonde matrix A ∈ RM×p, then the ordinary least-squares problem setup

is

w∗ = argmin
w
‖εεε‖2

2 = argmin
w
‖y −Aw‖2

2 = argmin
w

(y −Aw)T (y −Aw), (1.46)
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where εεε ∈ RM is the error. Typically there are more simulations than undetermined

coefficients, that is A is taller than it is wide, M > p, and thus the problem is over-

determined. In this scenario the solution to Equation 1.46 is well known, assuming

rank(A) = p, and is given by Equation 1.47.

w∗ = [ATA]−1ATy. (1.47)

Define polynomial-feature-generating function

p(µµµ) := Rnµ → Rp, (1.48)

which applies the model form of Equation 1.45 (without coefficients) to a design variable

vector µµµ, expressed as a column vector. This was used to construct the rows of the

Vandermode matrix, and thus the model response prediction is written as

ŷ(µµµ; w∗) = p(µµµ)Tw∗. (1.49)

The response surface may then be optimized to find an estimate for the optimal design,

µµµ∗. RSMs are often applied sequentially, with more HFM solutions obtained spanning

a region near the previous RSM optima. Quadratic response surfaces have been applied

to design problems using FEM simulation data [46, 47] as well as RANS simulations for

aerodynamic shape optimization [48, 49, 50].

Kriging or non-parametric Gaussian Process Regression (GPR) are also frequently

used to construct response surfaces instead of least-squares polynomial models. Non-

parametric GPR allows for predictions to be made directly in function space, without

explicitly inferred the weights w of a linear model. Let matrix M ∈ Rnµ×M collect all in-

put vectors µµµ ∈ D. Given a covariance kernel k(µµµ,µµµ′) ∈ R and mean function m(µµµ) ∈ R,

then matrix k(M,M) ∈ RM×M collects the covariance function over training points,

where element (i, j) is k(µµµ(i),µµµ(j)). Considering a design µµµ∗ where a response is sought,

then column vector k(M,µµµ∗) ∈ RM×1 collects the covariance function between the point
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of interest µµµ∗ and all training points in the dataset, as does row vector k(µµµ∗,M) ∈ R1×M ,

while k(µµµ∗,µµµ∗) is a scalar. Further let ΓΓΓ = σ2IM ∈ RM×M be the i.i.d. Gaussian prior on

the noise associated with the observations in dataset D. The rules for conditional Gaus-

sian distributions allow closed-form expressions for the posterior predictive distribution

and variance functions for µµµ∗ /∈ D, following Bayes’ theorem.

E[f(µµµ∗)|y] = m(µµµ∗) + k(µµµ∗,M)
(
k(M,M) + ΓΓΓ

)−1
(y −m(M)) (1.50)

Var(f(µµµ∗), f(µµµ∗)|y) = k(µµµ∗,µµµ∗)− k(µµµ∗,M)
(
k(M,M) + ΓΓΓ

)−1
k(M,µµµ∗) (1.51)

Frequently the mean function is taken to be the zero function, and this simplifies the

prediction, letting f∗ := E[f(µµµ∗)|y], then

f∗ = k(µµµ∗,M)
(
k(M,M) + ΓΓΓ

)−1
y (1.52)

is the predicted function value. This may be interpreted as a linear combination of M

kernel functions k(µµµ∗,M), each centered on a training data point, with coefficients given

by
(
k(M,M) + ΓΓΓ

)−1
y. GPR is advantageous over RSM as it interpolates the training

data exactly in the noise-free scenario, when ΓΓΓ = I. That is, if µµµ∗ = µµµi ∈ D, then the

product k(µµµ∗,M)
(
k(M,M) + ΓΓΓ

)−1
is a row vector of zeros except for a one at position

i, then subsequent inner product with y yields yi, the exact value. Additional details

and further background on parametric and non-parametric GPR are provided in Section

2.3.2.

Efficient global optimization (EGO) is a Bayesian SBO procedure designed for expen-

sive, black-box objective functions, such as those dependent upon HFM solutions [51].

EGO utilizes GPR models to build response surfaces, and rather than minimizing the

response surface directly, acquisition functions or figures of merit which account for un-

certainty are optimized instead. A popular acquisition function is known as “expected

improvement” which seeks to balance exploitation of points where the response is small

and exploration of points where the uncertainty is high. Inclusion of this exploration

term helps to free the optimizer from local minima, and accounts for the global nature
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of the algorithm. Other acquisition functions include probability of improvement, upper-

confidence bound, and entropy search, among others which are designed with different

trade-offs in mind [52]. Optimizing the acquisition function may be difficult, as they

frequently contain local minima and regions with small gradients, and development of

methods for their effective optimization is an active area of research [53]. Bayesian opti-

mization is applied in the context of designing transonic compressor airfoils in Chapter

5, where flow-field emulators were used as a data source as compared against CFD.

There has been increasing interest in using artificial neural networks (ANNs) to regress

surrogates, and for other tasks related to optimization. One advantage of ANNs as

compared to RSM or GPR is that ANNs may be readily extended to predict a small

vector of QoIs easily, whereas this is non-trivial for the other approaches. Co-kriging

models do allow for this and one may naively predict vectors using vanilla GPR but this is

effectively running several GPR models in parallel, without accounting for the covariance

among the output quantities. This naive multi-output approach is demonstrated later

in Section 2.3.2.1. ANNs have been used in SBO routines to predict lift, drag, and/or

pitching moment coefficients in many scenarios [54, 55, 56].

Regressing surrogate models with deterministic computer simulation data has different

recommendations and considerations as compared to experimental measures. In design-

of-experiments (DoE) methods, experimental measurement uncertainty may be reduced

by replicating an experiment many times. This is not necessary when selecting operating

conditions from a HFM to train a meta-model, the recommendation is to instead sample

µµµ to span the design space without replication instead. Random sampling may be used,

but this does not explicitly account for the span of the design space or the previously

chosen designs. Latin hypercube sampling combats this and ensures that each input

variable (element of µµµ) has all portions of its input distribution covered, and that the

number of required samples does not increase with dim(µµµ) [57].
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1.2.3 Solver Acceleration and Intrusive Reduced Order Model-

ing

Numerical schemes used to solve the HFM are usually sparse, iterative methods, some-

times requiring many iterations to progress onto the next time step. There are frequently

bottleneck steps within each iteration. A common example is the pressure Poisson equa-

tion resulting during application of the Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked Equa-

tions (SIMPLE) algorithm [58, 59, 60] for solution of the incompressible Navier-Stokes

equations, knows as the pressure-correction step. Data-driven methods may be used

to replace these bottleneck steps or to circumvent entire solver iterations. For exam-

ple, CFD-Net is used to predict the full state, including an eddy-viscosity term for the

Spalart Allmaras turbulence model, to accelerate 2D simulations of the incompressible

RANS equations using the SIMPLE algorithm in OpenFOAM. After a warmup period,

a CNN is used to predict the final solution state given the current intermediate values,

and the CNN prediction is subsequently refined using the solver, providing a speedup by

a factor of 1.9-7.4×, once the network is trained.

As a classical dimensionality-reduction technique, proper orthogonal decomposition

(POD) has been used to construct surrogate and reduced-order models [61, 62, 63,

64]. Despite many attractive properties, conventional POD implementations process dis-

cretized data, and require the use of a fixed topology mesh across all parameter regimes,

fixing the number of degrees-of-freedom. This is restrictive in many engineering problems

in which various solution features (e.g., relative motion of bodies, crack propagation, etc.)

may emerge in different regions of parameter space. Further, data may be available from

multiple sources with varying discretization and mesh topologies. Reduced order models

(ROMs) seek to accelerate or supplement a high-fidelity model by utilizing information

from previous observed solutions. ROM construction consists of two stages, an offline

stage where solutions are generated and the model is formed, and an online stage, where

the model is deployed in place of the full-order model. Note that the ROM may still

make use of components of the high-fidelity solver.
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ROMs are most commonly applied to time-varying problem, where an initial state is to

be forward propagated in time. The ROM equations may be developed by considering the

discretized form of the governing equations, as may be represented by the semi-discrete

form

dqN(t)

dt
= f(qN(t)) (1.53)

qN(t0) = qN,0 (1.54)

which may be viewed as an autonomous system. A single set of operating conditions

µµµ is considered and thus omitted from notation in this scenario. Let N ′ = N × nq

represent the full dimensionality of the state-space, where there are N mesh locations,

and qN ∈ RN ′ . Projection-based ROMs seek a reduced set of variables qr ∈ Rk where

k << N ′ with which to evolve the system. This is achieved by projection and truncation

in an appropriate basis, developed using data from high-fidelity solutions.

The ROM equations first approximate the full state as qN(t) ≈ ΦΦΦqr(t) or qN(t) ≈

qN,0+ΦΦΦqr(t) using an appropriate trial basis ΦΦΦ ∈ RN ′×k, then given a test basis ΨΨΨ ∈ RN ′×k

the ROM equation is given by

dqr
dt

=
[
ΨΨΨTΦΦΦ

]−1
ΨΨΨT f(qN,0 + ΦΦΦqr). (1.55)

For Galerkin ROMs, the trial and test basis are set equal to another, ΨΨΨ = ΦΦΦ. When the

columns of ΦΦΦ are orthonormal, then ΦΦΦTΦΦΦ = Ik and the Galerkin ROM equation results

as

dqr
dt

= ΦΦΦT f(qN,0 + ΦΦΦqr). (1.56)

Petrov-Galerkin ROMs result when ΨΨΨ 6= ΦΦΦ and the resulting projection is oblique instead

of orthogonal. Proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) is frequently used to determine

the basis ΦΦΦ for Galerkin ROMs. A POD expansion may be written as

qN(t) =
k∑
i=1

bi(t)φφφi(x), (1.57)
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where the spatial modes φφφi(x) form a mutually orthogonal set and are weighted by scalar

coefficients bi. In the ROM equation, Equation 1.55, the entries of reduced representation

qr play the role of the coefficients.

Consider a data-snapshot matrix consisting of M solution snapshots at different times,

X =


. . .

qN(t0) qN(t1) . . . qN(tM−1)

. . .

 ∈ RN ′×M , (1.58)

where the snapshots need-not be ordered. Note that the solution fields should be nor-

malized or scaled, especially when qN contains multiple output quantities, see Section

2.2.1. In some cases it may be beneficial to generate a separate POD basis for each flow

quantity separately. Center the data snapshot matrix by subtracting the mean column

〈qN〉,

Xm =
[
qN(t0)− 〈qN〉 qN(t1)− 〈qN〉 . . . qN(tM−1)− 〈qN〉

]
∈ RN ′×M , (1.59)

then perform a singular-value decomposition of Xm,

Xm = UΣVT =
[
U1 U2

]ΣΣΣ1 0

0 0

[V1 V2

]T
= U1ΣΣΣ1V

T
1 . (1.60)

Matrices U ∈ RN ′×N ′ and V ∈ RM×M are orthonormal, and Σ ∈ RN ′×M is a rectangular

diagonal matrix whose entries are the singular values. U1 and V1 have r columns, and

ΣΣΣ1 ∈ Rr×r = diag(σ1, σ2, ..., σr) where rank(Xm) = r. The trial basis is selected as the

first k columns of U, known as the left singular vectors. That is, let

ΦΦΦ = U[:, : k] (1.61)

using zero-indexing and python numpy slicing conventions. An appropriate value for k

may be selected by examining reconstruction errors or by optimal hard-thresholding per

reference [65]. The mean column must be added back wherever the basis is used.
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Even though the dimension of Equations 1.55 and 1.56 are k×1, they involve evaluat-

ing the non-linear term f for N ′ locations, and subsequently performing a matrix-vector

product as ΨΨΨT f , which is (k ×N ′)× (N ′ × 1). This still scales as N ′ and appears to de-

feat the purpose. However, methods such as the discrete empirical interpolation method

(DEIM) [66, 67, 68], compressed sensing [69, 70], and gappy-POD [71, 72] may be used

to actually reduce computational cost in ROMs, in many cases by approximating the

non-linear function f with a reduced POD basis.

1.2.4 Solver Replacement or Emulation

Non-intrusive ROMs are different than those from the previous section in that they do

not make direct use of the HFM solver or its components at all, beyond using data.

One such method is known as POD-NN and was originally introduced in the context

of steady-state PDE solutions with dependence on parameters µµµ [73]. A POD basis is

computed by first collecting M solution snapshots for different µµµ,

X =


. . .

qN(µµµ1) qN(µµµ2) . . . qN(µµµM)

. . .

 ∈ RN ′×M , (1.62)

subtracting the mean column 〈qN〉,

Xm =
[
qN(µµµ1)− 〈qN〉 qN(µµµ2)− 〈qN〉 . . . qN(µµµM)− 〈qN〉

]
∈ RN ′×M , (1.63)

and an SVD computed to obtain a reduced basis ΦΦΦ using k left singular vectors

Xm = UΣΣΣVT → ΦΦΦ = U[:, : k]. ∈ RN ′×k (1.64)
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A mean-centered snapshot, a column of Xm, may be rank-k reconstructed given the basis

coefficients a(µµµ) ∈ Rk, computed for all snapshots in Xm as

Xm ≈ ΦΦΦA→ A := ΦΦΦTXm =


. . .

a(µµµ1) a(µµµ1) . . . a(µµµM)

. . .

 ∈ Rk×M . (1.65)

Alternatively the coefficients could be determined for the training set using the SVD,

A = ΣΣΣ[: k, : k]V[:, : k]T . Next a neural network is trained to map the design variables

to the basis coefficients, N(µµµi; θ) = a(µµµi), where N represents the ANN and θ is its set

of trainable weights. Then when a prediction is needed for a new parameter set µµµ∗, the

trained ANN is used to generate the basis coefficients, N(µµµ∗; θ) = a(µµµ∗), which are in

turn used with the basis ΦΦΦ to generate the approximate solution as

qN(µµµ∗) ≈ qN + ΦΦΦa(µµµ∗) (1.66)

POD-NN has also been applied to time-varying parametric problems using a two-step

POD algorithm, where the time trajectories for each µµµ are compressed in the first stage,

and then a second stage performs POD on the compressed trajectories [74].

POD-based methods are powerful but have a few limitations and shortcomings. First,

all HFM solutions must lie on meshes with the same topology and number of points. This

restricts the types of problems which may be considered, as such meshes are not always

appropriate for all regions of parameter space, especially in the presence of complex and

variable geometry. Second, the methods assume that span(ΦΦΦ) fully encompasses the

solution dynamics for all (µµµ, t). This may be a poor assumption in convection domi-

nated problems, where temporal predictions are sought outside the region spanned by

the training set.

Convolutional neural network (CNN) based autoencoders have been used to construct

solution-field surrogate models for both steady-state [75, 76, 77, 78, 79] and time-varying

parametric problems [80, 81] by including an additional time-advance model such as an
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LSTM or temporal-convolutional network. However, they place even greater restrictions

on the discretization than POD-based methods, requiring inputs and outputs to be de-

fined on regular Cartesian grids with consistent dimensions for all parameter regimes.

Overcoming this restriction requires interpolation from the computational mesh to a

Cartesian grid overlain on the problem domain, equivalent to pixelization. The interpola-

tion results in a number of undesirable effects, including a reduced-fidelity representation

of the domain geometry, and a loss of information in regions of tightly-clustered mesh

points, such as within boundary layers, shocks, and wakes. The models may then be

conceptualized as image-to-image mappings.

Another more problematic but surprisingly overlooked issue is that the memory re-

quirements for 3D convolutions, commonly implemented on a single GPU, are not af-

fordable for typical resolutions in realistic engineering problems. Considering mini-batch

training, even storing the output of one single hidden layer (a 5-dimensional tensor), re-

quires memory typically on the order of O(10)−O(102) GB for a 3D Cartesian field with

40 million cells. As a result, most reported works using 3D CNNs for engineering prob-

lems are limited to below 5-6 million degrees of freedom [82, 83], and often still require

lossy interpolation [84].

Graph neural networks have been developed to extend CNNs to problems defined

on non-Euclidean domains, or with non-regular Cartesian structure. In the context of

modeling physical simulations, the computational mesh may be treated as a graph, G =

(V , E), where V is the set of vertices representing points in the computational domain,

and E is the set of edges defining the connections among the nodes corresponding to

mesh connectivity. Graph neural networks may be classified as either spectral [85, 86,

87, 88] or spatial [89] approaches, although the two may be generalized by the message-

passing graph neural network (MPGNN) [90]. MPGNNs have been used for body-force

predictions of aerodynamic flows [91].

Additionally, MPGNNs are used as a sub-component for certain learning and pre-

diction schemes, with a focus on PDEs in either a mesh-based [92, 93] or mesh-free

scenario [94]. These methods operate in the computational domain and are used to ad-
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vance a solution field from one time instance to the next, serving as a model for the

high-fidelity simulator. The architectures consist of encoder-processor-decoder compo-

nents, with MPGNNs used in the processor to compute interactions among computa-

tional nodes. In some instances a particle-based representation of the simulation is used

[94], where message passing is used to capture non-local interactions between discrete

particles in the simulation. While others adopt a more finite-volume-method inspired

perspective in constructing the processor [93, 92], with message passing used to represent

fluxes. Impressive results are seen with these methods, and they overcome many of the

shortcomings of CNN-based approaches. Conditionally parameterized networks [92] also

share some similarity with the proposed methods, in that neural network weights are

treated as parametric functions, much like design-variable hypernetworks generate the

weights and biases for the main network. However, the focus of those works is on sim-

ulating a particular problem instance forward in time, while here the focus is surrogate

modeling of steady-state, parametrically-related cases.

Another class of relevant techniques capable of handling unstructured data includes

operator-regression methods, such as those based on DeepONet [95, 96, 97], Neural Oper-

ator [98, 99], Fourier basis networks [100], and GMLS Nets [101]. DeepONet and Neural

Operator methods have shown impressive results but generally seek to develop mappings

between spatially-varying input functions appearing explicitly in the governing equations

and the solution. The architecture of an unstacked DeepOnet corresponds to the use of

a hypernetwork for just the final layer, except the DeepONet branch network also con-

sumes input functions sampled across the domain as opposed to an embedding or known

quantity such as µµµ, as is pursued here. This distinction may seem to split hairs, but

DeepONet requires sensors to be fixed in location across all solutions which breaks the

desired discretization independence, with no obvious way to place sensors when variable

geometry is considered.
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1.3 Objectives and Contributions

Data-driven methods may be applied to engineering-relevant scenarios in a variety of

ways, notably by solver augmentation and acceleration, or through modeling of QoIs

or HFM solution fields. The primary objective of this dissertation is to develop data-

driven and ultimately deep-learning methods which are capable of handling unstructured

simulation data in the presence of variable geometry and operating conditions without

lossy interpolation of the prediction or ground truth data. Specifically, the objectives

may be enumerated as follows:

1. To develop data-driven techniques for full-field surrogate modeling of PDE simula-

tions, to allow for:

(a) Mesh independence

(b) Parametric variation in geometry and operating conditions

(c) Indirectly coupled mesh and model size; allows for scaling to 3D domains with

lessened memory limitations

2. To evaluate the effectiveness of the techniques on a variety of problems, with a focus

on external aerodynamics, and including problems with industrial-scale complexity

3. To develop and explore methods for effective model construction and training

4. To demonstrate design-optimization routines driven by full-field surrogates

The resulting contributions are enumerated below.

1. Adapted coordinate-based neural networks for discretization-independent, full-field

surrogate modeling of problems with complex, parametric geometry and operating

conditions.

(a) Developed methods include design-variable-embedded dense networks, along

with one-shot full and partial hypernetwork models; inspired by recent ad-

vances in deep-learning for computer graphics rendering tasks and modal de-

composition techniques.
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2. Showed that hypernetwork-based predictions may be written in a form analogous

to POD, without restriction on mesh size or topology.

3. Introduced and demonstrated decoder-convolutional-neural-networks (DCNN) for

surrogate modeling of problems defined on single and multi-block coordinate trans-

formed structured meshes; eliminates the need for lossy interpolation.

4. Trained DCNN and DVH flow-field emulators used in design optimization of sub-

sonic and transonic compressor rotors; a problem of industrial scale complexity.

(a) Dataset performance-space imbalance identified and mitigated through aug-

mentation via simple repetition of cases, vastly improving model predictions

for high-performing airfoils.

(b) Emulators used in place of CFD in Bayesian design-optimization routine, pro-

viding orders-of-magnitude savings in online computational cost.

5. Developed batch-by-case training for hypernetwork-based models, providing in-

creased training stability and an order-of-magnitude savings in training time when

combined with mixed- or single-precision training.

6. Applied piecewise constant/exponentially-decaying learning rate schedules to model

training, resulting in improved convergence rates.

7. Demonstrated scaling to three-dimensional, unstructured simulations of the Ahmed

body for vehicle aerodynamics with parametric geometry.

1.4 Thesis Outline

The content of this thesis is arranged as follows. In Chapter 2, greater technical detail is

provided on both classical regression techniques along with more recent relevant develop-

ments, many based on deep learning or ANN. The shortcomings of a few techniques in a

vehicle aerodynamics scenario are presented as well, highlighting their inability to directly

handle unstructured data and the consequences therein. Chapter 3 presents additional
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background along with the methods used to build fast surrogate models for HFM solu-

tions, centered on coordinate-based networks capable of handling unstructured data, and

include design-variable MLP (DV-MLP), design-variable hypernetworks (DVH), and non-

linear independent dual system (NIDS). Decoder convolutional neural networks (DCNN)

are also developed for problems defined on structured meshes. Chapter 4 presents sur-

rogate modeling applications of the methods developed in Chapter 3, where the goal is

simply to regress accurate and generalizable surrogates, without use in a downstream

task. Chapter 5 presents the culmination of a multi-year project centered on the emula-

tion and design of energy-efficient compressor airfoils. This work was a partnership with

Raytheon Technologies Research Center (RTRC) and a part of the MULTI-LEADER

project, with funding through the ARPA-E DIFFERENTIATE program. This work was

presented at SciTech 2023 [102] and was further developed into a journal article published

in the AIAA journal [103]. Finally, conclusions, perspectives, and areas for future work

are provided in Chapter 6, with additional details and figures given in the Appendix.
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Chapter 2

Optimization and Relevant Machine-Learning-Based

Regression and Surrogate Modeling Techniques

Many techniques for data approximation are in wide use, ranging from curve fitting or

least-squares regression to complex neural network architectures. An overview of many

methods is provided here and expands upon those presented in Chapter 1, with a greater

emphasis on technical detail. The methods will be presented generally in some scenarios,

but largely will center on the approximation of parametric fields or scalar QoI’s which

are extracted from said parametric fields. Following Section 1.1.1, the solution state at

a point in space is written as q(x;µµµ) ∈ Rnq , and let qN(x;µµµ) ∈ Rnmeshnq represent the

parametric field produced by a HFM expressed as a flattened vector, where parameters

or design variables are collected in µµµ ∈ Rnµ and x ∈ Rnx are the spatial coordinates for a

single point in nx-dimensional space. Steady-state solutions are considered so variable t is

left out of notation, although t may be considered as an element of µµµ to retain generality.

Let y(µµµ) := f(qN(x;µµµ)) ∈ R be a scalar quantity of interest which is extracted from the

HFM solution via generic function f .

Before presentation of the various methods, a vehicle aerodynamics test problem is

described with the goal of demonstrating the shortcomings of Gaussian Process Regression

(GPR) and Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) in that scenario. Then methods

which are usually used to approximate scalar QoI’s are presented next and include least

squares regression, GPR, and multi-layer perceptron (MLP) neural networks. Following

this, background on autoencoders, and many relevant ANN-based methods are presented.
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2.1 A Test Problem: 2D Vehicle Aerodynamics

A main point of emphasis in this thesis is the handling of solution data defined on

unstructured meshes with varying dimension and topology. In order to understand and

illustrate the shortcomings of some existing techniques, a vehicle-aerodynamics dataset

consisting of solutions to the 2D steady incompressible RANS equations around realistic,

parametric vehicle shapes on unstructured meshes is processed such that those methods

may be applied. Greater detail on this dataset may be found in Section 4.3, where it is

used in unprocessed form.

The methods considered rely on snapshot data matrices and require, at a minimum,

that the number of mesh points is consistent among all snapshots. The vehicle solutions

are processed by overlaying a Cartesian grid on the domain around the vehicle and inter-

polating each flow quantity from the computational mesh onto the Caresian grid. The

flow solutions lie in the xy plane with freestream velocity vector pointing in the positive x

direction, u∞ = u∞ı̂. The domain limits for the Cartesian mesh are x ∈ [−1, 7], y ∈ [0, 4],

shown in relation to the full domain in Figure 2.1a. Figure 2.1b shows a 150×150 Carte-

sian grid overlain on the region of interest along with all vehicle shapes from the dataset.

This Cartesian grid resolution is used for most of the demonstrations, and was selected to

be consistent with previous work from the lab group using convolutional autoencoders to

predict airfoil flows using a similar processing scheme [76]. One major drawback of using

the interpolated data is that an appreciable portion of the Cartesian points lie within the

vehicle shape, where CFD solutions are not defined. Additionally, the points which lie

inside each shape are not consistent among all cases.

(a) Full domain with region of interest.
(b) Region of interest with Cartesian grid for in-
terpolation and all vehicle shapes.

Figure 2.1: Vehicle aerodynamics domain and processed Cartesian grid.
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Another significant drawback of interpolation is loss of information in boundary layers

and wakes, along with a reduced fidelity representation of the problem geometry. An

interpolated vehicle pressure field is shown in its raw form in Figure 2.2, and the effect of

the pixelation on the vehicle shape is apparent. Later, figures are generated using filled

contours which further interpolate and smooth the appearance.

Figure 2.2: Cartesian grid interpolated pressure field in the region of interest, where the
pixelation in the vehicle shape is apparent.

2.2 Optimization in Design and Model Construction

Conventional engineering design processes are iterative in nature, with repeated successive

stages of design generation and performance evaluation using some metrics which grade

the designs according to the specifications. In large organizations the design and analysis

engineers may be different groups of people, particularly when physical prototypes must

be produced and evaluated, potentially causing each iteration to consume large amounts

of time and resources. Mathematical notions of optimality have been around from antiq-

uity, becoming more common and precise since the invention and widespread adoption of

Calculus, with examples including analytical means for finding and classifying function

extrema, variational calculus and Lagrangian methods for identifying intrinsic coordi-

nates, or through iterative root-finding procedures such as Newton-Rhapson iteration

which forms the basis of Newton and Quasi-Newton methods in wide use today. More

recently, within the last century, formal linear and non-linear optimization routines have

been developed along with mathematically precise measures of optimality [104]. Applying

these methods using computer simulation data from one or more disciplines concurrently
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is a very active area of research, with entire conferences dedicated to the topic. Further,

optimization lies at the heart of nearly all data approximation or model construction

techniques, from least squares to training of complex neural networks.

Gradient-based approaches are more mathematically formal and frequently make use

of a first or second-order Taylor-series expansions of the objective function. A second-

order multi-dimensional expansion about point µµµ in direction d ∈ Rnµ may be expressed

as

J (µµµ+ d) = J (µµµ) +∇J (µµµ)Td + 1
2
dTH(µµµ)d +O

(
‖d‖3

2

)
, (2.1)

where the gradient ∇J (µµµ) ∈ Rnµ is a column vector of partial derivatives

∇J (µµµ) :=
[
∂J (µµµ)
∂µ1

∂J (µµµ)
∂µ2

· · · ∂J (µµµ)
∂µnµ

]T
(2.2)

and H(µµµ) ∈ Rnµ×nµ is the Hessian matrix of second-order partial derivatives, providing a

measure of curvature. Adjoint-based solvers pair naturally with gradient-based schemes

and provide the sensitivities ∇J (µµµ) along with the solution field qN from which the ob-

jective is computed. Such solvers have been developed for many scenarios and governing

equations, but represent a recent development and are not as widely used as other solu-

tion procedures. For non-adjoint solvers, computing derivatives of J (µµµ) is not straight

forward. The simplest approach is to use finite-differences, but this requires solving the

HFM for each small perturbation of the design variables µµµ. This becomes impractical

quickly as dim(µµµ) increases, and the effect is compounded when considering the Hessian.

Further, the appropriate size of the perturbations is not known a priori and numerical

issues such as subtractive loss of precision may plague the result. Alternatively, the

derivatives may be computed via the complex step method [105] or through algorithmic

differentiation [106], also known as automatic differentiation, but these methods require

access to and modification of the source code for the HFM solver.

The general optimization problem statement of Equation 1.44 also applies in the

scenario of constructing or training an approximation model, and frequently corresponds

to an unconstrained optimization problem with nh = ng = 0. In that context the objective
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is often referred to as a loss function, and may be written as J (θ) or J (w), where θ is

the set of all model weights or parameters, which are alternatively represented by vector

w. In scenarios such as least squares, the weights are defined as a vector so using w is

natural, while for neural network models the weights are several matrices and vectors,

represented more naturally by set θ. Neural networks in particular are frequently trained

using first-order gradient based methods. Problem scaling is important both in design

optimization and training of ANNs, so an overview is provided below. Following this,

greater detail regarding unconstrained gradient-based optimization is provided, with a

focus on first-order or non-Quasi-Newton schemes and other general considerations for

training ANN.

2.2.1 Scaling and Normalization

The term ∇J (µµµ)Td from Equation 2.1 is known as a directional derivative, and quantifies

the objective function rate-of-change projected onto vector d, and in order to retain the

correct units d should be scaled to have unit length,

d̂ =
d

‖d‖2

=
d√
dTd

. (2.3)

The design variables µµµ should also be normalized so that they have similar scale to

another. When prescribed limits for each design variable are given, µi,min ≤ µi ≤ µi,max

per Equation 1.44, then these limits may be used to apply min-max normalization to

scale each entry of µµµ so that it lies within [0, 1]. Let a normalized quantity be represented

by ·̆, then the formula for min-max normalization with prescribed limits is

µ̆i =
µi − µi,min

µi,max − µi,min

. (2.4)

When constructing data-driven models, frequently all model inputs and outputs are

normalized. At the time of model construction, only a training dataset D is on hand.

For some inputs, like the design variables µµµ, prescribed limits may be on hand as above.

For model outputs or target quantities the ranges may not be known for all unseen cases
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ahead of time, and instead statistics of the training dataset may be used. Let qi be the

ith entry of state vector q, and collect all entries from the training dataset in vector qD,i.

Min-max normalization is expressed similarly in this scenario as

q̆i =
qi −min(qD,i)

max(qD,i)−min(qD,i)
. (2.5)

All training-set data will lie within [0, 1], but it is possible data from unseen cases will lie

slightly outside of this range if the values are above or below the training dataset limits.

If normalization over a different range [a, b] is desired, then a more general formula is

q̆i = (b− a)
qi −min(qD,i)

max(qD,i)−min(qD,i)
+ a, (2.6)

where a range of [−1, 1] is also commonly used. Z-score normalization is also common

in data-driven methods, and it transforms the data so that the normalized values have a

mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1. A z-score normalized quantity is computed as

q̆i =
qi −mean(qD,i)

std(qD,i)
. (2.7)

The optimizer should use normalized quantities, while the HFM solver usually uses fully-

dimensional quantities. Thus the normalization should be reversed by rearranging the

above expressions before use with the HFM solver.

2.2.2 Unconstrained Gradient-Based Optimization and Train-

ing ANN

Unconstrained optimization has straight-forward optimality conditions. Denoting the

optimal design as µµµ∗, the conditions are

∇J (µµµ∗) = 0

H(µµµ∗) is positive definite, dTH(µµµ∗)d > 0 for all nonzero d.

(2.8)
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The former is the first-order optimality condition and depends only on the gradient

information, without consideration of curvature via the Hessian H.

Unconstrained optimization routines are typically grouped into one of two categories,

either line-search or trust-region algorithms, and here line-search approaches are described

further. Line-search methods follow a similar overall procedure with two important com-

ponents; the selection of a search direction d, and determination of a step size α ∈ R>0

to take along that direction to decrease the objective. The design at iteration k is then

updated according to

µµµk+1 = µµµk + αdk. (2.9)

The procedure usually continues until the first-order optimality is satisfied to within some

tolerance ε, often using ‖∇J (µµµk)‖∞ ≤ ε, or until a specified number of iterations have

elapsed.

Gradient descent, also known as steepest descent, selects the search direction to be

dk = −∇J (µµµk), (2.10)

given that the gradient points in the direction of steepest ascent. As with consideration

of a directional derivative, it is usually recommended to use a normalized search direction

per Equation 2.3. Selecting d = −∇J (µµµ) seems like a sensible choice, but often results

in a large number of iterations in the presence of high curvature in the objective; not

surprising given that gradients are local and curvature effects were not considered.

One method to address the issues with steepest descent is to include a momentum

term [107] in the update expression, such that the search direction at iteration k is a

weighting of the current direction of steepest descent and the previous search direction,

k − 1. That is,

dk = −∇J (µµµk) + βk−1dk−1, (2.11)

usually starting with d0 = −∇J (µµµ0) and then updating per Equation 2.9 as usual. In

the simplest case β may simply be a scalar specified ahead of time or left free as a

hyperparameter, while other methods update β dynamically using a specific formula.
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One such example is the conjugate gradient method [108], which was developed based

upon linear conjugate gradient methods to solve linear systems of equations [109]. The

update formula in that scenario is given by

βk =
∇J (µµµk)T∇J (µµµk)

∇J (µµµk−1)T∇J (µµµk−1)
. (2.12)

In the context of design, the step size α is usually determined using a line-search algorithm

which are quite involved, with examples provided in references [110, 111].

Stochastic gradient descent (SGD) is a foundational algorithm for training ANN, and

it differs from gradient descent only in that the gradients are estimated stochastically

using mini-batches for each optimizer update. Momentum terms are a common feature

of many gradient-based methods used for training ANN, and have been empirically shown

to aid in optimization of such non-convex objective functions [107]. One such algorithm

is Adam [112], which is used extensively in this thesis, and depends on estimated first and

second moments mt and vt of the loss. It also depends upon scalar quantities β1 = 0.9,

β2 = 0.999, and ε = 10−8 with the default values given. The method uses update rules

below, where βk1 /βk2 denotes exponentiation, not iteration.

mk = β1m
k−1 + (1− β1)∇J (θk)

vk = β2v
k−1 + (1− β2)(J (θk))2

m̂k = mk/(1− βk1 ) (2.13)

v̂k = vk/(1− βk2 )

θk+1 = θk − αm̂k/(
√
v̂k + ε)

In training ANN, the learning rate α is usually specified ahead of time, either as

a scalar or following a prescribed schedule such as an exponential decay. Other opti-

mization schemes such as ADAGRAD [113], ADADELTA [114], and RMSprop [115] seek

to dynamically adjust the learning rate per axis during training. Adam may be inter-

preted in this manner as well, and generally these methods are blended extensions of
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SGD incorporating ideas from momentum and adaptive learning rates.

2.3 A Survey of Existing Regression Techniques

2.3.1 Regularized and Non-linear Least Squares

The least-squares procedure presented in Section 1.2.2 may be extended using regular-

ization and non-linear features. Regularization is used to endow regression models with

different properties by adding terms to the objective function, while non-linear features

move the regression problem beyond polynomial curve fitting. If a response surface or

other underlying function is highly complex or has other non-polynomial structure, such

as periodicity, then a polynomial model may be insufficient. Other more complex feature

transformations may be considered, written generally as

φφφ(µµµ) : Rnµ → Rp, (2.14)

where the entries of φφφ(µµµ) may contain arbitrary non-linear terms beyond monomials.

The transformation may also represent a basis expansion, with Chebyshev and Hermite

polynomial bases commonly used, for example. In this case the Vandermonde matrix A,

which is specific to polynomials, is replaced by general feature matrix ΦΦΦ ∈ RM×p, defined

similarly as

ΦΦΦ :=


− φφφ(µµµ1)T −

− φφφ(µµµ2)T −
...

...
...

− φφφ(µµµM)T −

 ∈ RM×p. (2.15)

In all presentation of least squares, with and without regularization, the Vandermonde

matrix A may be replaced with the general feature matrix ΦΦΦ. Model predictions are then

written as

ŷ(µµµ; w∗) = φφφ(µµµ)Tw∗, (2.16)

which generalizes Equation 1.49.
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Ridge-regression [116] is used to avoid over-fitting, and it does so via regularization

in the form of penalizing the L2-norm of the model weights w,

w∗ = argmin
w
‖y −ΦΦΦw‖2

2 + λ‖w‖2
2, (2.17)

where λ is a user-specified weighting coefficient. This penalty helps to make the predictive

model less sensitive to outliers in the training dataset D, more common in scenarios

with large measurement error, and is useful when the training data is correlated. Ridge

regression has a closed-form solution, given by

w∗ = (ΦΦΦTΦΦΦ + λIp)
−1ΦΦΦTy, (2.18)

where Ip is the p × p identity matrix. Ridge regression is a special case of Tikhonov

regularization, given by

w∗ = argmin
w
‖y −ΦΦΦw‖2 + λ‖Dw‖2

2, (2.19)

where D ∈ Rp×p is a linear operator, such as a circulant matrix for smoothing or denoising

via total variation regularization. The solution is given by

w∗ = (ΦΦΦTΦΦΦ + λDTD)−1ΦΦΦTy, (2.20)

where setting D = Ip recovers ridge regression. Other variations include LASSO [117],

which is intended to promote sparsity and parsimony by penalizing the L1-norm of w,

w∗ = argmin
w
‖y −ΦΦΦw‖2

2 + λ‖w‖1, (2.21)

which aides in obtaining an interpretable model, particularly when a dictionary of non-

linear terms is used. Elastic Net [118] combines features of ridge regression and LASSO,
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including both L1 and L2 penalties on coefficients w, and is given by

w∗ = argmin
w
‖y −ΦΦΦw‖2

2 + λ1‖w‖1 + λ2‖w‖2
2, (2.22)

where two coefficients λ1 and λ2 control the tradeoff between penalties. No closed-form

solution exists in general for LASSO and Elastic Net and thus must be solved numerically.

Regardless of the method selected to regress the response surface, once the coefficients

w = w∗ are on hand, then the QoI response for a given µµµ are obtained using Equation

2.16.

Least squares is a vast and important topic, with many courses in linear algebra and

data science partially or wholly devoted to its study. Greater background and description

of these methods and their variants in the context of RSM, including those applied to

physical experiments, may be found in the literature [119].

2.3.2 Gaussian Process Regression

Gaussian Process Regression (GPR) is closely related to kriging models, kernel regression,

and kernel machines such as support vector machines (SVM). First, define a Gaussian

Process.

Definition 2.3.1 (Gaussian Process) A Gaussian process is a distribution over func-

tions, such that for any n inputs, the resulting n function evaluations have a multivariate

Gaussian distribution. A Gaussian process is fully specified by its mean and covariance

functions

m(µµµ) = E[f(µµµ)] (2.23)

k(µµµ,µµµ′) = E[(f(µµµ)−m(µµµ))(f(µµµ′)−m(µµµ′))], (2.24)

and a Gaussian process is notated as

f(µµµ) ∼ GP(m(µµµ), k(µµµ,µµµ′)). (2.25)
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GPR may be expressed either in parametric or non-parametric form. Bayes’ theorem

is central to both forms of GPR, and Bayesian linear inverse problems generally, and is

expressed in context of parametric GPR in Equation 2.26.

posterior =
likelihood× prior

evidence
, p(w|y,M) =

p(y|w,M)p(w)

p(y|M)
. (2.26)

Both parametric and non-parametric scenarios rely on Gaussian priors and the condi-

tional properties of multivariate-Gaussian distributions, i.e. Gaussian Processes, to infer

posterior distributions of either:

1. the weights for a linear model w (parametric), or

2. the predicted function values directly (non-parametric).

Beginning with parametric GPR, consider a linear model for the response, same form

as Section 2.3.1 for a generalized feature transformation, written as

y(µµµ; w) = f(µµµ; w) + ε = φφφ(µµµ)Tw + ε (2.27)

(2.28)

where noise εεε is i.i.d Gaussian, εεε ∼ N (0,ΓΓΓ), with ΓΓΓ = σ2
nIM ∈ RM×M . Additionally,

take a Gaussian prior on the weights w ∼ N (m0,ΣΣΣ0), where m0 ∈ Rp is the prior mean

and ΣΣΣ0 ∈ Rp×p is the prior covariance. Often times the prior mean is taken to be zero,

m0 = 0. Random variable Y describing y is a linear combination of Gaussian random

variables w and εεε and thus Y is also Gaussian,

pY (y) ∼ N (ΦΦΦm0,ΦΦΦΣΣΣ0ΦΦΦ
T + ΓΓΓ). (2.29)

Further, the Gaussian priors induce a Gaussian-Process prior over predictive function

f(µµµ; w), the model without noise, and may be written as

f(µµµ; w) ∼ GP(φφφ(µµµ)Tm0,φφφ(µµµ)TΣΣΣ0φφφ(µµµ′)). (2.30)
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This is central to non-parametric GPR, discussed after parametric GPR.

Given Equation 2.29, the properties of multivariate Gaussian distributions may be

used to write the joint distribution of y and w, p(y,w), which is then marginalized to

obtain the posterior distribution p(w|y). The joint distribution is expressed as

w

y

 ∼ N
 m0

ΦΦΦm0

 ,
 ΣΣΣ0 ΣΣΣ0ΦΦΦ

T

ΦΦΦΣΣΣ0 ΦΦΦΣΣΣ0ΦΦΦ
T + ΓΓΓ

 , (2.31)

leading to posterior mean mpost and covariance ΣΣΣpost which are obtained from conditional

properties of multivariate Gaussians.

mpost = m0 + ΣΣΣ0ΦΦΦ
T (ΦΦΦΣΣΣ0ΦΦΦ

T + ΓΓΓ)−1(y −ΦΦΦm0) (2.32)

ΣΣΣpost = ΣΣΣ0 −ΣΣΣ0ΦΦΦ
T (ΦΦΦΣΣΣ0ΦΦΦ

T + ΓΓΓ)−1ΦΦΦΣΣΣ0 (2.33)

That is, the posterior distribution of the weights is

p(w|y,M) ∼ N (mpost,ΣΣΣpost) (2.34)

and thus the updated predictive function over the training data is now distributed as

pY (y) ∼ N (ΦΦΦmpost,ΦΦΦΣΣΣpostΦΦΦ
T + ΓΓΓ). (2.35)

Predictions on µµµ∗ /∈ D frequently exclude noise ε, and thus the predictive distribution

over unseen data points is given as

pY (ŷ(µµµ∗)) ∼ N
(
φφφ(µµµ∗)

Tmpost,φφφ(µµµ∗)
TΣΣΣpostφφφ(µµµ∗)

)
, (2.36)

and usually the mean and covariance are taken as the prediction and uncertainty. That

is, a model prediction is written as

ŷ(µµµ) = φφφ(µµµ)Tmpost, (2.37)
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and corresponds directly to the least-squares linear model, Equation 2.16, where w and

mpost both represent the weights found by different methods. This may be extended to

predictions at multiple points outside the training set simultaneously by constructing a

feature matrix ΦΦΦ∗.

Next non-parametric GPR is developed, where inference occurs directly in predicted

function space, without explicitly referencing or determining model weights w / mpost.

Given Equation 2.30, the prior predictive function mean and covariance functions can be

readily seen,

m(µµµ) ⇔ φφφ(µµµ)Tm0 (2.38)

k(µµµ,µµµ′) ⇔ φφφ(µµµ)ΣΣΣ0φφφ(µµµ′)T . (2.39)

When a prediction is needed at µµµ∗, the joint distribution of the data and prediction

p(y, f(µµµ∗)) is written and the properties of Gaussians are again used to marginalize

to obtain the mean and variance of the predictive distribution p(f(µµµ∗)|y). The joint

distribution is

 y

f(µµµ∗)

 ∼ N
m(M)

m(µµµ∗)

 ,
k(M,M) + ΓΓΓ k(M,µµµ∗)

k(µµµ∗,M) k(µµµ∗,µµµ∗)

 , (2.40)

where matrix M ∈ Rnµ×M collects all input vectors µµµ ∈ D. Matrix k(M,M) ∈ RM×M

collects the covariance function over training points, where element i, j is k(µµµ(i),µµµ(j)).

Then column vector k(M,µµµ∗) ∈ RM×1 collects the covariance function between the point

of interest µµµ∗ and all training points in the dataset, as does row vector k(µµµ∗,M) ∈ R1×M ,

while k(µµµ∗,µµµ∗) is a scalar. Then applying the rules for conditional Gaussians to obtain the

posterior predictive distribution and variance functions for µµµ∗ /∈ D yields the following.

E[f(µµµ∗)|y] = m(µµµ∗) + k(µµµ∗,M)
(
k(M,M) + ΓΓΓ

)−1
(y −m(M)) (2.41)

Var(f(µµµ∗), f(µµµ∗)|y) = k(µµµ∗,µµµ∗)− k(µµµ∗,M)
(
k(M,M) + ΓΓΓ

)−1
k(M,µµµ∗) (2.42)

Often times the mean function is taken to be the zero function, and this simplifies the
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prediction, letting f∗ := E[f(µµµ∗)|y], then

f∗ = k(µµµ∗,M)
(
k(M,M) + ΓΓΓ

)−1
y (2.43)

is the predicted function value. This may be interpreted as a linear combination of M

kernel functions k(µµµ∗,M), each centered on a training data point, with coefficients given

by
(
k(M,M) + ΓΓΓ

)−1
y.

Global or local basis expansions may be used to construct features φφφ(µµµ), where com-

mon global basis functions are those mentioned previously, and include monomials as

in the curve-fitting example, along with Chebyshev, Hermite, or Lagrange polynomials.

The listed non-monomial bases are advantageous over monomials as they are orthogonal.

Local basis functions are usually symmetric functions which are centered on the data

points and decay towards zero far from the data points. This includes the commonly

used squared-exponential kernel, written for scalar inputs as

kSE(µ, µ′; γ, `) = γ exp

[
− (µ− µ′)2

2`2

]
, (2.44)

where γ and ` are hyperparameters of the kernel. Multidimensional kernels may be

constructed as products or summations of scalar kernels along each axis. Many other

kernel functions are widely used, with The Kernel Cookbook providing a good overview

[120], along with greater details on constructing kernels with different properties.

2.3.2.1 Application in Vehicle Aerodynamics

GPR is normally considered only in the context of predicting a scalar output quantity,

and extending GPR to account for multi-dimensional output quantities while accounting

for the covariance of those output quantities is non-trivial, and an active area of research

[121]. In that scenario the kernel function becomes matrix valued instead of scalar valued.

The alternative is to use separate GPR models for each output, and some existing python

libraries such as scikit-learn offer a GPR implementation which will do so for you

automatically. This method is pursued here, where the scikit-learn [122] GPR toolkit
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is used to regress snapshots of of a single flow quantity using the interpolated vehicle

aerodynamics dataset, described in Section 2.1. Using that dataset, consider the ith

flattened snapshot of a single flow quantity of the interpolated solution lying on a 150×150

Cartesian grid, yi ∈ R(22,500). Construct a snapshot matrix with snapshots stored as rows,

Y =


| yT1 |

| yT2 |

...

| yTM |

 ∈ RM×22,500, (2.45)

then Equation 2.29 becomes simply

f∗ = k(µµµ∗,M)
(
k(M,M) + ΓΓΓ

)−1
Y. (2.46)

In the sklearn.gaussian process.GaussianProcessRegressor implementation, the

term C =
(
k(M,M) + ΓΓΓ

)−1
Y ∈ RM×22,500 is computed first and stored, following Algo-

rithm 2.1 of reference [123]. The lower Cholesky decomposition is computed, LL∗ =(
k(M,M) + ΓΓΓ

)
, and then used to solve the system of equations LL∗C = Y using

scipy.linalg.cho solve from the SciPy [39] python library. Then predictions are given

as row vectors simply by f∗ = k(µµµ∗,M)C.

A vehicle speed of 90 kph was, with flow quantities of static pressure, x-velocity, and

y-velocity, and a training validation split of 80/20 was applied to the 124 solutions giving

M = 99 in the training set. The squared-exponential (radial basis function) kernel was

used and the noise level was varied as 10−16 ≤ σ2
n ≤ 1016, where ΓΓΓ = σ2

nIM , to understand

the behavior on the validation set. The MRL2E against σ2 over training and validation

sets over this broad noise range is given in Figure 2.3a, and zoomed in (with a finer sweep)

on validation minima in 2.3b.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.3: MRL2E versus data-noise level σ2
n (a): coarsely over a broad range and (b): more

finely over a narrower range where validation-set minima are seen.

In the essentially noise-free regime, training-set performance is very good as would

be expected since GPR returns exact values from the training set when σ2
n = 0. The

training error increases with σ2
n until about σ2

n = 1, where it remains essentially flat

after. The validation errors are considerably worse in all regimes, with slight minima

seen in each curve between 10−2 ≤ σ2
n ≤ 10−1. Figures 2.4 and 2.5 shows pressure-field

and x-velocity-field predictions for the training and validation sets in the very-low noise

regime, with σ2
n = 10−16, where the training set predictions match very well while the

validation predictions do not, especially in regions near the vehicle surface. Note that

the ground truth data is masked during pre-processing, while the prediction and error

contours are not.

(a) Ground truth, p, training (b) Prediction, p, training (c) Error, p, training

(d) Ground truth, p, validation (e) Prediction, p, validation (f) Error, p, validation

Figure 2.4: Example training-set (a-c) and validation-set (d-f) pressure-field predictions in the
essentially noise-free regime, with σ2

n = 10−16.
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(a) Ground truth, u, training (b) Prediction, u, training (c) Error, u, training

(d) Ground truth, u, validation (e) Prediction, u, validation (f) Error, u, validation

Figure 2.5: Example training-set (a-c) and validation-set (d-f) x-velocity-field predictions in
the essentially noise-free regime, with σ2

n = 10−16.

Figures 2.6 and 2.7 show training and validation predictions for the same vehicle

shapes when the validation-best-MRL2E noise level was selected. The validation predic-

tions are modestly improved, but the training predictions are vastly degraded and are of

similar poor quality as the validation set. Note that each GPR model, for every noise

level and flow variable, has its squared-exponential kernel length scale optimized per the

log-marginal-likelihood during fitting.
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(a) Ground truth, p, training (b) Prediction, p, training (c) Error, p, training

(d) Ground truth, p, validation (e) Prediction, p, validation (f) Error, p, validation

Figure 2.6: Example training-set (a-c) and validation-set (d-f) pressure field predictions when
the MRL2E validation-best noise level was used.

(a) Ground truth, u, training (b) Prediction, u, training (c) Error, u, training

(d) Ground truth, u, validation (e) Prediction, u, validation (f) Error, u, validation

Figure 2.7: Example training-set (a-c) and validation-set (d-f) x-velocity field predictions
when the MRL2E validation-best noise level was used.

Thus in this scenario, use of GPR without more involved treatment does not lead to

a satisfactory, generalizable model. Using the signed-distance field as the input feature

to explicitly give the vehicle shape does not lead to improved results. In the dataset’s

unprocessed, non-interpolated form, it cannot be processed by GPR as a snapshot since
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each solution has a varying number of mesh points and differing connectivity. So even if

GPR performed well at predicting unseen snapshots, it would still be unsatisfactory due

to the required interpolation.

2.3.3 Proper Orthogonal Decomposition

POD is a popular choice for selecting the trail/test basis used in intrusive projection-

based reduced-order-modeling schemes, as presented in Section 1.2.3. POD-NN develops

a similar POD basis for non-intrusive ROMs, see Section 1.2.4, where the basis coefficients

are generated for an unseen parameter set using an ANN. As was mentioned previously,

POD methods require consistent meshes across all cases considered in order to assemble

the snapshot matrix. Thus these methods are not effective for handling data lying on

unstructured meshes with varying dimension and topology, but they may still be evaluated

in the context of the interpolated vehicle dataset of Section 2.1.

A single vehicle speed of 90 kph is considered and each flow quantity is treated sep-

arately, with 95 cases used in the training dataset to construct the snapshot matrices.

Each output field is z-score normalized, per Section 2.2.1 before application of Equations

1.62-1.64. Before use with a method such as POD-NN, the basis ΦΦΦ may be evaluated

in reconstructing the training and validation dataset, using Equations 1.65 and 1.66. A

mean-centered data-snapshot matrix Xm may be assembled for each the training and

validation groups, but only the training set used in computing the basis. Note that this

is not a truly predictive task as the solutions are needed to compute the basis coefficients;

in POD-NN a separate mapping between design variables and basis coefficients via ANN

is needed. Thus evaluating the performance this way provides an upper bound on the

possible predictive performance. The MRL2E for each flow quantity versus the number

of retained POD modes is shown in Figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.8: The variation in reconstruction MRL2E for each flow quantity of the interpolated
vehicle dataset for the training and validation groups using a POD basis with a varying number
of modes.

This shows that the error in reconstructing the training dataset does is fact go to zero

as expected, but only when 94 or 95 modes are retained. The reconstruction errors for the

validation group generally decrease as the number of retained POD modes is increased,

but the validation reconstruction errors essentially flat-line after a certain point.

(a) Ground truth, p, training (b) Reconstruction, p, training (c) Error, p, training

(d) Ground truth, p, val. (e) Reconstruction, p, val. (f) Error, p, val.

Figure 2.9: Example training-set (a-c) and validation-set (d-f) pressure-field reconstructions
using a non-truncated POD basis with 95 modes.
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(a) Ground truth, u, training (b) Reconstruction, u, training (c) Error, u, training

(d) Ground truth, u, val. (e) Reconstruction, u, val. (f) Error, u, val.

Figure 2.10: Example training-set (a-c) and validation-set (d-f) x-velocity-field reconstructions
using a non-truncated POD basis with 95 modes.

It is re-emphasized that the validation-group errors are in reconstruction not predic-

tion. A scheme such as POD-NN is required for a truly predictive scenario, see Section

1.2.4. Again, as with GPR, these results rely on snapshot matrices which require lossy

interpolation of the ground-truth data.

2.3.4 Dense Neural Networks

The perceptron is the most fundamental building-block of ANN models and is a simplified

mathematical model of a neuron [124] and in its most basic form is a binary classifier.The

incoming signals are represented by a vector of inputs x ∈ Rnx , and a weight is placed

on each signal, collected in vector w ∈ Rnx . The perceptron sums the weighted input

signals, optionally adds a bias b ∈ R, and then applies a non-linear activation function

σ() to generate the scalar output signal y ∈ R as

y = σ
(
wTx + b

)
. (2.47)

The original perceptron used a heaviside step function, but other more commonly used

activation functions include the logistic function (sigmoid), hyperbolic tangent, swish,
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and rectified linear unit (ReLU). A perceptron is a single-layer neural network, while

multi-layer perceptron (MLP) models consist of several layers, each containing multiple

perceptrons, also commonly referred to as nodes or neurons. Each node is densely con-

nected to every node in the preceding and successive layers. The formula for a single

dense layer with H nodes is given by

fdense(h; W,b) = σ.
(
Wh + b

)
, (2.48)

where matrix W ∈ RH×dim(h) collects the weights for each node as its rows, vector

b ∈ RH holds the biases, and σ.() represents element-wise application of the activation

function. Given an output target y ∈ Rny , an MLP is a composite function which maps

f : Rnx → Rny , where the input is sequentially processed into the output, and a general

formula for propagating the hidden state through the ith layer is given by

h(i) = σ.
(
W(i)h(i−1) + b(i)

)
. (2.49)

This applies generally for i ≥ 1 by considering the input vector to be the zeroth hidden

state, x = h(0). Linear activation functions are commonly used for the output layer of

predictive networks, while the softmax function is often used for classification.

All weight matrices and bias vectors may be collected in a set θ =
{

W(i),b(i)

}nL+1

i=1

when there are nL hidden layers.Let θ(i) =
{

W(i),b(i)

}
be the trainable weights for the ith

layer. When the parentheses are not included in the superscript, θi, then this represents

all network weights at the ith iteration of training. The elements of θ are trainable

parameters, initialized randomly (though carefully) which are updated during training,

usually using a variant of stochastic gradient descent, an unconstrained optimization

algorithm. In predictive tasks the loss function is usually taken to be the mean-squared-

error (MSE) loss. Given inputs x, let the network prediction be written as ŷ(xi; θ), or

ŷi(θ), then the training problem of finding optimal weights θ∗ may be expressed as

θ∗ = argmin
θ

1

M

M∑
i=1

‖ŷi(θ)− yi)‖2
2, (2.50)
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where the argument J (θ) = 1
M

∑M
i=1 ‖ŷi(θ) − yi)‖2

2 is known as the loss function, anal-

ogous to the objective function in general optimization. Gradient descent is an iterative

numerical method for solving non-linear optimization problems, where the weights are

updated from one iteration to the next according to the formula

θj+1 = θj − α∇J (θj), (2.51)

where α is the step size which is called the learning rate in deep-learning literature. The

gradient ∇J (θ) has terms for each W(i) and b(i) and for a simple network such as an

MLP those terms can be worked out analytically. The derivation is straight-forward

although somewhat tedious, and a general rule may be found using the chain rule and

backpropagating the derivatives through the network using previously computed terms

[125]. Modern codes generally use automatic differentiation to compute the derivatives,

using open-source libraries such as tensorflow [126], PyTorch [127], or JAX [128]. This

becomes almost a necessity when more complex network architectures are considered.

The “stochastic” part of stochastic gradient descent comes from splitting the dataset

into minibatches and performing optimizer updates on the model weights after each

minibatch, instead of processing the whole training dataset between updates as Equation

2.50 suggests. The minibatches are randomly generated and either shuffled or regenerated

between dataset iterations, known as epochs.

2.3.5 Autoencoders

Autoencoders are a class of model characterized by a bottleneck structure for learning a

meaningful, lower-dimensional latent representation of the data. These models have wide-

ranging applications in supervised and unsupervised machine learning tasks, including

clustering, classification, denoising, and generative modeling [129], and additionally serve

as the basis for many surrogate modeling techniques. An autoencoder consists of two

functions called the encoder and decoder. The encoder takes as input a data snapshot

and produces a latent code vector which is of smaller dimension than the snapshot. The
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decoder in turn takes as input the latent vector and seeks to reproduce the input data.

That is, given a data space X ⊂ Rnx and a latent space Z ⊂ Rnz where nx ≥ nz, the

encoder is written as

Φ : X → Z; Φ(x) = z, (2.52)

and the decoder as

Ψ : Z → X ; Ψ(z) = x̂ ≈ x. (2.53)

The autoencoder output is then the composition of decoder and encoder, x̂ = Ψ ◦ Φ(x).

The autoencoder problem for obtaining the encoder and decoder may then be defined as

Φ,Ψ = argmin
Φ,Ψ

n∑
i=1

∆
(
Ψ ◦ Φ(xi),xi

)
, (2.54)

adapted from [130], where n data snapshots are present, and ∆ is a dissimilarity function

or reconstruction loss term. The Lp norms are possible dissimilarity functions, with

the L2 or L2
2 norm being commonly used. In the described setting, the problem is auto-

associative, meaning that the inputs and outputs are identical. In some cases the problem

is non auto-associative, meaning that some external target y 6= x is predicted by the

network. In this case, define a third space Y ⊂ Rny and redefine the decoder as

Ψ : Z → Y : Ψ(z) = ŷ ≈ y, (2.55)

and the autoencoder problem as

Φ,Ψ = argmin
Φ,Ψ

n∑
i=1

∆
(
Ψ ◦ Φ(xi),yi

)
. (2.56)

In this context the dimensions of input and output spaces are not required to be the same

and this is commonly the case. This second class of autoencoders may be termed ‘predic-

tive’ autoencoders. Typically autoencoders are composed of neural networks, but they

were first proposed in the context of boolean networks [131], while linear autoencoders

are analogous to principal components analysis [132]. Autoencoders may be constructed
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using any type of neural network for the encoder and decoder, but they are typically

constructed as mirror images of another with dense and convolutional layers being most

common. Predictive autoencoders are widely used in the context of surrogate modeling

for scientific problems [76, 80, 78].

2.3.6 Convolutional Neural Networks

Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are a powerful ANN variant responsible for many

state-of-the-art advances over the last 10-15 years, becoming particularly popular after

winning the 2012 Imagenet competition [133]. CNNs were first conceived as the neocog-

nitron with vision tasks in mind, with a structure inspired by the connection of neurons

in a cat’s visual cortex [134, 135]. Specifically, not every node is connected to every other

node of the adjacent hidden layers as they are in MLPs, instead only nodes in a local

receptive field are connected. A local receptive field is comprised of inputs which are

“close” to one another, and defining “close” forces structure on the inputs and hidden

states. For images, this is natural, as the connectedness or distance may be simply scaled

differences in pixel coordinates, given the Cartesian structure. For a 2D image, the local

receptive field is an area spanned by a filter matrix K ∈ RK1×K2 . Convolution may be

thought of as a sliding dot product between input image H ∈ RD1×D2 and flipped ker-

nel matrix K1. Note that the kernel matrix may not be larger than the input image.

Convolution is represented with an asterisk or star, and in neural networks a non-linear

activation is also applied, so a convolutional layer with a single kernel may be written as

fconv(H; K,B) = σ.
(
H ∗K + B

)
, (2.57)

where B is a bias matrix with dimensions given later per Equation 2.61. The bias matrix

is often a single repeated number, tiled to the appropriate dimensions. As with MLPs, an

input image is processed sequentially into hidden states, with general forward-propagation

1The flipping is due to sign convention in defining convolution.
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given by

H(i) = σ.
(
H(i−1) ∗K(i) + B(i)

)
, (2.58)

where H is the hidden state or feature map.

Zero-indexed two-dimensional convolution of feature map H with kernel K may be

written as

Zi,j =

K1−1∑
m=0

K2−1∑
n=0

Hi+m,j+nKm,n. (2.59)

CNNs parameterize the entries of the filter matrices, and when there are multiple input

channels then the kernel is actually three-dimensional but the sliding movement is only in

two dimensions. In that scenario, when there are C channels, the input image or hidden

state is H ∈ RD1×D2×C and the kernel is K ∈ RK1×K2×C , then the convolution has an

additional summation across the channels, given as

Zi,j =
C−1∑
c=0

K1−1∑
m=0

K2−1∑
n=0

Hi+m,j+n,cKm,n,c. (2.60)

Further, if there are P channels in the next hidden state, then convolution is performed

with P different kernels. This may be thought of as applying Equation 2.59 C times with

C different two-dimensional kernels, and then aligning and adding to attain the final

result for a single new channel. If there are P new channels in the next hidden state,

then this is repeated P times with different kernels.

The size of the image changes after a convolution operation, and many times square

images and kernels are used but that is not always the case, see the decoder-CNNs

(DCNNs) used in Chapter 5. Strided convolution is also common, where the filter matrix

moves more than one pixel at a time and is a form of sub-sampling. When strided

convolutions are used, the stride length along each axis must be less than the kernel

dimension or portions of the input will be skipped. It is also common to pad the images,

often with zeros, to avoid or control changes in feature-map size, and pooling operations

are also frequently applied, where the pixels in a local receptive field are down-sampled

with average-pooling and max-pooling commonly used. Consider an input image or

feature map for layer i of size D
(i−1)
1 ×D(i−1)

2 , a kernel of size K
(i)
1 ×K

(i)
2 , strides of length
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S
(i)
1 × S

(i)
2 , and padding of size P

(i)
1 × P

(i)
2 added to the images, then the output image

dimension along axis j = 1, 2 is given by

D
(i)
j = floor

(
D

(i−1)
j −K(i)

j + 2P
(i)
j

S
(i)
j

+ 1

)
. (2.61)

The bias matrix of Equation 2.57 has the same dimensions as the resulting output. Gen-

erally convolutional layers reduce the image dimension, or include padding to keep it the

same or control the reduction.

One-dimensional and three-dimensional CNNs are also commonly used, and Equation

2.59 is easily generalized for those scenarios as

zi =

K1−1∑
m=0

hi+mkm (2.62)

Zi,j,k =

K1−1∑
m=0

K2−1∑
n=0

K3−1∑
o=0

Hi+m,j+n,k+oKm,n,o (2.63)

respectively, with an additional axis added and summation across channels included when

necessary, similar to Equation 2.60. The entries of the kernels and bias matrices are the

trainable parameters of a convolutional layer. Further, Equation 2.61 applies for each

axis j = 1, 2, 3 in an analogous fashion. Using 2D convolutions as an example, if there

are Cin channels in the incoming feature map and Cout channels in the output feature

map, then there are Cout three-dimensional kernels, each with dimension K1 ×K2 ×Cin.

Thus, the total number of trainable parameters in the layer is Cout×K1×K2×Cin +Cout,

where the final +Cout comes from the tiled bias matrices with one trainable parameter

per channel.

Note that to truly perform convolution the kernel matrices K must be flipped along

each axis before applying the expression above. However, deep-learning frameworks such

as tensorflow implement convolution as given above since the kernels are full of trainable

parameters, and thus the flipping is unnecessary.

Transposed convolutional layers are also frequently used and act as in a nearly opposite

way to convolution. While convolutional layers reduce dimensions through a sliding dot
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product between the input and kernel(s), transposed convolution increases dimension by

broadcasting the kernel at each input location and summing the intermediate results.

The feature map change in dimension for transposed convolution is given by

D
(i)
j = floor

([
D

(i−1)
j − 1

]
S

(i)
j − 2P

(i)
j +K

(i)
j

)
(2.64)

for j = 1, 2, 3. Note the relation to Equation 2.61, where D
(i)
j and D

(i−1)
j are swapped

and the expression rearranged.

Transposed convolution is named as such due to its relation with the matrix transpose.

Note that convolution may be expressed as a matrix-vector product by transforming

the kernel K into a multiply-blocked Toeplitz-like matrix Kt and multiplying with a

vectorized (flattened) input, where the number of blocks depends on the filter size and

original dimension of the convolution. Consider a 2D convolution as an example, with

K ∈ R3×3 and Hconv ∈ R4×4 with a stride of 1 and no padding. Then Kt ∈ R4×16 is

the block-Toeplitz kernel matrix, hf,conv ∈ R16 is the flattened input, and the flattened

convolution output zf,conv ∈ R4 is given as

zf,conv = Kthf,conv, (2.65)

which is then reshaped into Zconv ∈ R2×2. Then, suppose transposed convolution with the

same kernel matrix is desired, again with strides of 1 and no padding. Then Htrans ∈ R2×2

and hf,trans ∈ R4 is the flattened input to transposed convolution. Then zf,trans ∈ R16 is

the flattened output which is computed by

zf,trans = KT
t hf,trans, (2.66)

which may then be reshaped into Ztrans ∈ R4×4.

Many networks use a combination of dense and convolutional layers, and a class of

models where the input is processed sequentially into the output are known as feed-

forward neural networks. The network function may be written as a composition of all
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layers, and for a network with L hidden layers with input vector x this is given by

N(x; θ) = f (L+1) ◦ f (L) ◦ f (L−1) · · · f (2) ◦ f (1)(x) (2.67)

where the L+1th layer is the output layer, and intermediate layers may be a combination

of dense and convolutional layers, along with layers which simply reshape the hidden state.

Examples of this include convolutional autoencoders and decoder-CNN (DCNN) models

developed in this thesis.

2.3.7 Graph Neural Networks

Graphs are a flexible data structure which store a collection of objects and their attributes

or data as nodes or vertices, and information about their relationships to another through

edges. Many datasets are modeled naturally as graphs, with canonical examples being

social networks, citation networks, knowledge graphs, and recommender systems. As

discussed previously, CNNs have driven state-of-the-art performance in computer vision,

image classification, and pattern recognition type problems, and recently researchers

have worked to extend core concepts from CNNs to general unstructured graphs, with

network designs termed graph neural networks (GNNs) or graph convolutional networks

(GCNs). In the context of modeling physical simulations, the computational mesh may

be treated as a graph, G = (V , E), where V is the set of vertices representing points

in the computational domain, and E is the set of edges defining the connections among

the nodes corresponding to mesh connectivity. This is represented using the weighted

adjacency matrix A ∈ RN×N which encodes the graph connections and weights between

all nodes. If vi and vj are connected, then they share an edge (vi, vj) with strength wij,

which becomes an entry in the weighted adjacency matrix as Aij = wij. If two nodes vi

and vj are unconnected, then Aij = 0. A diagonal degree matrix D ∈ RN×N may also be

defined, where Dii =
∑N

j=1 Aij.

Graph neural networks may be classified as either spectral [85, 86, 87, 88] or spatial

[89, 136, 137] approaches, although the two may be generalized by the message-passing
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graph neural network (MPGNN) [90]. Extending the ideas of CNNs to graphs is not

straightforward since the discrete convolution and pooling operations are only defined on

regular, Cartesian grids or domains. Spectral graph theory and the analysis of signals on

graphs is an emerging field which seeks to extend ideas and mathematics from traditional

signal processing to the graph domain [138]. The spectral formulation of GCNs utilize the

fact that convolution in the spatial domain corresponds to multiplication in the Fourier

domain, which may be restated that convolutions are linear, time invariant operators

which diagonalize in the Fourier basis [139]. Additionally, there is a correspondence

between the definition of the Fourier transform in the Euclidean domain and that in

the graph-spectral domain, and this correspondence is used to define spectral graph

convolutions.

To demonstrate this correspondence first define the unnormalized graph Laplacian

L = D − A ∈ RN×N . The graph Laplacian may also be normalized as L̃ = IN −

D−1/2AD−1/2.Then the Cartesian-space Laplace operator Lc and the graph Laplacian

are given as

Lc := ∇ · ∇

Lc(f(x)) = ∇ · ∇f(x)

↔
L := D−A

L(X) = (D−A)f ,

(2.68)

where f ∈ RN is a column vector representing the function or signal on the graph. The

usual Fourier transform may be defined as an inner product of the signal with the complex

conjugate of the eigenfunctions of the 1D Laplace operator, e−iωt [138], with the forward

and inverse Fourier transforms defined as

f̂(ω) := 〈f, eiωt〉 =

∫ +∞

−∞
f(t)e−iωtdt (2.69)

f(t) :=
1

2π

∫ +∞

−∞
f̂(ω)eiωtdω. (2.70)

where 〈·〉 is an inner product in this context. L is a real, symmetric, positive-semidefinite

matrix which has a full set of eigenvectors and a corresponding eigenvalue diagonalization

L = UΛΛΛU−1 = UΛΛΛUT [88]. ΛΛΛ = diag(λ0, ..., λN−1) = diag(λλλ), where λλλ ∈ RN holds the
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eigenvalues, and U ∈ RN×N , where the columns of U are orthonormal eigenvectors in

this case.By analogy, one may then define the forward/inverse graph Fourier transform

of any function f on the nodes of G as an expansion in terms of the eigenvectors of L,

with index i this is given component-wise and vectorized

f̂(λ`) := 〈f ,u`〉 =
N−1∑
ı=0

f(i)u∗`(i)→ f̂ := UT f (2.71)

f(i) =
N−1∑
`=0

f̂(λ`)u`(i)→ f = Uf̂ (2.72)

And finally, convolution of signal f and filter h in the temporal domain is multiplication

in the spectral domain, as related by the Fourier transform

h(t) = (f ∗ g)(t)→ ĥ(ω) = f̂(ω)ĝ(ω). (2.73)

This may be used to define convolution in the graph spectral domain between signal f

and filter g. Start by proposing that convolution is multiplication in the spectral domain,

ĥ(λλλ) = (ĝ(λλλ)I)̂f(λλλ), then substitute Equation 2.71 for f̂ and take the inverse graph Fourier

transform by left-multiplying with U, and replacing Ĝ = ĝ(λλλ)I to yield the definition

(f ∗G g) := UĜUT f . (2.74)

Vector ĝ ∈ RN holds the diagonal entries of the filter matrix and is its spectral represen-

tation. The filter may be viewed as a re-scaling the graph Laplacian eigenvalues.

The first spectral GCNs parameterized the filter ĝ(θ) , analogous to how CNNs

parameterize the convolutional kernels, and wrap the result with a non-linear activa-

tion function [85]. For a layer with Cin input features, and Cout output features, then

H(i) =
[
h

(i)
1 . . . h

(i)
Cin

]
∈ RN×Cin and H(i+1) =

[
h

(i+1)
1 . . . h

(i+1)
Cout

]
∈ RN×Cout are the

ith and (i+ 1)th hidden states, with a forward propagation rule given by

h
(i+1)
` = σ.

(∑Cout
`′=1 UkG(θ)`,`′U

T
kh

(i)
`′

)
. (2.75)
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A truncated basis is frequently used, Uk ∈ RN×k, implying G ∈ Rk×k with k trainable

parameters on the diagonal.

Other GCNs seek an approximation as even computing the eigendecomposition for

large graphs may be prohibitively expensive, with each defined by the manner of ap-

proximation [86, 140, 88]. Despite operating on non-Euclidean data, spectral GCNs are

limited to problems defined by the same graph, since the filter weights learned are with

respect to the eigenbasis U. Thus spectral GCNs are not dot discretization independent

when applied to HFM solutions.

While spectral GCNs define graph convolution by analogy with the Euclidean Fourier

transform and convolution, others take a more spatially-inspired approach, where nodes

in the graph interact within a predefined neighborhood for each node v, N (v). This

includes message-passing graph neural networks (MPGNN), which in fact even generalize

the spectral GCN approaches given above [90]. In addition to node-defined quantities

used in the spectral approaches, MPGNN also allow for edge features evw between nodes

v and w. A forward-pass consists of message-passing and (optional) readout stages. The

message-passing phase is iterative and depends upon message function Mt and vertex

update function Ut as

mt+1
v =

∑
w∈N (v)

Mt(h
t
v,h

t
w, evw) (2.76)

ht+1
v = Ut(h

t
v,m

t+1
v ). (2.77)

Additional edge-feature hidden states may also be defined and updated analogously. The

readout stage is used when a graph-level embedding is needed, ŷ ∈ RM for some scalar

M , and may be written in terms of readout function R as

ŷ = R

([
hv|v ∈ G

]
.

)
(2.78)

Functions Mt, Ut and R are all learned parametric, differentiable functions. GraphSAGE

was proposed around the same time as MPGNNs and includes similar trainable aggrega-

tor functions [141] which fall under the generalized approach, but with an emphasis on
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allowing predictions for unseen nodes or subgraphs. MPGNNs have been used to emu-

late PDE solutions in both mesh-based [92, 93] and mesh-free scenarios [142, 94]. Within

the context of modeling HFM solutions, whether or not a MPGNN can be applied in a

discretization independent manner depends upon the details of the message passing and

update functions.

2.3.8 Point cloud neural networks

Point cloud neural networks are useful in situations in which the data is available in the

form of unstructured point clouds, such as the raw output of a LIDAR unit or other three-

dimensional sensor. As such they are often seen in the context of autonomous vehicles or

robotic vision. PointNet[143] and PointNet++[144] are architectures designed for point

clouds and are used for scene recognition, classification, and segmentation tasks. The

networks consume a point cloud corresponding to a 3D scan or mesh, and either offer an

overall classification score for the scene, or a point-by-point segmentation score, where

the goal is scene analysis. The network produces a global feature vector upon processing

a point cloud, which is used in turn by a global classifier network, or a segmentation

network. The segmentation network provides a pointwise score, and it is possible that

a network with such an architecture may be used in a predictive setting instead. This

is demonstrated with PointNet++ used to predict viscous, incompressible flows over 2D

shapes lying on unstructured meshes [145].

2.3.9 Operator regression methods

Another class of relevant techniques capable of handling unstructured data in some in-

stances includes operator-regression methods, such as those based on DeepONet [95, 96,

97], Neural Operator [98, 99], Fourier basis networks[100], and GMLS Nets [101]. These

methods have also shown impressive results, and generally seek mappings between terms

appearing explicitly in the governing equations and the state. Deep Operator Networks

(DeepONet) are designed based on an operator representation theorem and can query

any point in the output domain [95], and may be interpreted as a partial-hypernetwork
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model where the weights of only the output layer are generated via the branch network.

DeepONet has been demonstrated for Darcy flow on complex domains, mapping from

boundary conditions to full-domain pressure fields, but separate networks are trained for

each different domain, rather than using a single network on all domains [146]. Addition-

ally most Neural Operator (NO) methods [147] are capable of handling unstructured or

varying meshes, excluding Fourier-NO (FNO) [100] which require inputs and outputs to

lie on a Cartesian grid. Geo-FNO was developed recently to extend FNO to such problems

[148], and FNO was extended previously by expanding/shrinking the input/output do-

mains and interpolating to a Cartesian mesh and extrapolating the solution to a bounding

box as required [146].

2.3.10 Solving PDEs with neural networks

Some techniques blur the line between solving PDEs and regressing approximate PDE

solutions from data. Physics-informed neural networks [149, 150] (PINNs) are an example

of this. PINNs may be seen as a modern extension of methods to solve ODEs/PDEs

without data using neural networks, introduced in the late 90’s [151, 152]. The general

idea is to embed the governing ODE/PDE in the loss function, and to compute the

required derivatives directly from the neural-network prediction. A system of ordinary

or partial differential equations may be written generically as

R(q(x, t;µµµ), . . .) = 0, x ∈ Ω (2.79)

B(q(x, t;µµµ), . . .) = 0, x ∈ ∂Ω (2.80)

where vector q(x, t) is the unknown system state, R is a PDE operator, B is a bound-

ary condition operator, and µµµ are the problem parameters. In the following discussion,

limit to steady-state problems with 1-dimensional states for simplicity. Lagaris et. al

introduced such a method for solving initial and boundary value problems on rectangular

domains [151] and later introduced a modification allowing for irregular domains [152].
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The method constructs a trial solution q̂ consisting of two terms written as

q̂(x; θ) = A(x) + F
(
x, N(x; θ)

)
. (2.81)

The first term A(x) is constructed to satisfy the boundary conditions without trainable

parameters, while the second term F uses a neural network N(x; θ) operating on the

coordinates and is constructed such that it does not contribute on the boundary. The

neural network weights and biases are represented by the set θ. To solve the differential

equation, the approximation q̂ is plugged into Equation 2.79 and used to compute a loss

function, with an example total squared loss written as

L(θ) =
∑
i

R
(
q̂(xi; θ)

)2
, xi ∈ Ω. (2.82)

The solution is then obtained by solving an optimization problem for the network weights,

written as

θ̂ = argmin
θ
L(θ). (2.83)

This procedure was shown to work for simple ODEs/PDEs, but the method for con-

structing A(x) to satisfy boundary conditions is a laborious process for higher dimensional

states and problem domains more complex than simple rectangles. Additionally, their

work predates the wide availability of automatic-differentiation tools so gradients with

respect to the model parameters θ were computed explicitly, also a time intensive and

difficult task. The modification presented in the follow on work of reference [152] for

irregular boundaries uses a combination of feed forward network for the solution domain

and radial basis function network to satisfy the the boundary conditions. This idea has

seen a resurgence in interest with the introduction of Physics Informed Neural Networks

(PINNs), which provide a slightly different approach to solving differential equations with

or without the use of data [149]. In PINNs, the approximation of the unknown function

q̂ is given simply as a feed-forward neural network, without term A(x). Violation of the

boundary conditions is then weakly penalized during training, and additional data terms
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may also be included, with domain loss, boundary loss, data loss, and overall loss written

as

LΩ(θ) =
1

nΩ

nΩ∑
i=1

R
(
q̂(xi, θ)

)2
, xi ∈ Ω (2.84)

L∂Ω(θ) =
1

n∂Ω

n∂Ω∑
i=1

B
(
q̂(xi, θ)

)2
, xi ∈ ∂Ω (2.85)

Ld(θ) =
1

nd

nd∑
i=1

(
q̂(xi, θ)− q(xi)

)2
(2.86)

L(θ) = λΩLΩ(θ) + λ∂ΩL∂Ω(θ) + λdLd(θ). (2.87)

Coefficients λ may be used to assign relative importance or contribution to the total loss.

Solution of the differential equation is as before in Equation 2.83 and solved via uncon-

strained optimization. Computing derivative terms is facilitated by modern automatic-

differentiation-based deep learning packages.
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Chapter 3

Predictive Deep-Learning Models Without

Interpolation of Ground-Truth Data

Many advances in machine learning have been driven by methods which approximate

mappings involving high-dimensional spaces, with the cardinality of input or output

spaces ∼ O(102 − 105) [153, 154, 79, 133]. This includes matrix-decomposition-based

methods [63, 155] and deep-learning autoencoder techniques [76, 80, 78] used in scientific

applications. Computational limitations arise when applied to scientific or engineering

simulations of scale, where the mesh-cell cardinality N may be in the tens-of-millions

or even billions in super-computing settings [156], with the total degrees-of-freedom for

a solution state an even larger multiple of N . This corresponds to mapping between

high-dimensional snapshots in autoencoder-style models, and decomposing even larger

snapshot matrices for projection-based ROMs, dynamic mode decomposition, or related

Koopman methods [157]; scenarios which become easily limited by computational cost.

Further, when several solutions at different conditions are considered, then the mesh

topology and N may also vary, disallowing use of snapshot or decomposition based meth-

ods.

A recent line of research instead approximates infinite-dimensional (continuous) func-

tions by mapping between lower-dimensional spaces using simple coordinate-based fully-

connected multi-layer-perceptron (MLP) neural networks. That is, instead of map-

ping between snapshots over the full domain of the problem, for example with a non-

autoassociative autoencoder convolutional neural network (CNN) [76], a mapping is re-
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gressed between inputs and outputs at each individual point in space. The resulting

key distinction is that coordinate-inputs x are taken pointwise, for example as a single

physical-coordinate-tuple (x, y, z), instead of entire-solution snapshots. A driving appli-

cation is object and scene representation for rendering in computer graphics by which

objects are represented by continuous implicit fields such as the signed-distance-function

(SDF) zero-level-set [158, 159], SDF decision-boundary [160], or as a density/differential-

opacity along a light ray [161] 1. This concept is known by several names, including

coordinate-based networks, neural fields, neural implicits, and implicit neural representa-

tions [162], the latter of which provides a framework which encompasses and generalizes

the methods, extending them to other problem scenarios including recovery of typical

supervised learning problems. Using a continuous representation is key in attaining dis-

cretization independence when applied to scientific simulation data. Every point in each

mesh may be included separately, eliminating the need for lossy interpolation of solution

data onto a common Cartesian mesh, as was needed in Section 2.1 for snapshot-based

methods.

In this work coordinate-based MLPs are applied to the prediction of partial differential

equation (PDE) solution fields defined on domains with complex and variable geometry.

The predictive models must be able to concurrently handle unstructured data and vari-

ation in physical design and operating conditions, as described by design-variable vector

µµµ, to provide the greatest utility in design optimization or other engineering tasks. The

physical-coordinate inputs are augmented to include an evaluation of the signed-distance

or minimum-distance function (MDF) to provide global information about the domain

at each point; this may be viewed as a form of concatenation-based local conditioning as

the SDF/MDF are functions of space over the relevant domains. This input is referred

to as the augmented physical coordinates, and for a 3D problem is given as

x′ =
[
x y z φ(x, y, z)

]T
. (3.1)

For the problems considered, the MDF and SDF are equivalent, as all mesh locations

1See Equation 3.5 for SDF definition.
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are external to the relevant shapes. In addition to the MDF, the network predictions

are globally conditioned upon the design variables µµµ. The distinction between global and

local conditioning is that global-conditioning vectors do not vary with space and apply to

all mesh points, while local conditioning vectors are spatial functions. Several different

techniques for conditioning neural network predictions are used in the literature [163,

158, 164, 162] with concatenation-based conditioning and the use of hypernetworks [165]

explored here. Most conditioning schemes involve learning an additional embedding to

condition the networks upon, whereas here the design variables and SDF are used instead;

both of which are known once a design is selected, simplifying the overall scheme.

The developed methods begin by first considering problems defined on coordinate-

transformed meshes, where the computational domain has a regular, Cartesian structure.

Common examples include body or domain-fitted meshes, as well as C-meshes and O-

meshes commonly used in airfoil aerodynamics. The regular structure allows for convo-

lutional architectures, variants of which drove many recent advances in deep learning, to

be applied directly in the computational domain, eliminating the need for interpolation.

This is significant, as none of the negative effects associated with interpolation of the

ground-truth data are present. Developed methods include decoder-CNN (DCNN) based

full-field surrogates which are covered in Section 3.1. These methods address the desire

to handle the ground truth data without interpolation, but are not suited to handle vari-

able mesh topologies as they are locked to and defined for the Cartesian computational

meshes for a given problem.

Next, background relating to coordinate-based MLPs as described above are given in

greater detail by examining implicit neural representations. Three methods towards gen-

eralization via conditioning are considered and compared. The first utilizes concatenation-

based conditioning, where the design-variable-embedding-vector µµµ is concatenated with

the augmented physical coordinates, similar to autodecoder networks [158] but without

concurrent learning of the embedding, referred to as design-variable MLP (DV-MLP).

The second utilizes weight-embedding, where the weights of a main network are gen-

erated using a hypernetwork consuming the design variables, known as deign-variable
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hypernetworks (DVH). The third is a special case of DVH, called non-linear independent

dual system (NIDS), where only weights and biases of the final layer are generated us-

ing a hypernetwork. NIDS predictions may be written in a format analogous to POD

reconstruction, and further shares strong similarity with recently developed DeepONet

methods.

3.1 Decoder Convolutional Neural Networks (DCNN)

As discussed in Section 2.3.5, autoencoders have a bottleneck structure and may be

used for a variety of supervised and unsupervised learning or representation tasks. Non-

autoassociative autoencoders have been used in the context of surrogate modeling. For

example, an autoencoder CNN was used to predict turbulent airfoil flows using the signed

distance field as input [76]: see Figure 3.1(a) for a network schematic. Global parameters

µµµ =
[
Re AoA

]T
are concatenated with the encoder output and fed-forward through the

decoder to generate an approximate solution, as shown in Equations 3.2-3.4.

Φ(x) = z̃ (3.2)

z =
[
µµµT z̃T

]T
(3.3)

Θ(z) = Q̂ ≈ Q (3.4)

In other existing methods, an approximate solution for a new set of conditions or for a

new time-step may be approximated using only the trained decoder and some form of

mapping or interpolation in the latent space [80].

Here it is proposed that, for problems of interest in engineering design optimization,

the design variables µµµ may be used in lieu of a learned latent representation z, given that

the design variables define a unique design instance, assuming the problem definition is

deterministic and one-to-one. This corresponds to eliminating the encoder and replac-

ing the learned latent representation with the design variables, and this defines DCNN

models.

The difference between autoencoder CNNs and DCNNs is visualized in Figure 3.1.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.1: Schematic comparison of (a) autoencoder CNN with latent-space injection, model
as presented in [76], and (b) DCNN, with sequence of dense and transposed convolution layers.

Although the DCNN schematic shows a sequence of dense layers, numerical experiments

showed the best results, in terms of mean squared error, were achieved with a single dense

layer between the input and first decoder layer. Thus only a single dense layer is used

for all DCNN predictions shown in later sections.

In Chapter 5, compressor airfoil RANS solutions are defined on multi-block meshes,

where each zone has a Cartesian structure. In that scenario DCNN models may be

applied by defining parallel decoder legs for each mesh zone, and in principle this method

may be applied to multi-block meshes with an arbitrary number of zones, provided each

block is Cartesian in structure. A notional schematic for a multi-block DCNN model for

a subsonic compressor airfoil is shown in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Notional schematic of a multi-block DCNN model with parallel decoder legs for
each mesh zone.

Designing DCNN models, or convolutional autoencoder models in general, for compu-

tational meshes often involves unforeseen difficulties due to unusual or non-typical mesh

dimensions. The difficulty arises from needing to account for non-integer values and the

floor functions of Equations 2.61 and 2.64.

Beyond the present discussion, encoding and decoding are fundamental concepts and

operations in machine learning. Convolutional classifiers correspond architecturally to

the encoder of Figure 3.1, where a vector of class probabilities replaces the produced

latent representation. Generative adversarial networks (GANs), a popular generative

modeling method, may utilize convolutional decoders in image synthesis, analogous in

architecture to DCNN models, although with a very different training scheme. These

use cases correspond to more probabilistic scenarios and as a result use different training

losses and training schemes, such as binary-cross-entropy loss for classification, and paired

training of generator and discriminator networks in GANs via minimax game [166].

3.2 Discretization-Independent Methods

Prior to introducing the devised techniques, additional background is presented regard-

ing deep-learning methods which directly influenced their development. This includes

coordinate-based networks for scene representation which is generalized by implicit neu-
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ral representations, along with concepts for conditioning network predictions which may

be generalized by hypernetworks. The proposed methods draw directly from these to

achieve full discretization independence.

3.2.1 Shape and Scene Representation via Coordinate-based

Neural Networks

Given a set of points representing a surface S = ∂V of an object V ∈ Rm in m-dimensional

physical space, the signed-distance function may be defined as

fsdf(x;S) ,


φ(x,S) x 6∈ V

0 x ∈ S

−φ(x,S) x ∈ V

, (3.5)

where

φ(x,S) , inf
y∈S

d(x,y) (3.6)

is a minimum-distance function (MDF), and d(·, ·) is the Euclidean-distance function.

Stated simply, the SDF is the minimum distance between the field point x and the

surface S in consideration. It takes positive values for points outside the object (x 6∈ V),

negative values for points inside (x ∈ V), and is identically zero on the surface.

Coordinate-based MLPs have been used to represent 3D objects for rendering tasks.

The object’s surface is implicitly represented within a volumetric field; including as the

zero-level-set of a directly-regressed signed-distance field [158, 159] or decision boundary

(interior/exterior) [167, 160], or as an emitted radiance and density/differential-opacity

field [161]. Many of these methods include loss terms describing a rendering process,

such that the entire image generation process contributes to the loss during training.

This concept may be generalized by implicit neural representations, introduced along

with sin-activation SIREN networks in by [168], from which defining Equations 3.7 and

3.8 are taken. In this setting, a function of interest Φ with input coordinates x, written
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Φ : x→ Φ(x), is defined by a set of m constraints C,

Cm(x, a(x),Φ,∇xΦ,∇2
xΦ, . . . ) = 0, x ∈ Ωm, m = 1, . . . ,M (3.7)

which optionally depend on the function values Φ, function gradients∇xΦ, and additional

quantities a(x) which are needed to compute the constraints. When a neural network N

with parameters θ is used to approximate Φ, then this is referred to as an implicit neural

representation. To train the neural-network approximation, a loss function with M terms

is defined by penalizing deviation from the constraints,

J (θ) =

∫
Ω

M∑
m=1

1Ωm(x) ‖ Cm(θ,x, a(x), . . . )‖ dx, (3.8)

where the indicator function 1Ωm activates over valid locations within the domain Ωm.

A key distinction between this and other methods is that coordinate-inputs x are taken

pointwise, for example as a single physical-coordinate-tuple (x, y, z), instead of as entire-

solution snapshots. Surprisingly-many problems may be cast in this form, including as-

discussed surface representation and variations on classic deep-learning problems, such

as classifying MNIST hand-written digits. The approaches proposed in this work may

be viewed through this lens where the only constraint is that the predictions match the

data, recovering basic supervised regression. However, this does not directly align with

the main thrust of implicit neural representations, where an implicit function is regressed

and additional constraints are imposed.

3.2.2 Conditioning Neural Networks

It is commonplace in machine learning to process an input in the context of another

secondary input in a process known as conditioning. Several conditioning techniques will

be introduced briefly, with the presentation influenced by and similar to that given in

ref. [164]. Let x ∈ Rnx be the primary input and µµµ ∈ Rnµ be the secondary or conditional

input. For all examples consider fully-connected MLP networks with a hidden dimension

H, although the concepts may be readily applied to other network types.
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Concatenation-based conditioning is a self descriptive term; the primary and condi-

tional inputs are concatenated before being passed to the next layer. For example, if

applied to network inputs (the zeroth hidden state), then h(0) is given simply as

h(0) =

x

µµµ

 ∈ Rnx+nµ . (3.9)

The inclusion of the conditional input has the effect of adding H × nµ weights to the

layer.

Another approach is known as conditional biasing, where a bias vector is generated

from the conditional input, fbias : µµµ → b(µµµ) ∈ RH , and added to a layers input. For

example, consider conditional biasing of the first hidden state, written as

h(1b) = h(1)(x) + b(µµµ), (3.10)

where the second layer now takes h(1b) as its input. Conditional biasing is equivalent to

concatenation-based conditioning when fbias is linear and bias-less linear, dense layers are

considered. To see this, consider h(0) as given in Equation 3.9 for concatenation-based

conditioning, and let nx = nµ = 2, H = 5. Then the first-layer weight matrix may be

written as

W(1) =

w1 w2 w3 w4

 ∈ R5×4, (3.11)

where wi ∈ R5. Then the first layer may be written as

f
(1)
dense = W(1)h(0) =

w1 w2 w3 w4


x

µµµ

 = x1w1 + x2w2 + µ1w3 + µ2w4 (3.12)

= W
(1)
1,2x + W

(1)
3,4µµµ (3.13)

= h(1)(x) + b(µµµ) (3.14)
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where W
(1)
1,2 =

[
w1 w2

]
∈ R5×2 and W

(1)
3,4 =

[
w3 w4

]
∈ R5×2. Note the equivalence of

Equations 3.14 and 3.10, with fbias = W
(1)
3,4µµµ.

Similar to conditional biasing is conditional scaling, where an elements-wise product

is computed instead of addition. The conditional scaling vector is given by fscale : µµµ →

s(µµµ) ∈ RH . Then, as an example, the output of the first layer is modified according to

h(1s) = h(1) � s(µµµ), (3.15)

where � is the Hadamard or element-wise product.

Feature-wise Linear Modulation (FiLM) layers [163], used in feature-wise transforma-

tions [164], include both conditional biasing and scaling terms, with a general expression

given as

FiLM(x) = γγγ(µµµ)� x + βββ(µµµ). (3.16)

The vectors γγγ(µµµ) and βββ(µµµ) come from a FiLM generator, which is a separate function or

neural network. The FiLM generator may be written as fFiLM : µµµ → γγγ(µµµ),βββ(µµµ) ∈ RH .

A given main network may have FiLM layers or other conditional operations inserted

between each existing hidden layer or blocks of layers. Each FiLM layer may have a

separate FiLM generator network, or all required FiLM vectors may be produced from a

single generator, with the same comments applying to conditional biasing and scaling.

3.2.2.1 Hypernetworks and Generalized Conditioning

Hypernetworks constitute a metamodeling approach where one neural network is used to

generate the weights of another main network [165], and are part of a broader class of

proposed techniques where network weights are conditioned on model inputs or features

[169, 170, 171]. Additionally, hypernetworks generalize all of the conditioning meth-

ods presented above by considering a hypernetwork which generates only a portion of

the main-network weights and/or biases. This is easy to understand for conditional

biasing, as fbias may be interpreted as a hypernetwork which generates only the bias

vectors. Concatenation-based conditioning is generalized with the caveat that the bias-
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only hypernetwork should use linear activations, but a non-linear hypernetwork may be

more expressive. Conditional scaling is a linear map and as such may be expressed as

a matrix-vector multiplication instead, where the matrix is the weight-matrix output by

the hypernetwork. That is, given a scaling vector γγγ(µµµ), then

γγγ(µµµ)� x = W(µµµ)x (3.17)

for some W(µµµ) which may be viewed as expansion in an appropriate, learned basis. FiLM

layers are comprised of conditional scaling and biasing so it follows immediately that they

are generalized by hypernetworks. However, there are differences regarding the number

of trainable parameters in a FiLM generator and equivalent hypernetwork, generally with

the hypernetwork containing more parameters. Consider a main-network layer which has

inputs and outputs of dimension H. Then the FiLM-generator-output-space dimension

is 2H, while for a hypernetwork it is H2 + H. If a single-layer, biasless, dense FiLM

generator or hypernetwork is used, then the number of trainable parameters in each is

2Hnµ and (H2 +H)nµ respectively. Schematic representations of the methods are shown

in Figure 3.3.
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(a) Concatenation-based conditioning (b) Conditional biasing

(c) Conditional scaling (d) Feature-wise linear modulation

(e) Hypernetwork

Figure 3.3: Schematic representations of the discussed methods for conditioning neural fields.
Conditional scaling and FiLM use pointwise multiplication.

Hypernetworks were originally applied to convolutional and recurrent neural networks

for image- and natural-language-processing tasks, with the goal of reducing the number

of trainable parameters while maintaining or improving model accuracy. In such models,

the weights of the main network are generated on a layer-by-layer basis, where the hyper-

network consumes a layer-embedding vector and outputs the weights for that layer. The

use-cases for hypernetworks have largely been the domain of computer science, but lately

have been applied to scientific machine learning in some instances. Pan et al. [172] lever-

aged hypernetworks to learn latent representation from turbulence on arbitrary meshes in

a scheme similar to design-variable hypernetworks developed here. HyperPINNs applies

hypernetworks to Physics Informed Neural Networks (PINNs) [149] for parametric PDE

solutions of 1D-viscous Burgers and the Lorenz system, with improved accuracy seen over

baseline PINN models despite a smaller main network [173].
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3.2.3 Problem Setup

Denote the solution snapshot for a single instance j of the FOM as

Dj ,
{{

qi | xi
}nj
i=1

, µµµj

}
, (3.18)

where the solution output-input pairs are defined at nj spatial (mesh) locations. Consid-

ering a dataset

D ,
{
D1, D2, ... ,DnD

}
(3.19)

containing nD snapshots, a distinctive feature of this approach is that each snapshot may

correspond to a solution domain with different spatial extent and discretization, with

varying number and location of mesh points. Models are sought which can approximate

the solution snapshots stored in D, without interpolation of ground-truth data or pre-

diction. In other words, given the generative factors or design variables for a problem

µµµ ∈ M ⊂ Rnµ , predict the system state q at any location x ∈ Ω(µµµ). Denote the input

space as x ∈ X ⊂ Rnx , and the output space as q ∈ Q ⊂ Rnq .

The desired model should generalize across solution instances, and thus approximate

the mapping f : M × X → Q, without direct knowledge of the system state. Note

that this is in contrast to initial-value problems, where the initial state to be integrated

forward in time is necessary. The problems considered may contain complex and variable

geometry, the input space is augmented to include an additional minimum-distance-

function coordinate, defined as

x′ ,
[
xT , φ(x;µµµ)

]T
. (3.20)

In the scenarios considered all mesh-distances are positive, so use of MDF and SDF are

equivalent. This defines an augmented input space, X ′ ⊂ Rnx+1, where x′ ∈ X ′, and in

turn the desired mapping is

f :M×X ′ → Q. (3.21)
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The model approximation is then written as f(x′;µµµ) ≈ q̂(x′;µµµ) or just q̂ in compact

notation. Each design variable µµµ defines a spatial solution field over a domain, thus it is

natural to condition the models upon the design variables.

3.2.4 Method 1: Design-variable MLP (DV-MLP)

DV-MLP uses concatenation-based conditioning to account for different solution in-

stances, where the augmented coordinates x′ are concatenated with the design variables

µµµ. This is a from of global conditioning as the same µµµ is used for all spatial locations for

a given solution field. The main network (denoted as Nm with weights θm) and resulting

prediction are written as

q̂(x′;µµµ) = Nm(x′,µµµ; θm). (3.22)

Simple fully-connected layers are used, where the hidden state of each layer has the same

dimension or number of nodes, and no skip or recurrent connections are used.

3.2.5 Method 2: Design-Variable Hypernetworks (DVH)

DVH generates the weights and biases of the main network θm using a one-shot hypernet-

work which takes as input the design variables µµµ. Ref. [159] noted an autodecoder trained

to represent many shapes had marginally-worse performance representing the fine-grain

details of the objects as compared to over-fitting a network on each case separately. In

an effort to avoid this loss in fine-grain detail, and to avoid training a separate model for

each case, a hypernetwork is used to generate main network weights θm for each solution

instance. The hypernetwork is written as

θm(µµµ) = Nh(µµµ; θh), (3.23)

and the main-network prediction written as

q̂(x′; θm(µµµ)) = Nm(x′; θm(µµµ)), (3.24)
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where θh and θm are the weights and biases of the hypernetwork and main network.

In the following experiments, simple MLPs are used for both the main network and

hypernetwork and are referred to as one-shot dense hypernetworks; all of the weights

and biases contained in θm are generated at once as one large vector which is sliced and

reshaped as required. The training loss depends on the main-network predictions, but

only the hypernetwork weights θh are adjusted during training; the loss gradients are

back-propagated through to the hypernetwork.

3.2.5.1 Network-size Scaling Considerations

One-shot dense hypernetworks have an important scaling consideration relating the num-

ber of trainable hypernetwork parameters in θh to the size of the main network θm.

Consider a main network with Lm hidden layers each with a hidden dimension H, and

an analogous hypernetwork with hidden dimension H except for the final hidden layer

which has dimension HL. Since all of the main network weights are generated at once,

the output layer of the hypernetwork has roughly HL times as many weights as the main

network. That is,

dim(θh) ∝ dim(θm)HL ∝ LmH
2HL, (3.25)

showing that the total number of hypernetwork weights is linear in main-network depth

Lm, quadratic in man-network hidden-dimension H, and linear in hypernet-final-hidden-

dimension HL. This is intuitive given the use of dense layers throughout, but Equation

3.25 is developed in more detail in the Appendix Section A. Once a main network archi-

tecture is chosen with Lm and H selected, then HL is the remaining term to be selected

which drives the number of weights, which of course must be managed for the given

training hardware and problem at hand, suggesting selecting HL < H. This leads to an

encoder-like interpretation for the hypernetwork, where the final hidden state is an HL-

dimensional embedding for a linear neural-network generator; the hypernetwork output

layer. The interpretation exists regardless, even if HL ≥ H, but the bottleneck structure

brings it out, and is reminiscent of autoencoder-style models.

The scaling relationship of Equation 3.25 also highlights a difference between this
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and many other hypernetwork models. Frequently the goal is to reduce the number of

trainable parameters in a given main network while retaining predictive accuracy, while

here the differences in accuracy and generalization are studied between vector-embedded

and weight-embedded coordinate-based networks. In most of the following experiments

HL is chosen to be simply HL = H = 50, across main and hypernetworks, meaning that

the size of the DVH model is roughly 50 times larger than the DV-MLP model. This

is taken into account by comparing the time and resources needed to train each type

of model while also assessing predictive accuracy. Further, the training methods which

follow in Section 3.2.5.2 are found to have a large impact on the required training time.

Differing hypernetwork architectures which reduce the number of trainable parameters

are possible but are outside the scope of this work, with a specific example given in

Chapter 6.

3.2.5.2 Training Considerations

Equation 3.25 implies that the computational complexity of training DVH models may

follow a similar scaling relative to training DV-MLP models. This is investigated by

considering two approaches for training DVH models, with differences relating to details

of model evaluation. Consider a minibatch j consisting of N spatial locations drawn from

each of M solution instances. Represent the minibatch as a tuple of tensors, (Mj,Xj,Qj),

where tensor Mj holds hypernetwork inputs, Xj holds main network inputs, and Qj holds

the target solution variables. The tensor shapes vary between the following methods

which are described below and represented in Figure 3.4.

• Method 1: Fully-Mixed Batches Mini-batches are created which consist of

points from different cases, with both the hypernetwork and main network forward-

propagated for each data point, meaning hypernetwork input vector µµµ is tiled across

the mesh. In this scenario all tensors have two axes, dim(Mj) = (M × N) × nµ,

dim(X) = (M×N)×nx′ , and dim(Q) = (M×N)×nq as shown in Figure 3.4a. Let

CM/CH be the cost for each the main and hypernetwork, then forward-propagating
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the minibatch is proportional to

CFM ∝ (M ×N)CH + (M ×N)CM (3.26)

The data is fully mixed by shuffling over all locations and solution instances used in

building the minibatch. The batch size then corresponds to the number of spatial

locations where predictions are sought.

• Method 2: Batch-by-Case This method takes advantage of the fact that design

variables µµµ apply to an entire solution instance and that the hypernetwork is a

neural-network generator. A single forward pass of the hypernetwork is combined

with multiple forward passes of the main network for a given number of spatial

locations, all coming from the same solution instance, defined by µµµ. In this scenario

the design-variable tensor has two axes, dim(Mj) = M×nµ, while the other tensors

have three; dim(X) = M ×N × nx′ , and dim(Q) = M ×N × nq, as represented in

3.4b. The complexity of forward-propagating the minibatch scales as

CBC ∝M × CH + (M ×N)CM . (3.27)

The batch size is then the number of cases per mini-batch, where the same number

of spatial locations N are evaluated for each case in each minibatch.

Comparing first terms between Equations 3.26 and 3.27 shows the batch-by-case first-

term complexity is reduced by a factor of N × CH due to the many fewer expensive

hypernetwork calls. The actual computational complexity will be measured through

profiling in later sections.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.4: Illustrating the difference between (a) fully-mixed batches and (b) batch-by-case
training mini-batches, by considering the shape and dimension of the training arrays for a single
batch j. Colors correspond to data from a given case.

3.2.6 Method 3: Non-linear Independent Dual System (NIDS)

NIDS may be conceptualized as a design-variable hypernetwork which generates only the

weights and biases of the final output layer of the main network. In this context, the

hypernetwork is referred to as the parameter network. The spatial network, which is the

main network except the output layer, and its output vector are defined as

Nx(x
′; θx) , hx ∈ H ⊂ Rnh . (3.28)

The parameter network and its output are defined as

Nµ(µµµ; θµ) , wµ ∈ W ∈ R(nq×nh)+nq = Wµ,bµ. (3.29)

Given this, the overall prediction is written as

q̂(x′,µµµ; θx, θµ) ,Wµhx + bµ. (3.30)

In equation 3.29, the flattened output wµ is split and reshaped appropriately to form

Wµ and bµ. Thus, the parameter network generates the weights and biases for the linear

output layer of the main network, and the spatial network provides the final hidden

state. Alternatively, Wµ may be viewed as a basis matrix dependent on the problem

parameters, while final hidden state hx are the coordinates to that basis for a specific

location in space x. Wµ is reused for every spatial location where a prediction is desired,
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while a new hx is required. Thus, a prediction for a given case requires one forward-pass

of the parameter network and as many forward-passes of the spatial network as there

are spatial locations, much like DV-Hnet. Figure 3.5 shows a schematic diagram which

emphasizes reuse of wµ.

Figure 3.5: Schematic diagram of a NIDS network emphasizing reuse of parameter network
outputs. Ref. [174] was used in making this figure.

Functionally, the mapping of the spatial network is

Nx : X ′ → H, (3.31)

the mapping of the parameter network is

Nµ : M→W , (3.32)

and that of the linear output layer may be written as

No : W ×H → Q. (3.33)

Note that the triple (W ,H, No) defines a dual system over a subset of the real numbers R

when the system state q is one-dimensional. When the system state is n-dimensional, then
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n dual systems are induced of the form (W ′
i ,H, No,i), with bilinear map No,i described as

No,i : W ′

i ×H → Q
′

i, (3.34)

which corresponds to the inner product of each row of Wµ with hx, and addition of the

bias term. In this case, W ′
i ⊂ Rnh+1 and Q′i ⊂ R, corresponding to the ith dimension

of the system state. The maps are bilinear in wµ and hx, not in x and µµµ due to the

non-linear nature of neural networks.

From this we can see that the name ‘non-linear independent dual system’ is an apt

description of how the model output layer operates. That is, the tripe describing the

output layer (W ,H, No) is a dual system or induces multiple dual systems. The vectors

from each space wµ ∈ W and hx ∈ H serve as inputs to the dual system bilinear map

No, and are generated non-linearly and independently by the neural networks.

3.2.6.1 Comparison of Proposed Methods

Figure 3.6: Schematic diagram comparing the different proposed methods. Ref. [174] was
used in making this graphic.

A diagram comparing the various methods is shown in Figure 3.6, introducing DV-MLP,

DVH and NIDS models from left to right. DV-MLP is a simple dense network, with

weights and biases collected in θm, set above the main-network graphic to indicate the

dependence. DVH introduces the design-variable hypernetwork and its trainable param-

eters θh in addition to the main network, with correspondence to the DV-MLP main

network. The hypernetwork generates the weights for the main network as a function

of the design variables θm(µµµ). In the NIDS approach, the parameter network generates
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the vector ŵµ, and the figure highlights how the main network weights and biases θm

may be considered as the spatial network weights and biases θx in addition to vector

ŵµ. Additionally, the dashed line in the main network corresponds to the NIDS spatial

network, highlighting the slight difference between the two in the context of the other

models.

3.3 Modal Interpretation of NIDS Predictions

Proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) and dynamic mode decomposition (DMD) are

popular techniques originally developed for analysis of flow fields and turbulence [175,

176], and are now frequently used for model order reduction, prediction, and control [64,

177, 62]. Here POD reconstruction is examined, and it is shown how NIDS predictions

may be interpreted in a similar manner.

Consider M solution snapshots of a system with a single state variable defined on a

D-dimensional common mesh with N nodes, where each solution corresponds to a unique

set of design variables µµµ. The solution at a spatial location i is written as q(xi,µµµ
j) ∈ R,

and a snapshot of the state (FOM solution) at all locations may be written as qjN ∈ RN or

qN . Additionally, collect mesh spatial-coordinates in matrix X ∈ RN×D and all solution

snapshots in data matrix Q ∈ RN×M . Follow Sections 1.2.3 or 1.2.4 (noting the change in

notation regarding Q/X) to get the truncated, rank r POD basis, Φ = U[:, 1 : r] ∈ RN×r,

where U contains the left singular vectors of mean-centered snapshot matrix Q. A

snapshot from the collection may be reconstructed using basis Φ by first computing the

basis coefficients a, following Equations 1.65. Additionally, each POD mode is a function

of the mesh coordinates in X and the basis coefficients are dependent on the parameters

µµµ associated with snapshot qN . Then the POD projection may be written as

q̂N(X,µµµ)POD = Φa =
r∑
i=1

ai(µµµ)φφφi(X), (3.35)

where addition of the mean-column is ignored, as it may be added to both NIDS and

POD predictions/reconstructions.
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Next consider the approximation of a snapshot qN with a NIDS network, where a

prediction for location i is

q̂(xi,µµµ) = Wµ(µµµ)hx(xi) + bµ, (3.36)

where xi is the ith row of X. The full snapshot is attained by stacking the NIDS predic-

tions at all locations. The system state is 1D, so Wµ ∈ R1×nh is a row vector. Re-express

this as a column vector as w(µµµ) = WT
µ , noting that w(µµµ) 6= wµ which is the parameter

network output per Equation 3.29. Collect all spatial-network evaluations in Hx, defined

as

Hx :=

hx(x1) hx(x2) · · · hx(xm)

 ∈ Rnh×N (3.37)

Then let q̂N(X,µµµ)NIDS ∈ RN collect all NIDS predictions and let bN(µµµ) = ~1N × bµ ∈ RN

tile the bias over the mesh. Further, let hx,i ∈ RN be the ith row of Hx; the ith entry of

spatial-network output hx collected over all mesh locations. Then the NIDS predictions

may be written as

q̂N(X,µµµ)NIDS = HT
xw(µµµ) + bN(µµµ) =

nh∑
i=1

wi(µµµ)hx,i(X) + bN(µµµ). (3.38)

Equation 3.38 for the NIDS prediction has a very similar structure as Equation 3.35 for

the POD reconstruction, except for the additional bias term and the fact that the NIDS

network may also consume an additional MDF/SDF coordinate in x. However X may be

defined to include this additional coordinate without affecting the POD analysis. Thus

hx,i may also be interpreted as a spatial mode and plotted/analyzed in a similar way as a

POD mode. A key difference is that the POD modes were obtained via decomposition of

a snapshot matrix, requiring a consistent discretization, while NIDS operates pointwise

and the modes are learned during training.

Equation 3.38 inverts the role of the spatial and parameter networks as previously de-

scribed. Previously the parameter network was conceptualized as providing a basis which
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applies globally for a solution instance, while the spatial network provides coordinates

relative to that basis to generate the prediction at a spatial location. Whereas with the

above interpretation, the coordinates provided by the spatial network are collected for all

locations and interpreted as basis functions, with the parameter network now providing

the coordinates for the global modes. The POD modes have additional structure beyond

orthonormality since they are obtained via SVD, and thus the modes have an inherent

order defined by the singular values. And more critically, it may be shown that that the

POD reconstruction of data matrix Q is the optimal rank r reconstruction in a Frobenius

norm sense. NIDS modes lack these structures and this guarantee, but indeed there are

possibilities to impose such structure by including appropriate penalizing terms in the

loss function during training.

3.4 Piecewise Learning-Rate Schedule

A piecewise learning-rate schedule was devised and used for many later-reported results,

consisting of periods with constant and exponentially-decaying learning-rates. This was

devised to combat large variation around training-loss plateaus seen in some instances,

and to stabilize DVH M1 training dynamics which showed large training-loss fluctuations.

To define the learning rate at optimizer-step i, written as α(i), denote the number of

optimizer steps with constant learning rate as sc, the decay rate r, and decay steps as sd,

then

α(i) =


α0 if i < sc

α0 × r(i−sc)/sd if i ≥ sc

(3.39)

defines the learning rate schedule. The interpretation is that the learning rate will de-

crease by a factor of r every sd steps when the exponential term is active. To convert

between optimizer steps and dataset iterations or epochs, use

s = nepochs × nupdates per epoch.

In mini-batch stochastic gradient descent (SGD) and single-example true SGD, the
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noise added to the training process due to the stochastic sampling of the dataset-loss-

gradient is beneficial in reaching a better local minima, but also prevents the network from

reaching the minima exactly [178]. It has been shown that the variance of the fluctuations

around local minima are proportional to the learning rate [179], and thus to reduce the

size of the fluctuations the learning rate may be decreased, or alternatively the mini-

batch size increased. Intuitively, when the training loss plateaus and large fluctuations

are seen with small mini-batch sizes, then this means that the “general” or common part

of the underlying function has been learned as the mini-batch gradients point in differing

directions from another. The optimizer then overshoots the corrections in each direction

resulting in the training-loss oscillations. Thus reducing the learning rate when this is

observed should decrease the overshooting and increase convergence.

It is generally accepted in the deep-learning community that large initial learning

rates aid in generalization [180], at the cost of longer overall training times as compared

to small initial learning rates. The strategy of using a large initial learning rate followed

by an annealing period where the learning rate decreases is commonly used. For example,

in training highly-influential CNNs for image recognition, the learning rate was decreased

manually by a factor of 10 when a validation plateau was observed, with this repeated up

to three times [133, 181, 182]. The piecewise learning-rate schedule chosen follows this

line of thinking, and instead of using a stair-step decrease in learning rate a smoother,

exponential decrease is applied such that the learning rate decreases by an order of

magnitude over a given number of training epochs. Exponential learning-rate decay is

a specific and widely used form of learning-rate annealing [183], although it is more

frequently used from the beginning of the training process.
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Chapter 4

Surrogate Modeling Applications

The proposed methods of Chapter 3 are applied to a variety of problems in this Chapter,

with an additional compressor-rotor application covered in greater detail in Chapter 5.

Not all methods are applied to every application, given that this is not generally possible

since DCNN models have discretization dependence. Considered problems include a 2D

Poisson problem designed to test discretization independence and translational invariance

is presented in Section 4.2. Next, the 2D incompressible RANS equations are considered

in the context of a vehicle aerodynamics problem in Section 4.3. And finally, the 3D

incompressible RANS equations are applied to the Ahmed Body, a simplified vehicle

shape, in Section 4.5. But first, some implementation details are provided in Section 4.1.

4.1 Model Implementation and Training Details

All models are implemented via Python 3.7 classes using Tensorflow v2.6 [126] and are

trained using Nvidia RTX A6000 48 GPUs. The DV-MLP implenentation uses off-the-

shelf Tensorflow-Keras sequential models, constructed using the Keras functional API.

DVH and NIDS models subclass Tensorflow-Keras Models (tf.keras.Model), overwrit-

ing the call method as required, depending on the batching method used per Section

3.2.5.2. The DVH implementation uses a Tensorflow-Keras sequential model for the hy-

pernetwork, required during class instantiation. Tensorflow-Keras models are useful as

they provide high-level abstraction and contain easy-to-use functions for common tasks,

such as training models and saving/loading network weights. All model weights are ini-
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tialized using the Glorot-uniform weight-initialization scheme [249], and trained using

calls to tf.keras.Model.fit() or custom training loops. Adam optimizer [140] with

default settings and a mean squared error loss is used for all numerical experiments, with

the piecewise learning rate schedule of Section 3.4 called out when used. Swish activation

function is used for all hidden layers, and all output layers use a linear activation func-

tion. All inputs and outputs are min-max normalized using the statistics of the training

dataset, see Section 2.2.1. Mixed or single precision is used in training all models, and

model checkpoints are used to save the model weights corresponding to the final, best

training, and best validation losses obtained as training progresses.

The error metrics of root-mean-squared-error (RMSE) and mean-absolute-error (MAE)

are computed by averaging across all nj mesh points in each case, and then averaging

across all nc cases. The root-mean-squared-error (RMSE) for the kth component of the

state is then defined as

RMSEk ,
1

nc

nc∑
j=1

√√√√ 1

nj

nj∑
m=1

(
q̂k(x

j
m,µµµj; θ)− qk(x

j
m,µµµj)

)2

. (4.1)

The mean-absolute-error (MAE) is computed analogously as

MAEk ,
1

nc

nc∑
j=1

1

nj

nj∑
m=1

|q̂k(xjm,µµµj; θ)− qk(x
j
m,µµµ

j)|. (4.2)

Both RMSE and MAE have units consistent with the predicted quantities, making them

more intuitive than MSE alone. They provide similar measures, though the RMSE pe-

nalizes larger errors more than the MAE.

The mean-relative-L2-error (MRL2E) is also reported. To ease notation, gather all

predictions for case j in matrix Q̂j ∈ Rnj×nq , and all ground-truth in matrix Qj ∈ Rnj×nq .

Then Q̂j[:, k] is the full snapshot for the kth component of the predicted state, for the

jth case. Then the MRL2E for the kth state component may be expressed as

MRL2Ek ,
1

nc

nc∑
j=1

‖Q̂j[:, k]−Qj[:, k]‖2

‖Qj[:, k]‖2

(
× 100%

)
. (4.3)
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The final multiplication by 100% is placed in parentheses as this operation is not always

performed. The distinction is made clear in context by reporting the value with or without

the percentage symbol.

4.2 2D Poisson Equation

The Poisson equation with a source term is solved on a unit square two-dimensional

domain with a randomly sized and oriented shape within the domain acting as another

internal boundary. While the geometry of the domain is parametric, the meshes are not,

with each mesh having different spatial extent, number of points, and topology. The

square domain and its boundary (without the internal shape) are written as

B =
{
x, y | x, y ∈ [0, 1]

}
, (4.4)

and

∂B =
{
x, y | x = 0, or x = 1, or y = 0, or y = 1

}
, (4.5)

respectively. Since each shape is different, the problem domains are also different. Let

∂Sj be the set of points defining the jth internal-shape boundary. Then let Sj represent

the set of points which are either on the jth shape surface or enclosed by it. With this,

the domain for the jth problem is

Ωj = B ∩
(
Sj − ∂Sj

)C
, (4.6)

with overall boundary given by

∂Ωj = ∂B ∪ ∂Sj. (4.7)
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The governing Poisson equation and source term are defined as

∇2q(x, y) = f(x, y), x, y ∈ Ωj (4.8)

f(x, y) =


+500 x < 0.5

−500 x ≥ 0.5

(4.9)

with Dirichlet boundary conditions specified for all boundaries as

q(x, y) = 100, x, y ∈ ∂Ωj. (4.10)

Eight classes of shapes are considered, consisting of circles and polygons with 3-9 sides.

1000 instances of randomly scaled, located, and rotated shapes of each class are defined.

Each shape is specified by its center point, the radius of its circumcircle (which is also

the distance between the center point and each vertex), and a rotation angle measured

positive counterclockwise from the x-axis. Example meshes and solution fields are shown

in Figure 4.1. The ranges for each design variable are given in Table 4.1 and these entries

are used to populate the design-variable vectors. The largest mesh contains 2677 points,

while the smallest contains just 1341.

Figure 4.1: Example solution fields and meshes for three randomly generated shapes.
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Table 4.1: Description of design variables for the 2D Poisson problem.

Symbol Description Range Units

xcen x-coordinate of shape center point [0.3, 0.7] -

ycen y-coordinate of shape center point [0.3, 0.7] -

r Shape radius [0.05, 0.2] -

γ Shape rotation angle [−π, π) radians

Triangular meshes are generated for each random shape using the Gmsh Python API

[184], though the surface mesh of each shape are fully specified programatically such that

the distance between adjacent surface nodes, ∆r, is approximately 5×10−3. For polygons,

the coordinates of the vertices are given as initial mesh points. Then the line connecting

adjacent vertices is divided into n equal segments, where n is selected as the smallest

integer such that the distance between mesh points is less than or equal to 5 × 10−3.

For circles, the number of points is chosen by rearranging the (approximate) arc length

formula ∆s = r∆γ to compute the required ∆γ while setting ∆s = 5 × 10−3. Then

the number of points is chosen as n =

(
2π
∆γ

)
. The mesh for the rest of each domain

Ωj is generated using the Gmsh python API with mesh spacing on ∂B set to 5 × 10−2.

The meshes are saved to .vtk format and the governing equations solved using the finite

element method using SfePY [185].

Two problem scenarios concerning the design-variable vector µ are considered. First

is a scenario where µµµ is ‘incomplete,’ with the class of the shape (circle, triangle, etc..)

not explicitly given.

µµµ =
[
xcen, ycen, r, γ

]T
∈ R4 (4.11)

This information enters the main network indirectly through the MDF coordinate present

in x′, defined the same as in Equation 4.21. The second scenario includes a one-hot-

encoded label vector c ∈ R8 in µµµ,

µµµ =
[
xcen, ycen, r, γ, cT

]T
∈ R12. (4.12)
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One-hot-encoding is a commonly used feature-engineering tool for converting categorical

labels to numerical representations, common in classification machine learning tasks.

One-hot-encoded vectors are made by first enumerating the categories and giving each

an integer label, starting with zero for zero-indexed languages such as python. If there

are n categories, then each one-hot vector is first initialized as an n-dimensional zero

vector, with a 1 added at the integer label index. The one-hot labels used are shown in

Table 4.2, making the pattern clear.

Table 4.2: One-hot encoded vectors

Shape Class Integer Label c Shape Class Integer Label c

Circle 0
[
1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0

]T
Hexagon 4

[
0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0

]T
Triangle 1

[
0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0

]T
Septagon 5

[
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0

]T
Square 2

[
0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0

]T
Octagon 6

[
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0

]T
Pentagon 3

[
0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0

]T
Nonagon 7

[
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1

]T

4.2.1 DVH: Effect of Training Method and Class Label

First the effects of training methods of Section 3.2.5.2 and the inclusion of class label

vector c as model input are explored. A baseline result using fully-mixed training without

the class label is first obtained. 80% of the 8000 available solutions are used as the training

set, while the remaining 20% are withheld in the validation set, with an equal number of

training cases used from each shape class. Adam optimizer was used with a learning rate

of 1× 10−4 and default settings otherwise. A batch size of 1500 points is used, resulting

in 8765 batches/gradient updates per epoch. Then models with identical architecture

were trained with and without the class-label vector c using the more efficient batch-

by-case training method. Additionally, the piecewise learning rate schedule of Equation

3.39 was used. In this section no points from each training example were dropped out

to make mini-batches of equal size. Instead, a custom training loop was implemented

which allowed for varying mesh size. The models trained with the efficient batch-by-case

routine also utilized a training fraction of just 0.2, where 200 solutions from each shape

class were used to construct the training dataset.
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Figure 4.2 shows the training loss for each scenario on the same set of axes, against

both the number of epochs and optimizer updates. First, when fully-mixed training is

used the loss rapidly decays initially before reaching a plateau, and then subsequently the

training and validation losses diverge and over-fitting occurs. When batch-by-case train-

ing is then applied, the gross over-fitting is not seen while the best-validation-losses are

observed to compare similarly to fully-mixed training before validation-loss divergence.

Then finally, when class label c is included the gross over-fitting is again avoided and the

overall performance is improved.

(a) Loss vs. epochs. (b) Loss vs. optimizer updates.

Figure 4.2: DVH training curves for the Poisson problem, showing the effect of training
method and inclusion of class-label vector c. Training losses are solid lines while validation
losses are dashed and transparent.

The training and validation loss metrics using the validation-best weights are sum-

marized in Table 4.3. This shows that indeed the fully-mixed and batch-by-case compare

similarly. The larger RMSE for fully-mixed while simultaneously having smaller MAE

indicates that the fully-mixed predictions are subject to infrequent, larger errors, given

that the RMSE penalizes larger deviations more than MAE. As expected from the train-

ing curves, the best overall results are achieved using batch-by-case with the class-label

c. Generally, the results are very good across all methods, with mean errors less than 1%

across the board, and the best errors less than 0.01%.
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Table 4.3: Summary of training and validation error metrics for DVH models trained with
various options on the Poisson problem.

Network Type RMSE (train / val) MAE (train / val) MRL2E (train / val)

Fully Mixed 2.08 · 10−1 / 2.19 · 10−1 1.26 · 10−1 / 1.32 · 10−1 0.17% / 0.18%

Batch by Case 1.88 · 10−1 / 1.87 · 10−1 1.34 · 10−1 / 1.34 · 10−1 0.18/% / 0.19%

Batch by Case + c 8.03 · 10−2 / 8.60 · 10−2 5.60 · 10−2 / 6.00 · 10−2 0.080% / 0.086%

The errors are seen to correlate strongly with the shape class, with predictive per-

formance on triangles being worse than the other shape classes. This may be seen by

plotting the MRL2E versus shape class as shown in Figure 4.3. This shows the similar

performance between fully-mixed training and batch-by-case, where batch-by-case takes

roughly an order of magnitude less time to train: see Table 4.7 which is for a different

application but the trends hold here. All models in the present section were trained using

mixed precision. Figure 4.3 also highlights how including the class-label vector greatly

improves the predictions. Without the class label, the errors generally decrease with an

increasing number of sides, with the exception of circles where the error increases relative

to nonagons, with this trend not holding exactly for the fully-mixed model. However,

when the class label is included the errors do indeed decrease as the number of sides are

increased, where the circles have the smallest errors.

Figure 4.3: Mean-relative-L2-error (MRL2E) versus shape class for the three scenarios con-
sidered.
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Next, to examine how well the network predictions achieve translational, rotational,

and scale invariance, the joint distribution of RMSE versus each (non-label) generative

factor are visualized using normalized 2D histograms in Figure 4.4, for the DVH model

including the class label. The Pearson correlation coefficient is reported on each subplot.

These plots show that the RMSE is very weakly correlated with the x and y locations

of the center point, along with the rotation angle. This implies that the predictions

have translational invariance as well as rotational invariance. There is greater correlation

between RMSE and the shape radius however. This suggests weaker scale invariance in

the predictions, but this may not be surprising given that the problem is not inherently

scale-invariant, since the size of the domain is fixed while the shapes inside change size.

Figure 4.4: Histograms relating the RMSE to each generative factor, where the Pearson
correlation coefficient is shown on each plot.
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(a) Without class label c.

(b) With class label c.

Figure 4.5: DVH predictions on an unseen triangle, both without and with class-label vector c
used as input. Note that the figures are generated independently of another, thus the differences
in colorbar limits and location of contour lines in the ground truth and predictions.

(a) Without class label c.

(b) With class label c.

Figure 4.6: DVH predictions on an unseen nonagon, both without and with class-label vector c
used as input. Note that the figures are generated independently of another, thus the differences
in colorbar limits and location of contour lines in the ground truth and predictions.
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4.2.2 Comparing Model Performance

Inclusion of the class label had a similar effect on DV-MLP and NIDS model predictions

as was seen for DVH, with model errors being reduced as shown in Figure 4.7a and 4.7b

for DV-MLP and NIDS respectively.

(a) DV-MLP (b) NIDS

Figure 4.7: Comparing MRL2E by shape class with and without inclusion of the class-label
vector as part of the design variables for (a): DV-MLP and (b): NIDS.

Model performance using the class labels is compared in Figure 4.8 and is summarized

in Table 4.4. These show that DV-MLP and DVH perform very similarly but with DVH

having slightly better error metrics across the board.

Figure 4.8: Mean-relative-L2-error (MRL2E) versus shape class for the three model types.
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Table 4.4: Summary of training and validation error metrics on the Poisson problem for
DV-MLP, NIDS, and DVH models with similar main and hypernetworks.

Network Type RMSE (train / val) MAE (train / val) MRL2E (train / val)

DV-MLP 8.29 · 10−2 / 8.86 · 10−2 5.87 · 10−2 / 6.25 · 10−2 0.083% / 0.088%

NIDS 1.10 · 10−1 / 1.16 · 10−1 7.83 · 10−2 / 8.33 · 10−2 0.11/% / 0.12%

DVH 8.03 · 10−2 / 8.60 · 10−2 5.60 · 10−2 / 6.00 · 10−2 0.080% / 0.086%

4.3 2D Incompressible RANS

4.3.1 Numerical Experiments I: Vehicle Aerodynamics

The Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) equations are derived by ensemble av-

eraging the Navier Stokes equations and substituting the Reynolds-decomposed state

variables. This decomposition separates the state variables into mean and fluctuating

components q = 〈q〉+ q
′
, where q is a generic state variable, 〈q〉 is the mean, and q

′
is the

fluctuating component. In the incompressible limit, the steady RANS equations may be

written as

∇ · 〈u〉 = 0 (4.13)

ρ〈u〉j
∂〈u〉i
∂xj

=
∂

∂xi

[
µ

(
∂〈u〉i
∂xj

+
∂〈u〉j
∂xi

)
− 〈p〉δij − ρ〈u

′

iu
′

j〉
]
, (4.14)

where velocity vector u = ûı + v̂ + wk̂. Non-dimensional flow quantities and inputs are

used, denoted by a tilde ·̃. The Reynolds number Re is an important non-dimensional

similarity parameter describing the relative importance of inertial and viscous forces in a

flow, and since it has no dimensional counterpart the tilde is omitted.

Re =
ρ|u|L
µ

=
|u|L
ν

(4.15)

Free-stream flow conditions are used to define the Reynolds number, using the vehicle

length Lv as the length scale. The freestream dynamic pressure is written as q∞ =
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1
2
ρ|u∞|2, then the non-dimensional form of other relevant quantities are given as

x̃ =
x

Lv
(4.16)

ỹ =
y

Lv
(4.17)

φ̃ =
φ

Lv
(4.18)

p̃ =
p− p∞
q∞

(4.19)

ũi =
ui
|u∞|

. (4.20)

The non-dimensional pressure of Equation 4.19 is equivalent to the pressure coefficient

cp, and for incompressible flows the expression is further simplified by using the gauge

pressure; taking p∞ = 0. This is allowed because only derivatives of pressure enter into

the incompressible momentum equation, Equation 4.14. If a compressible flow were con-

sidered this equivalency would not hold, as pressure enters directly into the compressible

energy equation.

External vehicle aerodynamics are considered, with parametric vehicle shapes lying on

unstructured, non-parametric meshes. The incompressible RANS equations were solved

using Star CCM+ with the k-ε turbulence model. The dataset - generated by General

Motors, Inc. - consists of 2D slices along the vehicle centerline for 124 unique vehicle

shapes at speeds of 90 and 130 kilometers-per-hour (kph). The simulations utilize un-

structured polyhedral meshes of varying size, with an example mesh shown in Figure

4.9a. Each vehicle shape is parameterized by 8 geometric parameters as summarized in

Table 4.5, with all 124 shapes overlain on one set of axes in Figure 4.9b. The vehicle

designs were selected using Latin hypercube sampling, and random subsets of the dataset

are chosen for training and validation for each problem.
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Table 4.5: Description of entries in geometric design-variable-vector µµµgeo for the 2D vehicle
aerodynamics dataset.

Design Variable Units Range Design Variable Units Range

Backlight Angle Degrees [25, 57] Windshield Angle Degrees [57, 63]

Face Lip Angle Degrees [0, 5] Hood Front Angle Degrees [10, 20]

Angle of Approach Degrees [15, 25] Angle of Departure Degrees [15, 25]

Vehicle Length mm [3800, 4900] Floor to Roof Height mm [1448, 1788]

The CFD meshes vary in size and topology, with the number of cells ranging from

108,748 to 115,751. In all sections, a spatial batch size of 54,000 points is used, resulting

in two minibatches per case for a total of 108,000 mesh points used for each case. Mesh

points are randomly dropped from each solution as required to make the minibatches,

corresponding to 0.7%-6.7% of the points being left out for each training case. Reported

training-error metrics include all mesh points, even if they were dropped from the training

set, with further discussion of this in Section 4.3.3.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.9: Pertaining the training dataset, (a) an example unstructured CFD mesh and (b)
a composite image of all 124 vehicle shapes overlain on the same axes

The spatial input quantities are

x′ = [x, y, φ(x, y)]T ∈ R3, (4.21)

and the predicted state is

q = [p(x, y), u(x, y), v(x, y)]T ∈ R3. (4.22)
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The design-variable vectors differ slightly depending on the number of speeds considered,

and are given as

µµµ =


µµµgeo ∈ R8 nspeeds = 1,

[Re, µµµTgeo]T ∈ R9 nspeeds > 1.

(4.23)

All spatial and predicted state quantities in x′ and q are non-dimensionalized according

to Equations 4.16-4.20. Non-dimensional quantities and dimensional analysis are widely

used in fluid mechanics, leading to satisfying similarity solutions and increased inter-

pretability. Following non-dimensionalization, all input and output vectors are min-max

normalized component-wise using training-set stats before use with the neural networks.

Details on this normalization are given in Section 2.2.1 . All reported errors are in the

fully-dimensional units of the state, with the exception of training curves which corre-

spond to fully-normalized quantities. Without normalization, the loss and loss-gradients

may be biased towards the state quantities with the largest unit-scale. Normalization

eases this problem and ensures that smaller output quantities are not ignored during

training.

4.3.2 Model Architecture and Training Options

In this section 5 hidden-layer networks are used, both main and hypernetworks, each

with a hidden dimension of 50 for all layers. The number of trainable weights for Section

4.3.1 are given in Table 4.6. As noted in Section 3.2.5.1, the DVH model has roughly

HL = 50 times as many trainable weights as the corresponding DV-MLP model, and

the computational consequences of this are explored and quantified here through pro-

filing. Three model-method combinations are considered, and include DV-MLP with

its sole fully-mixed training mode, DVH method 1 (M1) fully-mixed batches, and DVH

method 2 (M2) batch-by-case. See Section 3.2.5.2 for greater detail. The average step

time, average compute time, and maximum memory usage during training among the

models and methods are reported in Table 4.7, where the spatial batch size is 54,000

points for DV-MLP and DVH M1, and a corresponding case batch-size of 1 for DVH

M2. All profiled results were obtained using tensorboard callbacks. Three different
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Table 4.6: Number of trainable parameters for DV-MLP and DVH models for all baseline
results of Section 4.3.1, where H = HL = 50, Lm = LH = 5.

Method # Trainable Weights
Single Speed Multiple Speeds

DV-MLP 10,953 11,003
DVH 548,853 548,903

levels of precision are compared for each method, including double-precision (float64),

single-precision (float32), and mixed-precision (combination of float32 and float16). The

reported values are averaged over the first 100 minibatches for 100 epochs of training,

and the ∆t step standard deviation is given in parentheses.

Table 4.7: Comparing training profiles across the models and training methods.

Type Training Method Precision ∆t step [ms] ∆t compute [ms] Max. Mem. [GB]
DV-MLP - float64 18.1 (0.2) 17.2 1.20
DV-MLP - float32 3.7 (0.1) 2.9 0.62
*DV-MLP - mixed 3.6 (0.5) 1.9 0.54

DVH M1 Fully-mixed float64 490.0 (1.6) 488.9 9.70
DVH M1 Fully-mixed float32 55.6 (0.2) 54.4 4.85
DVH M1 Fully-mixed mixed 40.5 (0.8) 37.5 2.66
DVH M2 Batch-by-case float64 20.1 (0.4) 18.7 0.72
*DVH M2 Batch-by-case float32 4.4 (0.1) 3.3 0.36
*DVH M2 Batch-by-case mixed 4.3 (0.4) 2.3 0.28

There are several important takeaways from these profiled results. First, the precision

has a large impact on the step-times and memory requirements, which decrease massively

between float64 and float32 in all instances. Subsequent smaller improvements are seen

moving between float32 and mixed precision. Next, M2 batch-by-case training decreases

the step-time and memory requirements by roughly an order of magnitude as compared

to M1 fully-mixed for a given precision. Further, the DVH M2 step times are comparable

to the DV-MLP step times and consume less memory despite the much greater parameter

count. Two average times are given, ∆t step which includes all operations in a single

optimizer update, and ∆t compute which includes only GPU operations per update.

Rows marked with an asterisk (*) in Table 4.7 may benefit from improvements in the

data pipeline, as the overhead associated with those operations becomes appreciable as

the ∆t step times decrease.
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When comparing the accuracy of the resulting fully-trained models, it was found that

using single precision generally improved the mean-relative-L2 error (MRL2E) by roughly

1-8 percentage points as compared to mixed precision. The use of double precision neg-

ligibly improved the predictive performance beyond that seen with single precision, and

in some cases single precision performed best overall. Thus, given the greatly improved

step times from double to single precision, and the smaller improvements afforded by us-

ing mixed precision, all models in later sections are trained using single precision unless

otherwise stated.

4.3.3 Single Vehicle Speed

Training information is given in Table 4.8 where st is the total number of training steps,

and the values shown in parentheses are the corresponding number of epochs. Note that

DVH M1 uses α0 = 5×10−5 instead of α0 = 1×10−3 as reported in the table due to large

instabilities which frequently resulted in training-loss divergence with higher learning

rates.

Table 4.8: Dataset and training options, where st is the total number of optimizer steps, and
values in parentheses are dataset-iterations or epochs.

Dataset Options Learning Rate Schedule

vehicle speed 90 kph α0 1× 10−3

# training cases 99 r 0.1

# validation cases 25 st 1,386,000 (7000)

spatial batch size 54,000 sc 198,000 (1000)

case batch size 1 sd 594,000 (3000)

DV-MLP and DVH models are trained using Adam optimizer [112] with default op-

tions and single precision. In the case of DVH, both training methods described in Section

3.2.5.2 were employed, where DVH M1/M2 correspond to methods 1 and 2 respectively.

Table 4.9 presents error metrics, revealing that DVH M2 performs best across the board,

with both DVH methods having very similar and lesser errors as compared to DV-MLP.
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DVH M2 slightly outperforms DVH M1 while requiring significantly less training time,

approximately 4.4 ms per optimizer step versus 40.5 ms as shown in Table 4.7.

Table 4.9: Summary of training and validation error metrics at a vehicle speed of 90 kph.

q̂i Network Type RMSE (train / val) MRL2E (train / val)

p [Pa]
DV-MLP 11.5 / 12.6 4.75% / 5.12%
DVH M1 8.7 / 11.5 3.60% / 4.61%
DVH M2 8.1 / 9.9 3.34% / 3.99%

u [m/s]
DV-MLP 0.66 / 0.74 2.85% / 3.18%
DVH M1 0.59 / 0.68 2.56% / 2.92%
DVH M2 0.56 / 0.60 2.41% / 2.59%

v [m/s]
DV-MLP 0.41 / 0.49 9.94% / 11.9%
DVH M1 0.34 / 0.47 8.28% / 11.3%
DVH M2 0.27 / 0.38 6.72% / 9.22%

Each model’s ability to infill or predict a seen case at unseen spatial locations may

be evaluated since training cases had points randomly dropped out or truncated during

minibatch construction. Error metrics were calculated separately for the truncated and

retained locations, with the case-wise mean-absolute error (MAE) for truncated locations

plotted against that for retained locations in Figure 4.10 for DV-MLP and DVH M2. The

dashed line is the identity line y(x) = x, meaning points which lie above the dashed line

correspond to truncated-point errors which are larger than those for the retained points,

and the opposite for points below the line. The points are generally located near the line,

some above and some below, indicating that the performance is very similar between the

retained and truncated groups. This is quantified in Table 4.10 where the mean error

metrics for retained and truncated points are given separately, while the training errors

reported in Table 4.9 include all points for the instance. This shows that the error metrics

are nearly identical between the two groups for all models, demonstrating that the models

are effective in this in-filling scenario.
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Figure 4.10: Mean absolute error over points truncated from training cases versus those
retained and used in training for DV-MLP and DVH M2 predictions for each field variable.

Table 4.10: Comparing training-case error metrics between points with are retained and
actually used in training versus those which are truncated.

q̂i Network Type RMSE (Retained / Truncated) MRL2E (Retained / Truncated)

p [Pa]
DV-MLP 11.5 / 11.3 4.75% / 4.66%
DVH M1 8.7 / 8.5 3.60% / 3.49%
DVH M2 8.1 / 8.0 3.34% / 3.27%

u [m/s]
DV-MLP 0.66 / 0.66 2.85% / 2.86%
DVH M1 0.59 / 0.60 2.55% / 2.58%
DVH M2 0.56 / 0.56 2.41% / 2.42%

v [m/s]
DV-MLP 0.41 / 0.40 9.94% / 9.88%
DVH M1 0.34 / 0.34 8.27% / 8.20%
DVH M2 0.27 / 0.28 6.72% / 6.76%

Pressure field predictions near an unseen vehicle are shown in Figure 4.11 for DV-MLP

and DVH M2, with predictions for all field variables over the full domain shown in the

Appendix, Section B.1. The error contour colorbars are limited to±4×RMSE centered on

the average case error in order to see more fine-grain detail. Infrequent, comparably-large

errors obscure these details in many instances by skewing the colorbar, and points where

the error is outside of this band are left white. The pressure field predictions match the

ground truth well, with the main features captured including the high-pressure in front,

the low-pressure due to flow acceleration on the roof, and the slowly-recovering pressure

in the wake seen in the full-domain plots. Some distortion of the contour lines is present

in the predictions. The largest errors are seen near the vehicle surface, near the ground

in front, and at locations along the free-shear layer and in the wake.
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(a) Ground truth pressure field.

(b) DV-MLP prediction, validation group. (c) DV-MLP error field.

(d) DVH M2 prediction, validation group. (e) DVH error field.

Figure 4.11: Validation-group instance (a) ground-truth pressure field, (b) DV-MLP pre-
diction, (c) DV-MLP error, (d) DVH prediction, and (e) DV-MLP error. Error colorbars are
limited to ±4×RMSE centered on the average error for the instance.

4.3.4 Multiple Speeds and Generalization: Low-Data Regime

The goal in situations such as surrogate-based design optimization is to obtain an accurate

and generalizable surrogate using the least amount of training data and resources. The

effect of the training dataset size on the generalization and convergence properties is

explored by varying the number of available training cases. Two vehicle speeds of 90

and 130 kph are used, giving a total of 248 available solution instances. DV-MLP and

DVH are compared while the number of training cases is varied from 5 to 199 instances,

corresponding to training fractions ranging from 0.02 to 0.8. Training method 2 batch-by-
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case is used to train DVH models given that similar or better accuracy may be obtained

as compared to fully-mixed training in a fraction of the time, as demonstrated for a single

vehicle speed in Section 4.3.3. The dataset and training options are given in Table 4.11.

The number of epochs remains fixed, resulting in varying learning rate schedule entries

as the number of training cases is adjusted. Given a training fraction ftrain, the number

of training cases is chosen to be ceil(ftrainncases), then the number of steps is given as

s = nepochs × ceil(ftrainncases)× nbatches per case. (4.24)

The number of epochs are given in Table 4.11 in parentheses and nbatches per case = 2.

Table 4.11: Dataset and training options, where st is the total number of optimizer steps, and
values in parentheses are dataset-iterations or epochs.

Dataset Options Learning Rate Schedule
vehicle speeds 90, 130 kph α0 1× 10−3

spatial batch size 54,000 r 0.1
# cases total 248 st Equation 4.24 (3000)
case batch size 1 sc Equation 4.24 (1000)
- - sd Equation 4.24 (1000)

In the low-data regime, it is evident that neither model demonstrates strong gener-

alization capabilities, leading to a substantial disparity between training and validation

losses. The effect is more pronounced for DV-MLP, as illustrated by the training curves

in Figure 4.12. In the figure the solid lines represent the training loss, the dashed lines the

validation loss, and darker lines correspond to a greater number of training cases. It is

worth noting that the training loss reaching a plateau at a higher value with less data can

be attributed, in part, to the fact that the number of epochs remains consistent rather

than the number of optimizer updates. This should be kept in mind while interpreting

the results.
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(a) DV-MLP (b) DVH

Figure 4.12: Training (solid) and validation (dashed) losses during training as the amount of
training data is varied from 5 to 199 cases, where darker lines correspond to more data, for (a)
DV-MLP and (b) DVH. The curves have been smoothed using a moving average with a window
length of 3 epochs for DV-MLP and 5 epochs for DVH.

During training the best weights based on the validation loss are saved along with

the final weights. Figure 4.13a shows the MRL2E versus the number of training cases

using the final weights for each flow quantity. In the very low-data regime a large gap

between training and validation losses is seen for both models, with DV-MLP exhibiting

poorer performance. As the number of cases is increased this gap is closed more quickly

for DVH than DV-MLP. When 199 cases are used the models perform similarly, with a

slight advantage observed for DVH. Similar plots are generated using the validation best

weights, as is shown in Figure 4.13b. In this scenario there is a smaller gap between the

training and validation losses for each model. However, a persistent gap between DVH

and DV-MLP remains across all training fractions considered, most notable for the y

velocity v.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.13: Comparing trends in predictive error using mean-relative-L2-error (MRL2E),
with (a) the final weights, and (b) the best weights per validation loss seen during training.
The y-axis is not multiplied by 100%, therefore 10−1 corresponds to 10% mean error in the
state variable.
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Dimensional error metrics computed using the validation-best weights with 199 train-

ing instances, corresponding to the rightmost point in Figure 4.13b, are reported for both

DV-MLP and DVH in Table 4.12. This shows that DVH performs best across the board,

as expected. The RMSEs with two vehicle speeds are larger than those reported for a

single speed in Table 4.9, and this is due in part to the 130 kph solutions having higher

pressures and velocities than at 90 kph. To dig into this, the nondimensional and dimen-

sional error metrics are broken out by vehicle speed instead of training group in for DVH

in Table 4.13. This reveals that the non-dimensional errors compare similarly for each

vehicle speed, but with 130 kph errors being slightly larger. The dimensional pressure

errors for 90 kph lie between the training and validation errors for DVH M2 at a single

speed, while the velocity component errors are slightly larger.

Table 4.12: Summary of training and validation error metrics for vehicle speeds of 90 and 130
kph with a training fraction of 0.80.

q̂i Network Type RMSE (train / val) MRL2E (train / val)

p [Pa]
DV-MLP 16.4 / 18.3 4.37% / 4.69%
DVH M2 12.9 / 14.8 3.43% / 3.72%

u [m/s]
DV-MLP 0.78 / 0.83 2.75% / 2.87%
DVH M2 0.61 / 0.65 2.14% / 2.23%

v [m/s]
DV-MLP 0.59 / 0.63 11.7% / 12.2%
DVH M2 0.46 / 0.49 9.06% / 9.40%

Table 4.13: Comparing DVH non-dimensional and dimensional error metrics computed for
each vehicle speed separately with a training fraction of 0.80.

q̂i Error Type RMSE MRL2E
90 kph 130 kph 90 kph 130 kph

p [-]/[Pa]
Nondimensional 2.14 · 10−2 2.30 · 10−2 3.37% 3.61%

Dimensional 8.2 18.4 3.37% 3.61%

u [-]/[m/s]
Nondimensional 1.99 · 10−2 2.02 · 10−2 2.15% 2.18%

Dimensional 0.50 0.73 2.15% 2.18%

v [-]/[m/s]
Nondimensional 1.48 · 10−2 1.54 · 10−2 9.04% 9.22%

Dimensional 0.37 0.56 9.04% 9.22%

DVH pressure field predictions for a single vehicle shape at both 90 and 130 kph are

shown in Figure 4.14, where the 90 kph case is from the training set while the 130 kph

case is from the validation set. Good agreement between ground truth and prediction is
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seen at both speeds. Additional plots for velocities u and v are shown in the Appendix

Section B.1.2 with similar good agreement.

(a) 90 kph, ground truth. (b) 130 kph, ground truth.

(c) 90 kph, DVH prediction, training set. (d) 130 kph, DVH prediction, validation set.

(e) 90 kph DVH error, training set. (f) 130 kph DVH error, validation set.

Figure 4.14: Pressure field ground truth, DVH prediction, and errors at 90 and 130 kph for
the same vehicle shape.

4.4 Numerical Experiments II: Effect of Random Fourier

Features

Spectral bias is a noted difficulty in training neural networks, where low-frequency signal

content is learned more quickly and readily than high-frequency content. Consequently,

the networks exhibit a bias towards low-frequency signal content [186]. This issue may be

addressed though use of random Fourier features [187] or positional encoding techniques
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[161]. With these methods the input coordinates are processed by sinusoidal terms of

varying frequency before being fed into the MLP. Given network inputs x, a Fourier-

feature mapping is written as

γ(x) =
[
a1 cos(2πbT1 x), a1 sin(2πbT1 x), . . . , am cos(2πbTmx), am sin(2πbTmx)

]T
, (4.25)

where coefficients ai, frequency-vectors bi, and their number m are parameters of the

mapping. It has been shown that the simple strategy of setting ai = 1 and drawing each bi

randomly from a sampling distribution is an effective strategy in practice, with the width

σ of the sampling distribution having much greater importance than the distribution

shape [187]. This width has a major impact on the convergence and generalization

properties of the network, with underfitting observed for σ “too small” and overfitting

observed for σ “too large.” Positional-encoding strategies are generally a special case of

Fourier features [188] where the frequencies are specified as a geometric progression and

applied along each input dimension xi separately [161, 189]. This may be written as

γ(xi) =
[
cos(20πxi), sin(20πxi), . . . , cos(2m−1πxi), sin(2m−1πxi)

]
, (4.26)

where m may be set independently along each input axis. Another similar alternative

includes the specific weight-initialization of sin-activated SIREN networks [168]. A down-

side to random Fourier features is that the width σ and the number of features m must

generally be found by trial and error or hyperparameter tuning. In all experiments a

zero-mean truncated isotropic Gaussian sampling distribution is used, bi ∼ N (0, σI),

with σ = 3 for all results here. Samples greater than 2σ from the mean are discarded.

The number of features is selected to be m = 256, the same number of features chosen

in Ref. [187], despite the smaller hidden dimension of H = 50 used in experiments here.

4.4.1 Model Architectures and Training Options

The options and architectures of Section 4.3.2 are used again here but with the inser-

tion of a random Fourier feature layer after the input layer of the main network. Note
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that the Fourier layer does not contain any trainable parameters, the sampled bi are

fixed.Applying this to DVH is straightforward and the same set of random Fourier fea-

tures are used for all main networks. However, Fourier features are not used in the

hypernetwork. For DV-MLP, Fourier features are applied only to spatial inputs x′. The

resulting output γ(x′) is then concatenated with µµµ and passed into the MLP. Naively

applying Fourier features to all DV-MLP inputs x′ and µµµ results in poor convergence and

generalization, as shown in Figure 4.15a. When applied to only the spatial inputs x′ the

models converge readily as shown in 4.15b. The network architecture and dataset are

identical between the two models other than the difference in which inputs are processed

by Fourier features. Thus, only the spatial input quantities x′ are passed through the

random Fourier layer in the following experiments.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.15: Training curves for DV-MLP models, where the Fourier features are: (a) applied
to all inputs x′ and µµµ, and (b) applied to only spatial inputs x′.

Insertion of a random Fourier layer with m = 256 results in models with more weights

as compared to a model without a random Fourier layer. This is because dim(γ(x′)) =

2m � dim(x′), leading to many more parameters in the first layer of the MLP. Models

are profiled with the addition of the Fourier-feature layer as shown in Table 4.14, with the

number of trainable parameters given in Table 4.15 as compared against Table 4.6. Double

precision is not considered here due to the much greater training time. Additionally only

DVH training method 2 batch-by-case is considered due to the lessened training time and

resources.
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Table 4.14: Profiling DVH models with varying hypernetwork-final-hidden-dimension HL us-
ing training method 2, batch-by-case, with mixed precision.

Type Precision ∆t step [ms] ∆t compute [ms] Max. Mem. [GB]
DV-MLP FF single 5.0 (0.1) 4.2 0.85
DV-MLP FF mixed 4.1 (0.2) 2.7 0.71
DVH M2 FF single 5.4 (0.1) 4.5 0.55
DVH M2 FF mixed 5.1 (0.5) 3.1 0.41

Table 4.15: Number of trainable parameters for DV-MLP and DVH models for all Fourier-
feature results of Section 4.4, where H = HL = 50, Lm = LH = 5.

Method # Trainable Weights

Single Speed Multiple Speeds

DV-MLP 36,403 36,453

DVH 1,846,803 1,846,853

4.4.2 Single Vehicle Speed

DV-MLP and DVH using random Fourier features are first trained on a single vehicle

speed using the same dataset and training options as given in Table 4.8. Error metrics

are reported in Table 4.16, with the corresponding percentage improvement in RMSE

compared to the models without Fourier features indicated in parentheses. With the

use of Fourier features, DVH and DV-MLP exhibit similar performance and DV-MLP

is now best for several entries. For DV-MLP this is a rather large improvement as the

errors are roughly halved for a 35% increase in training step time (from 3.7 ms to 5.0 ms)

when using single precision. DVH shows large but less significant improvements, with

the training step time increased by 23% (from 4.4 to 5.4 ms) when using single precision.
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Table 4.16: Summary of training and validation error metrics at a vehicle speed of 90 kph for
models using a Fourier-feature layer.

q̂i Network Type RMSE MRL2E

Train Val Train Val

p [Pa]
DV-MLP FF 5.55 (51.7%) 7.37 (41.3%) 2.31% 2.96%

DVH M2 FF 4.53 (44.1%) 7.26 (26.6%) 1.88% 2.89%

u [m/s]
DV-MLP FF 0.243 (63.3%) 0.30 (59.5%) 1.05% 1.29%

DVH M2 FF 0.236 (57.8%) 0.32 (47.3%) 1.02% 1.37%

v [m/s]
DV-MLP FF 0.20 (49.6%) 0.27 (44.6%) 5.04% 6.58%

DVH M2 FF 0.22 (21.1%) 0.31 (19.5%) 5.32% 7.40%

The pointwise absolute error probability distributions with and without Fourier fea-

tures are visualized using kernel density estimates, computed using the FFTKDE function

of the python library KDEpy [190] using the Silverman method for kernel bandwidth

selection. Other implementations were found to be very slow by comparison due to the

large number of points: ∼11.1 million training and ∼2.8 million validation mesh points

per vehicle speed. These are shown in Figure 4.16 for DV-MLP and Figure 4.17 for DVH.

In all instances the absolute error distributions are narrowed when using Fourier features,

meaning smaller errors are more prevalent.

(a) Pressure, single speed (b) x-velocity (c) y-velocity.

Figure 4.16: DV-MLP single speed, pointwise absolute error probability distributions with
and without random Fourier features, computed using Gaussian kernel density estimates.
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(a) Pressure, single speed (b) x-velocity (c) y-velocity.

Figure 4.17: DVH single speed, pointwise absolute error probability distributions with and
without random Fourier features, computed using Gaussian kernel density estimates.

The drag coefficient is commonly used in assessing aerodynamic designs and is given

by

CD =
FD

1
2
ρ∞u2

∞A
, (4.27)

where FD is the drag force, subscript ∞ corresponds to freestream conditions, and A is

the frontal area. The MRL2E in computing the pressure drag coefficient is shown in Table

4.17 for both the Fourier models of this section and the non-Fourier models of Section

4.3.3. DVH M2 FF shows the smallest overall percent error over both the training and

validation groups. In general the Fourier models perform better than the non-Fourier

models, with the lone exception of the DVH M2 training group errors.

Table 4.17: MRL2E (equivalent to mean-absolute-percent error) in predicting the pressure
drag coefficient over the training and validation groups for non-Fourier and Fourier-based models
for a single vehicle speed of 90 kph.

Network Type Train Val

DV-MLP 2.66% 2.45%

DVH M1 2.28% 2.72%

DVH M2 1.26% 2.39%

DV-MLP FF 1.43% 1.50%

DVH M2 FF 0.67% 1.30%
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4.4.3 Multiple Speeds and Generalization: Low-Data Regime

The impact of Fourier features on generalization in the low-data regime with multiple

vehicle speeds is studied here in an analogous fashion to Section 4.3.4. Dataset and

training options of Table 4.11 apply. Figure 4.18ashows the training and validation

MRL2E for each output quantity as a the number of training instances is varied. As

before, in the very-low data regime there is a large gap between training and validation

losses, with DV-MLP showing a greater disparity. However, as the number of training

instances is increased to around 40 the difference between DV-MLP and DVH is greatly

reduced, and thereafter their performance is very similar to one another. Figure 4.18b

shows the corresponding plots using the best weights per validation loss. Without Fourier

features there was a persistent gap between DVH and DV-MLP, but when Fourier features

are used this gap is more or less eliminated.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.18: Comparing trends in predictive error using mean-relative-L2-error (MRL2E),
with (a) the final weights, and (b) the best weights per validation loss seen during training.
The y-axis is not multiplied by 100%, therefore 10−1 corresponds to 10% mean error in the
state variable.
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Dimensional error metrics computed using the validation-best weights with 199 train-

ing instances, corresponding to the rightmost point in Figure 4.18b, are reported for both

DV-MLP and DVH in Table 4.18. The percentage improvement in RMSE as compared to

a model without Fourier features is given in parentheses. As with a single vehicle speed,

substantial improvements are seen for both DV-MLP and DVH, with the effect larger for

DV-MLP. Similarly to the single-speed scenario, DV-MLP now performs best for several

entries as well.

Table 4.18: Summary of training and validation error metrics for vehicle speeds of 90 and
130 kph with a training fraction of 0.80, including use of Fourier features. The percentage
improvement when using Fourier features is given in parentheses.

q̂i Network Type RMSE MRL2E
Train Val Train Val

p [Pa]
DV-MLP FF 8.4 (48.7%) 10.2 (44.5%) 2.26% 2.63%
DVH M2 FF 7.6 (40.9%) 9.7 (34.4%) 2.05% 2.48%

u [m/s]
DV-MLP FF 0.29 (63.2%) 0.33 (59.7%) 1.01% 1.14%
DVH M2 FF 0.28 (53.4%) 0.34 (47.3%) 0.99% 1.17%

v [m/s]
DV-MLP FF 0.29 (51.2%) 0.31 (49.9%) 5.70% 6.13%
DVH M2 FF 0.32 (30.7%) 0.36 (26.5%) 6.28% 6.95%

DVH predictions and errors of the x-velocity field at both speeds are shown in Fig-

ure 4.19, where neither speed is included in the training dataset. The predicted fields

match the ground truth well and capture the dominant flow features including the small

recirculating regions in front of the vehicle, acceleration and flow turning over the roof,

and a decaying free-shear layer in the wake. Similar plots for the pressure and y-velocity

predictions are given in the Appendix, Section B.2.
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(a) 90 kph, ground truth. (b) 130 kph, ground truth.

(c) 90 kph, DVH prediction, validation set. (d) 130 kph, DVH prediction, validation set.

(e) 90 kph DVH error, validation set. (f) 130 kph DVH error, validation set.

Figure 4.19: x-velocity ground truth, DVH prediction, and errors at 90 and 130 kph for the
same vehicle shape, where neither instance was included in the training set.

For further comparison, vertical line probes are placed near the vehicle, with one

in front, one through the vehicle’s highest point, and two in the wake. The probe in

front of the vehicle is offset by 1 m, while those in the wake are offset by 1 m and

3 m. The ground truth and DVH predictions with and without Fourier features are

interpolated from mesh points to the line probe locations using the griddata function

from the scipy.interpolate library, with the results shown in Figure 4.20. Generally,

the line probe predictions match the ground truth well, though some oscillation is present

in the predictions. This is most prevalent for the pressure probes in the vehicle wake,

though the effect is more pronounced due to the x-axis limits.
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Figure 4.20: Line probes comparing baseline and Fourier feature DVH predictions for an
unseen case at 90 kph.

Pointwise absolute error probability distributions for DV-MLP and DVH using Fourier

features are visualized using kernel density estimates, again computed using the FFTKDE

function of the python library KDEpy [190] using the Silverman method [191] for ker-

nel bandwidth selection. The distributions have similar shape for both network types,

showing a peak and gradual trailing off as the errors increase.
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(a) Pressure (b) x-velocity (c) y-velocity.

Figure 4.21: Comparing DV-MLP and DVH pointwise absolute error probability distributions
using random Fourier features, computed using Gaussian kernel density estimates.

The MRL2E in predicting the pressure drag coefficient using the Fourier models of

this section and the non-Fourier models of Section 4.3.4 are shown in Table 4.19. In

general the Fourier models slightly outperform the non-Fourier models, with the lone

exception being the validation set using DVH without Fourier features.

Table 4.19: MRL2E (equivalent to mean-absolute-percent error) in predicting the pressure
drag coefficient over the training and validation groups for non-Fourier and Fourier-based models
for multiple vehicle speeds of 90 and 130 kph.

Network Type Train Val

DV-MLP 2.65% 3.30%

DVH 1.20% 1.54%

DV-MLP FF 1.90% 2.29%

DVH FF 1.05% 1.58%

Although the predicted fields agree well visually with the ground truth solutions, and

that Fourier features improved the predictions, errors in the predicted fields may or may

not be small enough depending on details of the desired use case. If the goal is to use

such a model for near-real-time flow-field visualization to draw qualitative comparisons,

then this level of accuracy may be sufficient. However, if the goal were to use the models

to drive surrogate-based optimization to improve an existing design then this accuracy

may not be sufficient. For example, if one were after improvements on the order of 1%,

then the errors would likely be too large. It was not discussed previously, but there are
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shortcomings in the vehicle dataset which may be preventing better performance. No-

tably, the data was provided as a point cloud, without connectivity information between

cells. This includes the points which define the vehicle surfaces, which were provided out

of order. The vehicle shapes were sorted using a nearest-neighbor approach, but the fine

details in the grille area leads to several points being left unconnected from the rest of the

vehicle, which are dropped from the shape. This sorting is adequate to aid in creation of

the contour plots, with the sorted shape provided as a mask. However, the uncertainty in

ordering of the surface points has a negative and uncontrolled effect on computation of

the signed distance function, and in turn on model convergence and predictive capability.

4.5 Ahmed Body: 3D Vehicle Aerodynamics

The Ahmed body is a simplified vehicle shape devised in the mid-80’s to study flow around

passenger vehicles in order to investigate the main sources of efficiency-robbing drag [192].

The body consists of a rounded fore-body, a middle section of constant rectangular cross-

section, and a blunt or slanted rear-end, with the effect of wheel-rotation ignored by

placing the body on legs or suspending it from strings. The model is reconfigurable so

that the slant angle at the end may be changed from 0 to 40 degrees, and wind-tunnel

studies showed that most of the drag comes from pressure drag, generated largely at the

rear end. The model dimensions and details on the reconfigurable rear end are shown in

Figure 4.22.

Figure 4.22: Geometry and dimensions of the Ahmed body in millimeters, Figures taken from
reference [192].
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Sometimes this general shape is referred to as the square-back body, while the exact

geometric details may differ the overall shape is very similar [193]. This has proven to

be an impactful concept, inspiring many follow on studies including experiments and

computations [194, 195, 196]. Detailed wake measurements [192, 197] helped make the

Ahmed body a popular simulation benchmark and test-case [198].

The flow field at the rear end changes greatly depending upon the slant angle. Some

of the main features of the flow are shown conceptually in Figure 4.23 and include a pair

of counter-rotating“horeseshoe” vortices emanating from the top corners.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.23: Conceptual representations of prominent flow-field vortices at the rear end of the
Ahmed body, where (a) is taken from [192], and (b) is taken from [196].

The strength of the corner vortices varies with slant angle and they interact with the

other wake vortices in a complex manner. For slant angles less than 15°the flow remains

fully attached along the slant and two vortices remain attached to the lower, vertical

flat surface. At 25°the flow begins to separate at the top of the slant, but the corner

vortices are strong enough to cause flow reattachment farther along the slant, resulting

in a separation bubble. The size of this bubble grows with increasing slant angle while the

corner vortices weaken until a slant angle of 35°where the flow becomes fully separated.

While the separation bubble grows the vortices at the rear end begin to separate with the

top vortex becoming more prominent and displaced upward. The movement of these rear-

end vortices with slant angle is shown in Figure 4.24, taken from reference [199], which
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are time averaged streamlines 〈Ψ〉 obtained using particle image velocimetry (PIV) along

the vehicle centerline. As these complex interactions occur, the drag coefficient increases

greatly with slant angle until the flow becomes fully-separated, where it then decreases

substantially. The drag coefficient versus slant angle is shown in Figure 4.26a.

Figure 4.24: Time-averaged streamlines at the Ahmed body rear-end obtained using PIV,
taken from [199].

4.5.1 Generation of CFD Solutions

The Ahmed-body flow field was simulated by solving the steady, 3D incompressible RANS

equations using the k-ω SST turbulence model [200], using the OpenFOAM application

simpleFoam, an implementation of the SIMPLE algorithm [58, 59, 60]. The rear slant

angle was varied from 0 to 45 degrees in 5 degree increments. Solutions were obtained

at speeds of 40 m/s and 60 m/s, corresponding to highway-relevant Reynolds numbers

based on vehicle length of 2.78× 106 and 4.18× 106 respectively, with 60 m/s matching

the original experiments [192]. A centerline symmetry plane was used to reduce compu-

tational costs, and the legs were removed from the geometry to ease meshing. This may

also be justified since the aerodynamic forces from the legs are tared out in experimental

works.

A public repository has been created containing python and bash scripts which were

used to generate the solutions at 60 m/s, located at https://github.com/jamesduv/

ahmedBodyParametric_Public. Light modifications are made to run at 40 m/s. The

repository depends upon two environment variables, $AHMED REPO PUB which points to

the repository and $AHMED SLANT PATH where each case directory will be placed. The

workflow descriptions will reference files from this repository. Included in the repository
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is a directory case setup which includes the usual OpenFOAM directories 0 for initial

and boundary conditions, constant for the turbulence and transport properties, and

system containing files:

• controlDict: high-level settings for running simpleFoam, such as start and stop

times and write intervals

• controlDict.postProcess: settings for post-processing the solutions, to compute

forces, force coefficients, y+ values, and wall shear stresses

• createPatchDict: creates mesh patches from the named .stl regions of the geom-

etry file

• decomposeParDict: mesh decomposition settings for running in parallel

• fvSchemes: schemes settings (gradients, divergences, wall distance, etc..)

• fvSolution: solver and algorithm settings, including tolerances and relaxation

factors

• meshDict: mesh settings, including refinement and boundary layer options.

An additional directory slurm contains anonymized job submission files. Use script

copy case setup.sh with slant-angle argument to copy the case files to the case di-

rectory, located at $AHMED SLANT PATH\slant angle $ANGLE.00 for integer slant angle

$ANGLE. This is the case path for a given simulation.

The body and domain geometry were generated as .stl files using the Gmsh [184]

python API, see generate case geometry nolegs.py which places the generated files

in case path\geometry. Meshes were generated using the OpenFOAM-included ver-

sion of cfMesh which takes a single .stl file of the fluid domain as input. Thus the

individual .stl files generated by Gmsh were merged and the patches named appropri-

ately for later reference using modify stl patch merge.sh. Meshes were generated us-

ing generate case mesh.sh or case path\slurm\run mesh.sh. The mesh is placed in

case path\constant\polyMesh. The meshes are unstructured with polyhedral elements,
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and the number of cells per mesh varies between 9.44 and 9.53 million. The resulting

solutions have y+ < 5, deemed acceptable for the purposes here.

The simulations were run in parallel with MPI using 4 nodes and 120 cores on the

Great Lakes Slurm HPC Cluster at the University of Michigan. To set up the parallel

computation a mesh domain decomposition is performed, using case path\slurm\run -

decomp.sh. The solution fields were initialized with potential flow solutions using potentialFoam

by running case path\slurm\run potentialFoam parallel.sh. Initializing with the

potential flow solution increased solver stability and convergence and had low compu-

tational overhead. Then the solutions were generated using simpleFoam by running

case path\slurm \run simpleFoam parallel.sh. Per the slurm submission this cre-

ates a log file located at case path\*solve.log. The residuals and drag coefficient for

each iteration may be gathered and placed in .txt files located at case path\residuals

using scripts gather cd.sh and gather residuals.sh. Plots may then be generated

using plot cd.py and plot residuals.py.

RANS simulations of the Ahmed body with varying slant angle are known to have

difficulty fully capturing behavior of the flow over the rear slant for slant angles between

roughly 20 and 40 degrees. From around 20-30 degrees the flow separates at the beginning

of the slant before reattaching, and this continues until around 35 degrees where the flow

fully separates. This can be observed in the residuals, where for slant angles less than

that all residuals decrease by at least 10−5 relative to the uniform, pre-potential flow

initial conditions. Note that OpenFOAM scales residuals so that if the initial field is

uniform then the residual is 1, while the curves for some quantities start with a value

lower than 1 due to the use of potential-flow initial conditions. All cases were run for an

initial 1500 iterations, and within the transitory regime residuals are less convergent so

the solutions were run for an additional 500 iterations. This behavior is shown in Figure

4.25, where the convergence of the residuals and drag coefficient are examined for slant

angles of 0 and 30 degrees for a vehicle speed of 60 m/s.
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(a) Normalized residuals versus iteration, slant an-
gle 0 degrees.

(b) Drag coefficient versus iteration, slant angle 0
degrees.

(c) Normalized residuals versus iteration, slant an-
gle 30 degrees.

(d) Drag coefficient versus iteration, slant angle 30
degrees.

Figure 4.25: Comparing residual and drag coefficient convergence for slant angles of 0 and 30
degrees at a speed of 60 m/s. Residuals are normalized relative to uniform initial conditions.

The drag coefficient versus slant angle is reported in the original Ahmed body paper

[192], but they are not fully tabulated with only a few values reported in a plot, shown in

Figure 4.26a. The known values were used to extract values from the other slant angles

by plotting horizontal lines and using the pixel values to linearly interpolate from known

values. These extracted values are shown compared against those resulting from the CFD

simulations in Figure 4.26b.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.26: (a): Experimental CD versus slant angle from ref. [192], not all numerical values
provided in the figure or elsewhere in the paper. (b): Comparing the experimental values
extracted from the image with the CFD results here, both at a speed of 60 m/s.

This shows that generally the drag coefficients are over-predicted by the CFD solu-

tions, but the overall trends are largely captured. An exception is the 35 degree slant

angle where the drag coefficient is grossly over-predicted. There are several reasons which

may explain this and the general discrepancy between the simulated and experimental

values. First, RANS models are known to be deficient in accurately predicting separation.

The separation point in RANS simulations is often later than in experiments as the tur-

bulent kinetic energy of the boundary layer is over-estimated, keeping the flow attached

for too long. Secondly, RANS is time averaged, and the differences in drag coefficient may

be a result of unsteady effects. And third, a symmetry plane about the centerline is used

while in reality there would be an element of side-to-side vortex shedding which won’t be

captured, even if unsteady effects were accounted for at all. Despite these non-idealities,

the dataset is used as-is and all errors are reported against the CFD simulations as the

ground truth. This should be kept in mind when interpreting later results.

4.5.2 Data Processing and Preparation

OpenFoam is a cell-centered code, so the training dataset uses those values as opposed

to nodal quantities. The wall-distance functions present within OpenFoam are used to

compute the MDF, used as model input. A small utility was written to compute this
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distance from only the Ahmed body patch instead of all boundary patches and it is found

with instructions for compilation in the repository in directory ahmedPatchDist. Non-

dimensional inputs and flow variables are considered, computed analogously to Equations

4.16-4.20. The augmented spatial coordinates are defined as

x′ =
[
x̃ ỹ z̃ φ̃(x, y, z)

]T
∈ R4, (4.28)

and the predicted state is

q =
[
p̃ ũ ṽ w̃ k ω νt

]T
∈ R7, (4.29)

where k is the turbulent kinetic energy, ω is the specific dissipation, and νt is the eddy

viscosity. These final three quantities are not non-dimensionalized, but all inputs and

outputs are min-max normalized on a signal by signal basis. Note that the quantities in

x′ lose the impact of non-dimensionalization after min-max normalization since all simula-

tions have the same vehicle length, but non-dimensionalization was performed regardless.

The design-variable vector consists of just the rear slant angle α, given as

µµµ = α ∈ R1. (4.30)

4.5.3 Numerical Experiments: Single Vehicle Speed

All results of this section utilize a main network with 8 hidden layers and a hidden dimen-

sion of 100. DVH models use one-shot dense hypernetworks consisting of 5 hidden layers

with 50 nodes per layer. A training/validation split of 80/20 was used, corresponding to

just 2 cases in the validation set, which were randomly selected to be the 10 and 40 de-

gree cases. Counter to what was seen in the 2D vehicle aerodynamics, the use of random

Fourier features did not improve performance over baseline results, and in fact were worse

across the board for all values of σ used. Instead, it was found that using Layer Nor-

malization layers [201] between each hidden layer in DV-MLP models improved network

predictions instead. Layer Normalization layers were added to the main network of DVH
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models but were found to be difficult to train. A summary of training and validation

errors is given in table 4.20.

Table 4.20: Summary of training and validation error metrics at a vehicle speed of 60 m/s.

q̂i Network Type RMSE (train / val) MRL2E (train / val)

p [Pa]
DV-MLP 2.45e+01 / 2.27e+01 3.54% / 3.35%

DV-MLP-LN 1.83e+01 / 1.91e+01 2.64% / 2.82%
DVH 2.64e+01 / 2.63e+01 3.82% / 3.88%

u [m/s]
DV-MLP 1.31e+00 / 1.38e+00 2.47% / 2.63%

DV-MLP-LN 8.31e-01 / 9.79e-01 1.57% / 1.86%
DVH 1.46e+00 / 1.48e+00 2.75% / 2.80%

v [m/s]
DV-MLP 4.03e-01 / 4.34e-01 5.39% / 5.98%

DV-MLP-LN 3.03e-01 / 3.90e-01 4.05% / 5.38%
DVH 4.25e-01 / 4.67e-01 5.68% / 6.43%

w [m/s]
DV-MLP 7.94e-01 / 7.19e-01 10.33% / 9.79%

DV-MLP-LN 6.03e-01 / 5.91e-01 7.84% / 8.05%
DVH 8.02e-01 / 7.52e-01 10.43% / 10.24%

k [J/kg]
DV-MLP 2.05e+00 / 2.11e+00 9.38% / 11.11%

DV-MLP-LN 1.52e+00 / 1.92e+00 6.89% / 10.10%
DVH 2.03e+00 / 2.51e+00 9.30% / 13.27%

ω [1/s]
DV-MLP 1.92e+05 / 2.03e+05 12.51% / 13.28%

DV-MLP-LN 1.64e+05 / 1.80e+05 10.71% / 11.77%
DVH 2.04e+05 / 2.15e+05 13.34% / 14.10%

νt [m2/s]
DV-MLP 4.78e-04 / 1.25e-03 3.23% / 8.08%

DV-MLP-LN 3.55e-04 / 1.23e-03 2.40% / 8.01%
DVH 4.61e-04 / 1.30e-03 3.11% / 8.50%

The pressure drag forces and coefficients were computed using Paraview batch script-

ing after writing the predictions in VTK format, with the method verified using the

ground-truth data and comparing to the values reported by OpenFOAM. The errors

in predicting the pressure drag coefficient are given in Table 4.21, where DV-MLP-LN

performs best overall, with the validation errors actually smaller than the training er-

rors. Plots of the predicted and CFD-ground-truth pressure drag coefficient are shown

in Figure 4.27 for DV-MLP-LN.
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Table 4.21: MRL2E (equivalent to mean-absolute-percent error) in predicting the pressure
drag coefficient over the training and validation groups.

Network Type Train Val All

DV-MLP 1.60% 3.61% 2.00%

DV-MLP-LN 1.75% 1.69% 1.74%

DVH 2.70% 5.05% 3.17%

(a) (b)

Figure 4.27: DV-MLP-LN pressure drag coefficient predictions, (a): versus slant angle and
(b): predicted versus ground truth, where the CFD solution is considered the ground truth in
this scenario. The overall trend is well captured, but with small errors for each drag coefficient.

Overall this is a positive result, given that the developed methods were able to scale

to 3D without memory or other computational limitations. However, similar comments

regarding the accuracy as mentioned at the end of Section 4.4.3. Namely, the achieved

accuracy may be acceptable for a flow-field visualization scenario, but may not be ad-

equate for driving optimization if the desired improvements are on the order of a few

percent, given that the errors are also of a few percent.
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Chapter 5

Design of Axial Compressor-Rotor Sections

5.1 Introduction

Aerodynamic shape optimization (ASO) routines typically use computational fluid dy-

namics (CFD) as part of an iterative algorithm to accelerate and automate the design pro-

cess. Given some performance metric(s) comprising the objective and constraints along

with a baseline design, the algorithms repeatedly vary the shape of the aerodynamic body,

solve the appropriate governing equations, and compute, store, and track the resulting

objective. The computational bottleneck tends to be the CFD solution, where hundreds

to thousands of solutions may be required during run-time, often at prohibitively high

cost. Surrogate-based optimization (SBO) reduces this expense by constructing cheaper

approximations or meta-models to replace the costly CFD solution during convergence.

Integral quantities of interest (QoIs) for the design are computed from the spatial or spa-

tiotemporal field produced by the higher-fidelity CFD model, whereas the lower-fidelity

surrogate models usually seek a map from the design variables to the QoIs, bypassing

prediction of the complex flow field. Established surrogate-building methods include

polynomial and radial basis function regression models, obtained via least squares, and

kriging or equivalent Gaussian process regression models [202, 203]. The present work

considers the development and application of deep-learning based flow-field emulators for

use in surrogate-based ASO routines, applied to the design of axial compressor rotors.

ASO routines depend on at least three critical components:

1. the geometric parameterization to effectively represent shapes
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2. the aerodynamic analysis to compute performance

3. the optimization routine to drive the process forward

In the context of airfoils, a variety of parameterization techniques have been developed

and compared in terms of shape reconstruction [204] and impact during optimization

[205]. An ideal parameterization would provide complete coverage of the design space

with a small number of interpretable design variables. The expense of the aerodynamic

analysis via CFD solution varies greatly depending on the problem dimensionality, the

complexity of the domain and geometry, and the form of the governing equations consid-

ered. For some problems, lower-fidelity analysis via inviscid or potential flow solutions

may be sufficient, and surrogates may not be required. For the axial compressors con-

sidered here, compressibility and viscous effects are important thus higher-fidelity mod-

eling via the compressible RANS equations is needed. A wide variety of optimization

algorithms are used and may be classified as either gradient-based or gradient-free ap-

proaches, depending upon how the next shape or shapes to be evaluated are determined.

Gradient-based methods have been shown to scale to larger design spaces more effectively

and converge more quickly than gradient-free methods [206], but are more susceptible to

becoming trapped in local-minima and may fail to fully explore the design space [207].

Some gradient-free methods are more effective in exploration and avoiding such minima-

trapping, but at the cost of a greater number of high-fidelity CFD evaluations.

Recent research incorporates machine learning into ASO algorithms in a variety of

ways, and as outlined by Li et al. in ref. [208], the applications relate to the three critical

ASO-routine components enumerated above via design of effective, compact geometric

design spaces and generators [209, 210, 211], fast aerodynamic analysis [209, 55], and

efficient design of optimization algorithms [212, 213]. Deep-learning in particular, the

use of artificial neural networks (ANN), is widely applied in these tasks, and drives the

recent surge in research.

A key difference between the present work and most existing works pertains to the
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mapping of the surrogate model. A notional ASO problem may be written generally as

minimize f(µµµ)

by varying µµµ = [µ1, · · · , µnµ ]T

subject to g(µµµ) ≤ 0

h(µµµ) = 0.

(5.1)

Machine-learning surrogates may replace the objective f(µµµ), usually mapping from the

design variables µµµ ⊂ M ∈ Rnµ directly to the objective f(µµµ) ∈ R, or other quantity of

interest such as a constraint, bypassing the prediction of the complex flow field. These

surrogate may be referred to as “QoI emulators,” since they approximate the mapping

between the design variables and the QoIs directly, and may be notated as

f̂QoI(µµµ) :M→ R. (5.2)

Whereas here CFD emulators are sought, where the entire CFD solution of all or a portion

of the flow quantities are predicted, from which the objective and constraints are com-

puted. Let the discretized CFD solution be written as Q(x;µµµ) ⊂ Q ∈ Rnmesh×nq , where

x ⊂ Ω(µµµ) ∈ Rd are the coordinates in d-dimensional physical space, defined over domain

Ω(µµµ). The CFD emulator approximation may be written as N(µµµ; θ) = Q̂(µµµ), where N is

a neural network with its set of trainable weights θ. The objective approximation is then

f̂N(µµµ) = f
(
Q̂(µµµ)

)
.

The proposed CFD emulators generate flow-field approximations in different ways,

either operating directly in the computational domain and ignoring x ⊂ Ω(µµµ),

NDCNN :M→Q; NDCNN(µµµ; θ) = Q̂, (5.3)

or by operating in the physical domain and including additional spatial inputs x′

NDVH :M×X ′ → Q; NDVH(µµµ,x′; θ) = Q̂. (5.4)
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In this case x′ ,
[
xT , φ(x;µµµ)

]T
, where φ(·) is the signed distance function. Approximating

the CFD solution is more difficult as it is of higher dimension, nmesh × nq, whereas QoI

emulators predicts a scalar objective or small vector of QoIs.

The content of this paper is as follows: First the compressor-rotor ASO problem of

interest is introduced, along with information regarding the CFD solutions and Bayesian

optimization routine. Next the ANN models are introduced, starting with Decoder Con-

volutional Neural Network (DCNN) models, which are placed in context with widely-used

autoencoder-type models. Then Design-Variable Hypernetworks (DVH) are introduced,

and the inherent advantages and disadvantages of each are discussed. Results emulat-

ing subsonic compressor-rotor flows are then presented, where both models perform well.

Next, a challenging transonic compressor-rotor problem is explored, starting with geo-

metric design variables only. The design space is then expanded to include variation in

flow conditions via changing rotor speed. Finally, a single DVH model is used in place of

CFD to drive shape optimization at varying rotor speed.

5.2 Methodology

5.2.1 ASO Problem Statement and RANS Solutions

ASO may be used in the aerodynamic design of axial compressor components, using solely

CFD or with surrogates. The objective of each compressor stage is to increase the total

pressure from inlet to outlet, and this of course requires mechanical work which should

be minimized. Thus the efficiency is a critical design objective for a compressor stage,

and the adiabatic compressor efficiency may be written as

η =

(
p02

p01

)(γ−1)/γ − 1
T02

T01
− 1

, (5.5)

where all quantities are mass-flow averaged, station 1 is the inlet, and station 2 is the

outlet. The stagnation pressure ratio, pR ,
p02

p01
is clearly of prime importance, and is

often a design target during stage or overall engine sizing and detailed design. The ASO
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problem of interest is to improve the efficiency of a baseline design µµµ0 while at least

maintaining baseline pR, and may be written as

maximize η(µµµ)

by varying µµµ = [µ1, · · · , µnµ ]T

subject to pR(µµµ) ≥ pR(µµµ0).

(5.6)

This general ASO problem is applied to 2D rotor sections and is solved using surrogate-

based optimization. The surrogates require CFD solutions, which are generated using

RTRC in-house CFD solver UTCFD which solves the 3D compressible RANS equations

using the k-ω turbulence model. A 2D circumferential slice of the 3D solution is consid-

ered, with an example downsampled mesh for a subsonic condition shown in Figure 5.1.

Multi-block or multi-zone meshes are used, consisting of 4 blocks, differentiated by color.

Subsonic and transonic meshes have similar structure, but varying topology in terms of

the size and extent of each sub-domain. Each mesh zone involves a coordinate trans-

formation between non-uniformly spaced physical coordinates x/y and uniformly-spaced

computational coordinates ξ/η, with a body-fitted mesh in the zone nearest the airfoil.

This unit spacing in computational coordinates and consistent mesh dimensions allows

direct application of convolutional layers, as discussed in Section 5.2.2.1.

Figure 5.1: Example multi-block mesh for a subsonic rotor airfoil, where the inlet and outlet
are labeled.

Surrogate-based optimization is employed, using CFD or CFD emulators in a con-
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strained Bayesian optimization (BO) technique [214] with flexible surrogate structure,

which is built upon authors’ prior work [215, 216, 217]. This technique addresses the

lack of data generated from expensive CFD solvers by starting with a very low sample-to-

variable ratio DoE and iteratively learning an adaptive surrogate with flexible structure

(e.g. Gaussian process, neural net etc.) for efficiency maximization via adaptive sampling.

Gaussian processes are used in this work, trained with data either from CFD or from a

CFD-emulator. In Bayesian sampling, the acquisition function controls the trade-off be-

tween exploration and exploitation. To handle the pressure ratio inequality constraint in

Equation 5.6 in the BO setting, a constrained version [218] of the lower confidence bound

acquisition function is used. In the comparisons in later sections, CFD-based BO is com-

pared against CFD-emulator based BO, where the predictions from the CFD-emulator

are not used directly but instead train separate QoI emulators in the BO routine.

Figure 5.2 illustrates the performance space (efficiency and pressure ratio relative to

the baseline, i.e. 70% span section of NASA rotor 37, shown as the black squares) and

CFD-based single-objective optimization result per Equation 5.6 at distinct rotational

speeds. These CFD-based optimization results will be used to benchmark the ability of

the emulators to drive meaningful optimization.

Figure 5.2: CFD-driven optimization in performance space at varying rotor speed, where the
baseline NASA rotor 37 at 70% span corresponds to the black squares.
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5.2.2 ANN Flow Emulators

Neural networks are a popular class of machine learning model responsible for many recent

advances in image and natural language processing [219] with increasing application in

science and engineering [220]. In feed-forward neural networks (FFNN), information

moves in just one direction through the model, from inputs to outputs, through a series

of layers without cycles. Architectures containing cycles are known as recurrent networks

which are often used for sequential or temporal problems. Each hidden layer receives

an input, applies a non-linear operation via activation function, and passes the output

to the next layer. Often times in predictive tasks a linear output layer is used. Entire

models may be expressed as differentiable composite functions, and each layer has a set

of trainable parameters which are determined during training, usually using a variant

of stochastic gradient descent. A wide variety of network layers and models have been

developed, with dense and convolutional layers used to construct the models here. FFNNs

consisting of only dense layers are also known as multi-layer perceptron (MLP), while

convolutional neural networks (CNN) often contain dense and convolutional layers.

Early research showed the promise of utilizing neural networks in aerodynamic de-

sign [221, 222, 223, 224], including the design of turbomachinery airfoils [225, 226]. This

early work often involved using neural networks to build response surfaces and as such

most may be categorized as QoI emulators, although some predict the spatial variation

in airfoil-surface pressure coefficient. Applications may be further classified according to

the mapping the neural network approximates; either the “forward” map from geome-

try/geometric parameters to performance metrics, or the “reverse” map, from specified

performance metrics, usually airfoil surface pressure coefficient distribution, to the shape

or shape parameters for the corresponding design. ANNs using the reverse map are often

used in inverse design routines. For example, FFNNs have been used in reverse mode

with panel-method aerodynamics to predict the Bezier-PARSEC parameters [227], and

with panel-method, inviscid potential, or Euler solvers to predict Bezier coefficients [228].

A CNN was used in reverse mode to map from an image of the desired pressure coefficient
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distribution to the shape parameters of the corresponding airfoil [229]. Self-organizing

maps with MLPs were used to map from performance QoIs and operating conditions to

PARSEC shape parameters for airfoils and wings [230].

Neural networks operating as QoI emulators in forward mode are more commonly used

in SBO routines. CNN-based models predicting lift and drag coefficients were successfully

integrated into a Bayesian optimization routine for subsonic airfoils, achieving the same

designs as CFD with less than two orders of magnitude online runtime [231]. Gradient-

enhanced MLPs were used for airfoil optimization in the subsonic and transonic regimes

with a single model, where inclusion of gradient information decreased the number of

training epochs and improved predictive performance [56]. MLPs have been used to

predict lift and drag coefficients for UAV applications given wing shape and loading

parameters, using the vortex lattice method for aerodynamics and a genetic algorithm for

optimization [55]. Multi-fidelity ASO was performed using a novel ANN architecture, with

sub-networks to model the linear and non-linear components of the correlation between

low and high fidelity models, with lift and drag coefficients of interest [232]. Response

surface methods and radial basis networks have been used jointly to map between design

variables and QoIs to optimize a supersonic turbine, using a combination of meanline 1D

codes and 3D CFD [233]. In many other instances QoI emulators are developed on their

own or as a sub-component of a larger problem, without integration into optimization,

with applications including airfoil performance [234, 235], transonic buffeting [236], and

aeroelastic modeling [237]. More thorough overviews of machine learning in ASO may be

found in the literature [208, 238].

The proposed methods use the flow solutions directly, without relying on interpolation.

CNN-based models require Cartesian-structured data, while flow solutions lie on irregular

meshes. Typically to use a CNN to predict a flow field, one must interpolate from the

computational domain to a Cartesian grid overlain on the problem domain [76, 80, 78,

239] or restrict the problem to the laminar regime so a reduced-fidelity solver may be

used [75]. The interpolation has several drawbacks, most critical is the fluid domain loss

of information where mesh points are more tightly clustered (boundary layers, wakes),
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as well as a lower-fidelity, pixelated representation of the problem domain and geometry.

Additionally, if an aerodynamic body is present, points lying within the component are

wasted since they will be masked out of the final prediction. These issues are exemplified

in Figure 5.3, most notable through the boundary layer.

Figure 5.3: Cartesian grid overlain on computational mesh, highlighting the loss of information
associated with interpolation to such a grid.

However, if there is regular structure to the mesh then convolutional neural network

architectures may be applied directly in the computational domain without interpolation,

avoiding the issues given above. The multi-block meshes under consideration here meet

this requirement, as discussed in Section 5.2.1.

Several recent works utilize this computational domain CNN concept, though most

are not linked to optimization. A U-net, an autoencoder with skip connections across

the latent space, has been used in the computational domain, mapping mesh metrics or

signed-distance-functions representations to airfoil flow-fields [240] for 2D and 3D aero-

dynamic problems. A fully-convolutional computational-domain CNN was coupled with

a steady state, incompressible RANS CFD solver by mapping from partially-converged

to fully-converged flow quantities, providing a speedup of 1.9-7.4X [241]. A decoder CNN

with residual connections, similar to DCNN models of Section 5.2.2.1, were used to recon-

struct micro-fluidic heat transfer flows, using either design parameters or experimentally-

measured values as network inputs [242].

5.2.2.1 Autoencoders and Decoder Convolutional Neural Networks (DCNN)

Autoencoders have a bottleneck structure and may be used for a variety of supervised

and unsupervised learning or representation tasks. Autoencoders seek mappings to and
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from a data space X ∈ Rnx and a latent space Z ∈ Rnz , where nz � nx. The latent

representation, a vector z ∈ Z, is then a reduced-dimensional embedding of the data.

Typically autoencoders consist of an encoder Φ(x) which maps from the data space to

the bottleneck latent space

Φ : X → Z; Φ(x) = z, (5.7)

and a decoder Θ(z) which inverts the mapping to approximate the input data,

Θ : Z → X ; Θ(z) = x̂ ≈ x. (5.8)

Typically, the encoder and decoder are parameterized using neural networks, and trained

using a variant of stochastic gradient descent. Convolutional autoencoders have been used

in a predictive setting by taking an external target Q different from x and redefining the

decoder as

Θ : Z → Q; Θ(z) = Q̂ ≈ Q. (5.9)

As an example, an autoencoder CNN was used to predict turbulent airfoil flows using the

signed distance field as input [76] (see Figure 5.4a ). Global parameters µµµ =
[
Re AoA

]T
are concatenated with the encoder output and fed-forward through the decoder to gen-

erate an approximate solution, as shown in Equations 5.10-5.12.

Φ(x) = z̃ (5.10)

z =
[
µµµT z̃T

]T
(5.11)

Θ(z) = Q̂ ≈ Q (5.12)

In other methods, a solution for a new set of conditions may be approximated using

only the trained decoder and some form of mapping or interpolation in the latent space

[80].

In a predictive setting, the dimensionality of input and output spaces do not have to

agree.Additionally, the dimensions of the grids in input and output spaces do not have to

agree. Computational experiments were performed using dataset 1 where the input space
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Figure 5.4: Schematic comparison of (a) autoencoder CNN with latent-space injection, model
as presented in [76], and (b) DCNN, with sequence of dense and transposed convolution layers.

was down-sampled, resulting in a non-symmetric autoencoder CNN mapping from integer

mesh coordinates η/ξ to flow field predictions. It was found that these networks performed

better in terms of validation MSE when the inputs were downsampled, suggesting that

a smaller encoder is better for this application. Following this line of reasoning leads to

DCNN-based models, consisting of only the decoder half of the network. In this setting,

z = µµµ, the prior information is used as network input, fed directly to the decoder. We

propose that, for the types of problems of interest in optimization, the design variables

for the problem µµµ may be used in lieu of a learned latent representation z, given that

the design variables define a unique design instance, assuming the generative model is

deterministic and one-to-one. This corresponds to eliminating the encoder as the design

variables replace the learned latent representation, and this defines DCNN models.

The difference between autoencoder CNNs and DCNNs is visualized in Figure 5.4.

Although the DCNN schematic shows a sequence of dense layers, numerical experiments

showed the best results, in terms of mean squared error, were achieved with a single

dense, linear layer between the input and first decoder layer. Thus only a single dense

layer is used for all DCNN predictions shown in later sections.

Beyond the present discussion, encoding and decoding are fundamental concepts and
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operations in machine learning. Convolutional classifiers correspond architecturally to

the encoder of Figure 5.4, where a vector of class probabilities replaces the produced

latent representation. Generative adversarial networks (GANs), a popular generative

modeling method, may utilize convolutional decoders in image synthesis, analogous in

architecture to DCNN models, although with a very different training scheme. These

use cases correspond to more probabilistic scenarios and as a result use different training

losses and training schemes, such as binary-cross-entropy loss for classification, and paired

training of generator and discriminator networks in GANs via minimax game [166].

5.2.2.2 Design Variable Hypernetworks (DVH)

Some recent research in computer graphics and image processing has moved away from

autoencoder-type models with grid-sampled data to continuous representations using

MLPs [168]. For example, if the goal is to represent an m × n image with c channels

Y ∈ Rm×n×c using a neural network, then the input would be the coordinates for a single

pixel xij ∈ R2 and the output would be the channel values yij ∈ Rc of that pixel. This

is in contrast to the image-to-image mappings of autoencoders. In rendering tasks 3D

objects have been represented by learning the volumetric signed-distance field around

the object in a pointwise, mesh-agnostic sense, with the object implicitly defined by the

zero level set of the field. To represent multiple shapes an embedding vector z may be

defined for each unique image and used as additional input, concatenated with each xij

[158]. However, it appears that doing so comes at the cost of reduced accuracy for any

single case, as compared to a network N(·, θm) without input vector z, overfit to a single

case [159]. Following this line of thinking, the main network weights θm could then be

used as an embedding for each instance, and this leads to Design Variable Hypernetworks

(DVH). With DVH, the main network weights for a case θjm are generated using a neural

network N(µµµj; θh) known as a hypernetwork.

Hypernetworks [165] are a meta-modeling approach to deep learning, where one net-

work generates the weights of another. This means the output space of the hypernetwork

is that of flow-field generating neural networks instead of flow-fields directly. In this ap-
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of (a) coordinate-MLP with embedding vector µµµ, and (b) design-
variable hypernetwork, where the main network weights and biases θm are generated using a
hypernetwork.

proach, a weight-generating hypernetwork is used along with a flow-field-predicting main

network, where the training loss is computed according to the flow-field predictions, but

the trainable parameters exist solely in the hypernetwork. DVH uses a one-shot dense

hypernetwork, meaning that all of the main network weights and biases are generated

in one forward pass of the hypernetwork as a long vector. The vector is then split and

reshaped appropriately to form the weight matrices and bias vectors of the main net-

work. DVH may be considered as an instance of Neural Implicit Flow [172], as applied

to surrogate modeling.

DCNN models generate snapshots in the computational domain while DVH models

provide pointwise predictions in physical space. First, a main network architecture is

defined, with a coordinate-based MLP with embedding vector z = µµµ shown in Figure

5.5a. Then the trainable weights and biases θm are generated as a function of the design

variables µµµ using a hypernetwork, as shown in Figure 5.5b.

5.2.2.3 Implementation and Considerations Between DCNN and DVH

All models are implemented using the Tensorflow python library [126]. The models are

trained using Adam optimizer [112] using a mean-squared-error (MSE) loss function. All

inputs and outputs are min-max normalized component-wise so they lie approximately

between 0 and 1. Batch-normalization layers are used after each layer in DCNN models,

except the output layer. The DCNN models use the same number of filters in each

hidden convolutional layer across the model. Swish activation function is used for all
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hidden layers, and all models use a linear output layer.

Two methods of training DVH models are considered, and are summarized in Table

5.1. The first method, known as fully-mixed batching, evaluates the hypernetwork and

main network for each spatial location. The solution data from all cases is flattened and

fully mixed, with the design variables tiled across the mesh. The batch size corresponds

to the number of physical locations where a prediction is needed, spanning many designs.

An optimizer step is taken after a specified number of locations are evaluated. A sec-

ond, more efficient method, known as batch-by-case, evaluates the hypernetwork for a

given design once and makes predictions for all spatial locations corresponding to that

design. The batch axis corresponds to the number of cases in this scenario, and when

batch-by-case training is used is always set to 1 in this work. Fully-mixed batching was

developed first, and preliminary explorations showed that fully mixing the data increased

the stochatsticity of the training process, allowing the optimizer to break free from local

minima. Batch-by-case was implemented later as computational costs became a concern,

and was found to be roughly an order of magnitude faster than fully-mixed batching, with

no ill effects on training accuracy or convergence rate. The differences in the approaches

can be understood by examining the dimension and shape of the training arrays, as given

in Table 5.1 below.

Table 5.1: Comparison of DVH training methods by examining the shape of the training
arrays, meaning of batch axis, and compared training time for the transonic problem in Section
5.4.4.

Fully-Mixed Batches Batch-by-Case

Training Arrays
dim(Mtrain) =

[
(ntrain × nmesh)× dim(µµµ)

]
(2D)

dim(X′train) =
[
(ntrain × nmesh)× dim(x′)

]
(2D)

dim(Qtrain) =
[
(ntrain × nmesh)× dim(q)

]
(2D)

dim(Mtrain) =
[
ntrain × dim(µµµ)

]
(2D)

dim(X′train) =
[
ntrain × nmesh × dim(x′)

]
(3D)

dim(Qtrain) =
[
ntrain × nmesh × dim(q)

]
(3D)

Batch Axis # spatial locations, any case # complete cases, all locations, always 1
Training Time 51.3 seconds/epoch 4.01 seconds/epoch

DCNN models, or more generally CNN-based models, are more widely used and un-

derstood than hypernetworks. CNNs have driven many advances in the state-of-the-art

in deep learning, particularly in image recognition, processing, and synthesis tasks. How-

ever, being designed for Cartesian data is an inherent limitation and disadvantage for

CFD emulation, as it requires that all meshes must be topologically identical with regu-
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lar Cartesian structure. That is, a DCNN model trained on the subsonic dataset could

not make a prediction for a transonic case since the meshes are not identical in struc-

ture, assuming the parameterization µµµ accounted for the differences in flow condition and

shape. Further, CNN-based models do not scale well to 3D problems and can quickly

run into memory limitations, particularly for intermediate hidden states which are 5D

tensors when batching is considered during training. DVH does not have either of these

limitations since it provides pointwise predictions in space, allowing the meshes to vary

in size and topology among training examples. Fundamentally, the size of the model and

the mesh are linked for DCNN, while for DVH they are indirectly coupled, in that a

DVH model must have sufficient size to represent the complexity of the fields defined on

the mesh while not being directly linked to the degrees-of-freedom. DVH does however

require spatial information, implying knowledge of and access to the parametric geometry

model, mesh generator, and signed distance-function calculator (Eikonal equation solver

or other approximation). DVH scales naturally to 3D or higher dimensions since it is

not linked to snapshots; instead the input/output spaces/vectors simply increase dimen-

sion by one. Additionally, defining a valid CNN-based model is a non-trivial task as it

depends on the dimension of the input and output spaces. On the other hand, design

of DVH models is straight-forward, particularly when a dense, one-shot hypernetwork is

used, where just the network width and depth for the main network and hypernetwork

are specified.

5.3 Subsonic Compressor Airfoil Emulation and Op-

timization

The subsonic airfoils are parameterized by 4 geometric parameters, µµµ ∈ R4, corresponding

to 4 offset points along the camber distribution. A dataset of solutions corresponding

to 1000 unique airfoil geometries, selected via latin hyper-cube sampling, was generated

using the CFD solver as described in Section 5.2.1. All subsonic solutions lie on similar

meshes with the same dimension and topology.
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Parallel DCNN models sharing an input layer are used in each mesh block and trained

concurrently, with the model architecture specified in Table 5.2. The kernel size and

strides are specified in equivalent-encoder order; starting from the output space and

working towards the DCNN input dense layers. The dimensions of each mesh block

required rectangular kernels to be used instead of square kernels, and the kernel size and

strides are set separately from each other. Indeed, we emphasize that finding a valid

design with odd mesh dimensions is a non-trivial task.

Table 5.2: Summary of subdomain DCNNs.

Block Output Dimension Kernel size (Equiv. encoder) Strides (Equiv. encoder)
1 513× 57 [2, 2]→ [2, 2]→ [4, 2]→ [4, 4]→ [2, 2] [1, 1]→ [2, 2]→ [4, 2]→ [4, 2]→ [2, 1]
2 393× 97 [2, 2]→ [7, 2]→ [2, 3]→ [2, 2]→ [2, 2] [1, 1]→ [7, 2]→ [2, 3]→ [2, 2]→ [2, 2]
3 49× 9 [2, 2]→ [2, 3]→ [4, 4] [1, 1]→ [2, 1]→ [4, 1]
4 97× 9 [2, 2]→ [2, 3]→ [2, 2]→ [2, 2] [1, 1]→ [2, 1]→ [2, 1]→ [2, 1]

Training curves for DCNN and DVH models are shown in Figure 5.6, where just 160

cases are used to train the models and three flow quantities are predicted: q = [p u v]T .

The DCNN model uses the architecture of Table 5.2 with 100 filters per layer.The DVH

main network and hypernetwork each consist of 5 hidden layers with 50 hidden nodes

per layer, and the DVH model was trained using fully-mixed batching with a batch size

of 40,000 points. The DCNN model was trained with a batch size of 8 cases, and both

used a constant learning rate of 1× 10−4.

A comparison of error metrics for the resulting DCNN and DVH models is given in

Table 5.3. The min-max normalized outputs are re-dimensionalized before errors are

computed. The root-mean squared error (RMSE) and mean absolute error (MAE) are

intuitive since they have the units of the output quantity while providing slightly different

measures of the error, where RMSE penalizes large errors more so than MAE. The mean

relative L2 error (MRL2E) may be multipled by 100 and loosely interpreted as an average

percentage error. The best performing model for each is highlighted in bold in Table

5.3, and this shows that DCNN and DVH models perform similarly to one another.

Interestingly, for the flow quantity u, the best RMSE belongs to the DCNN, while the

best MAE belongs to DVH, indicating that DVH has a higher frequency of larger errors

than DCNN, but on average the errors are smaller in magnitude, with a similar comment
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Figure 5.6: Training curves for (a) DCNN and (b) DVH emulators, corresponding to min-max
normalized quantities.

for the validation group for flow quantity p. These errors demonstrate that both models

generalize well and predict accurately, with the training and testing errors of very similar

size and MRL2E ¡ 1% for all quantities. This also shows that both model types are data-

efficient, in that only 160 of 1000 cases are used in training, while the validation group

consists of the remaining 840 designs.

Table 5.3: Summary of dimensional training and validation error metrics RMSE, MAE, and
MRL2E for the subsonic airfoil dataset.

q̂k Network Type RMSE (train / val) MAE (train / val) MRL2E (train/val)

p [lbf/ft2]
DCNN 6.30 · 10−2 / 6.98 · 10−2 3.95 · 10−2 / 4.42 · 10−2 2.98 · 10−5 / 3.30 · 10−5

DVH 7.63 · 10−2 / 8.05 · 10−2 4.00 · 10−2 / 4.24 · 10−2 3.58 · 10−5 / 3.78 · 10−5

u [ft/s]
DCNN 0.32 / 0.40 0.22 / 0.25 4.98 · 10−3 / 6.15 · 10−3

DVH 0.46 / 0.52 0.21 / 0.23 6.78 · 10−3 / 7.40 · 10−3

v [ft/s]
DCNN 0.27 / 0.29 0.21 / 0.22 6.16 · 10−3 / 6.79 · 10−3

DVH 0.25 / 0.27 0.13 / 0.14 5.56 · 10−3 / 6.81 · 10−3

Representative pressure and x-velocity field predictions for DCNN and DVH models

on an unseen airfoil are shown in Figures 5.7 and 5.8. The ground-truth and predicted

fields agree well, and the dominant flow structures are well captured. The suction-side

low-pressure pressure region is accurately captured, with only small deviations present in

the errors, which cluster near the trailing edge for p in both model types. The x-velocity

is also well represented, but larger errors are seen throughout the wake. It is interesting

to note that the DCNN error contours have a slightly pixelated quality, while DVH does

not, likely an artifact of convolutional models versus dense models.
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Figure 5.7: Comparing ground truth and predicted pressure fields for DCNN and DVH models
on an unseen airfoil, for a subsonic condition. Error colorbars are limited to ±5× RMSE.

Figure 5.8: Comparing ground truth and predicted x-velocity fields for DCNN and DVH
models on an unseen airfoil, for a subsonic condition. Error colorbars are limited to ±10×
RMSE.

The pressure forces acting on the airfoil surfaces were extracted from the predictions

for each model. The corresponding lift and drag coefficients for the DCNN and DVH

models are shown in Figures 5.9 and 5.10 respectively, where a perfect prediction would

lie on the dashed line. The drag coefficient predictions match closely for both models, but

a small offset for the lift coefficient is seen for DCNN, with the predicted values smaller
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than the ground truth.

Figure 5.9: The predicted vs. ground truth pressure lift and drag coefficients for the DCNN
model.

Figure 5.10: The predicted vs. ground truth pressure lift and drag coefficients for the DVH
model.

The offset in predicted lift coefficient for DCNN is due to over-prediction of the suction

side (top) pressure, towards the leading edge. This leads to an under-predicted pressure

coefficient in this region, and consequently less lift overall when integrated over the sur-

face. An example pressure coefficient distribution on the airfoil surface is shown in Figure

5.11, where the predictions of both models match the overall trend, but the suction-side

pressure coefficient offset can be seen for DCNN. The average error in predicted pressure

coefficient against airfoil surface computational coordinate ξ may be computed across
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all cases, and is shown in Figure 5.12. ξ = 0 at the trailing edge and walks along the

airfoil surface in the clockwise direction, with the leading edge marked with a vertical

dashed line. The suction side of the airfoil is to the right of the dashed line, and the

over-prediction of cp by the DCNN model is apparent. From this it also seen that the

DVH predictions are subject to larger, high-frequency errors near the leading and trailing

edges.

Figure 5.11: The predicted and ground truth pressure coefficient distributions for an unseen
airfoil.

Figure 5.12: The average distribution in pressure coefficient prediction again surface compu-
tational domain coordinate ξ, which is 0 at the trailing edge and walks around the airfoil surface
clockwise, with the leading edge marked by a vertical dash line in the plot.
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5.3.1 Proof of Concept: Driving Design Optimization

A trained DCNN model from above was incorporated into an airfoil optimization work-

flow to assess the ability of the DCNN model to drive an aerodynamic optimization. A

multi-objective optimization strategy was employed with the formulation of two objective

functions from the emulated airfoil pressure distribution: (i) maximize airfoil loading, and

(ii) minimize airfoil diffusion in the aft suction side of the airfoil. A differential evolution

algorithm [243] is used and extended to multi-objective problems using a Pareto-based

approach [244], using a similar nondominated sorting and ranking selection procedure as

in NSGA-II [245]. The DCNN-driven optimization history and Pareto front are presented

in the objective space in Figure 5.13. An optimum candidate is selected along the Pareto

front, providing maximum airfoil loading while maintaining the diffusion level of the base-

line airfoil. Figure 5.14 compares the loading of the baseline and optimized airfoils, as

predicted by the DCNN model on the left and as validated by CFD on the right. This

result highlights the ability of the DCNN flow emulator to drive an optimization towards

increased level of loading not seen in the training data. While the DCNN model exhibits

some discontinuities in the prediction of the loading distribution, relative differences in

overall shape of the loading distributions appear well validated against CFD.

Figure 5.13: Objective space displaying baseline and outcome of DCNN-driven optimization
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Figure 5.14: Airfoil loading as predicted by (a) DCNN surrogate model; and (b) as validated
by CFD.

5.4 Transonic Compressor Airfoil Emulation and Op-

timization

5.4.1 Geometric Parameterization(s) and Datasets

The baseline design of the transonic airfoils considered corresponds to the NASA rotor 37

at 70% span. CFD solutions were generated under two scenarios and parameterizations,

and all details related to the CFD solver from Section 5.2.1 apply. The first scenario is

nominal rotor speed with µµµ ∈ R7, corresponding to 3 offset points along the thickness

distribution and 4 offset points along the camber distribution. The results for this are

given in Section 5.4.3. The next scenario is an expansion of the first, where the rotor

speed is allowed to vary (and is an additional parameter), and an additional camber

distribution offset point to control the metal inlet angle is added. This is presented in

Section 5.4.4, whereg µµµ ∈ R9, and the rotor speed was allowed to vary ±6% from nominal.

The motivation of this second parameterization is to assess the ability of the emulators

to infer flow-fields for varying airfoil shapes and operating conditions, allowing shape

optimization to be performed at different conditions using a single trained emulator.
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5.4.2 Emulator Model Architectures

In both Sections 5.4.3 and Section 5.4.4 DCNN emulators with the architecture in Table

5.4 were used. The DVH models consist of a main network with 5 hidden layers with 100

nodes per layer, while the hypernetwork has 5 hidden layers with 50 nodes per layer.

Table 5.4: Multi-block DCNN architecture for the transonic airfoils.

Block Output Dimension Kernel size (Equiv. encoder) Strides (Equiv. encoder)
1 357× 41 [6, 2]→ [4, 2]→ [2, 2]→ [2, 2]→ [2, 2] [1, 1]→ [4, 2]→ [2, 2]→ [2, 2]→ [2, 1]
2 265× 47 [2, 2]→ [4, 2]→ [3, 3]→ [4, 3] [1, 1]→ [4, 2]→ [3, 2]→ [2, 2]
3 66× 17 [3, 2]→ [4, 2]→ [2, 2]→ [2, 2] [1, 1]→ [4, 2]→ [2, 2]→ [2, 1]
4 38× 17 [3, 2]→ [3, 2]→ [2, 2]→ [2, 2] [1, 1]→ [3, 2]→ [2, 2]→ [1, 1]

5.4.3 Problem 1: Geometric Design Variables Only

A design-of-experiments was performed to select 1000 unique airfoil shapes in addition

to the baseline design via latin hyper-cube sampling and flow solutions generated. Only

converged solutions with CFD residual < 10−6 were retained, corresponding to 702/1001

of the requested shapes. Two groups or clusters are observed in the dataset when plotting

the QoIs of stagnation pressure ratio and adiabatic efficiency versus the design variables,

with the desireable airfoils being massively under-represented. Figure 5.15 shows a pair-

plot of the geometric design variables against the QoIs, where group 1 are the desireable

airfoils. Just 36 group 1 instances are present, with 666 group 2 instances. This imbalance

caused preliminary models to be biased towards the lower-performing group 2 airfoils,

and the predictions on group 1 airfoils were unacceptably inaccurate for both DCNN and

DVH models.
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Figure 5.15: Pairplot of pressure ratio and adiabatic efficiency against the individual geometric
design variables µi, with the higher-performing group 1 airfoils in red. Axis labels removed for
proprietary reasons.

To address this issue, data augmentation was pursued. Traditional methods, such as

translation, rotation, and scaling used in image-processing tasks [246], do not apply to

this problem setting. Instead, the dataset imbalance was addressed by creating subsets

which have an approximately equal number of group 1 and group 2 training instances

by simply repeating the group 1 instances, similar to oversampling augmentations but

without generation of synthetic cases 1. 30 of the group 1 instances were repeated 4

times, and combined with 130 randomly selected group 2 instances. 6 group 1 cases are

held out for testing.

With this parameterization, all models predict a 5-dimensional fluid state, q =[
ρ p u v w

]T
, allowing computation of all necessary quantities through use of the ideal

gas law and isentropic relations. For DCNN models, using the augmented dataset lead

to improvements in group 1 cases which were explicitly added to the training group.

However, some large errors persist in the testing cases. For DVH, more efficient batch-

by-case training (see section 5.2.2.3) is used in combination with the augmented dataset,

leading to massively improved predictions in an order of magnitude less time (relative to

fully-mixed batching), for all training and testing cases. The training times reported in

Table 5.1 correspond to this dataset.

Figure 5.16 shows a comparison of predicted and ground truth surface-pressure distri-

butions for both model types, with and without use of the augmented dataset and efficient

DVH training. For each model, the left column corresponds to the original imbalanced

1If synthetic cases could be generated, then the CFD emulator would not be needed and that generator
used instead.
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Figure 5.16: A comparison of the effect of training with the augmented dataset on group 1
airfoil surface pressure predictions for (a) DCNN and (b) DVH models, where the ground-truth
is solid black and the predictions are dashed red. For each emulator, each row corresponds
to the same airfoil, with a label marking it as part of the training or testing set. Axis labels
removed for proprietary reasons.

dataset, while the right column corresponds to the augmented dataset. Each row cor-

responds to the same airfoil shape (for each model) with a note indicating whether the

solution is in the training or testing set. For DCNN, the top row of Figure 5.16a shows

that the prediction is greatly improved when the case is added to the training set. The

bottom row shows that large errors persist for some cases which remain in the testing

group. For DVH, the top row of Figure 5.16b again shows that the prediction is greatly

improved when the case is added to the training set. However, unlike DCNN, it was found

that the group 1 testing cases were all well predicted when augmented data was used.

This is exemplified in the bottom row of 5.16b, where the prediction appears greatly

improved with use of augmented data and efficient training, despite the specific airfoil

moving from the training to testing group. Since the predictions on group 1 airfoils are

of greater importance for shape optimization, only the DVH models are pursued for use

in such a routine.

The effect of using the augmented data is explored further by plotting the predicted

vs. ground truth QoIs for the DVH predictions with and without the augmentation

in Figure 5.17. Observing the top row for pressure ratio shows that the effect of the

augmented data is to trade accuracy on group 2 cases for increased accuracy on group

1 cases. The data augmentation itself can be seen by observing the number of higher-
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performing, group 1 cases in the training set (black markers). Without the augmentation,

the group 2 cases cluster along the dashed line, while the group 1 cases are scattered.

With the augmented data, the group 2 predictions suffer while the group 1 predictions

now cluster more tightly along the dashed line. An increased number of group 2 airfoils

are over-predicted in this scenario, but this is deemed a worthwhile trade for increased

accuracy on the more desirable, higher-performing group 1 airfoils. Although this does

open the possibility of discovering a false minima due to over-predicted performance, but

this was not problematic here.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.17: Predicted QoI’s, (a) without the data augmentation and (b) with the data
augmentation. Using data augmentation hurts group 2 predictions while improving those for
desirable group 1 airfoils. Axis labels removed for proprietary reasons.

The overall ASO problem as stated in Equation 5.6 is solved using the Bayesian opti-

mization routine described in Section 5.2.1, using UTCFD RANS solutions and the DVH

flow emulator above. The routine utilizes CFD-residual information, which was supplied

for the demonstration here, but later a separate CFD-residual XGBoost QoI emulator was

trained offline using the training DoE. A comparison of emulator-driven and CFD-driven
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optimization is shown in Figure 5.18, where emulator-driven optimization reaches the

same optimal design as CFD in fewer iterations. The use of residual information was key

in achieving success with the emulator, as the residual information may be interpreted

as a measure of feasibility, and thus steers the overall optimization process.

Figure 5.18: Comparing CFD-driven (green) and emulator-driven shape optimization with
(blue) and without (red) CFD residual information. The iteration count excludes initial DOE
of 10 cases. Axis labels removed for proprietary reasons.

5.4.4 Problem 2: Geometric Design Variables and Rotor Speed

A larger training DoE of 10,000 cases was generated, and inclusion of rotor speed al-

lows for a much wider variety of resulting flows. No obvious clusters were seen in

QoI versus design-variable space. A greater number of flow quantities is predicted,

q =
[
ρ p u v w k ω E0ρ

]T
. This allows for an alternate method for computing the

QoIs, but is not explored here further. DCNN and DVH models were regressed on the

dataset, with DVH models converging more quickly and readily using subsets of the over-

all DoE. Observing the training curves showed that as the training loss plateaued the loss

bounced around with large spikes, indicating repeated overshooting caused by too large

a step size or learning rate. Thus a piecewise learning rate schedule was used, where the

models were trained with a constant learning rate of 1 × 10−4 for 2000 epochs, followed

by a period of exponentially decaying learning rate for 2000 epochs, where the learning

rate decreased by an order of magnitude every 1000 epochs. The resulting training curve

is shown in Figure 5.19, where 800 randomly chosen cases are used for training.
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Figure 5.19: Training curve for DVH model with a piecewise learning rate schedule, consisting
of two regions, with constant learning rate followed by exponentially-decaying learning rate,
starting at epoch 2000.

The predicted flow fields agree well with the ground truth data, with surface-pressure

predictions around unseen airfoils at varying rotor speed shown in Figure 5.20. The top-

left is similar to group 2 airfoils in the original dataset, top-center is similar to group 1,

while the others show vastly different behavior. Example full flow-field predictions are

shown in 5.21 for an unseen airfoil. The overall detailed structure of the field is well

captured, with the largest errors seen near the shock waves.

Figure 5.20: Ground truth (black) and predicted (red) surface-pressure distributions around
several unseen airfoils. A wide variety of behavior is seen, and is captured well by the DVH
emulator. Axis labels removed for proprietary reasons.
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Figure 5.21: Contours plots showing the ground truth, prediction, and error for some of the
DVH predicted flow quantities for an unseen case.

Additionally the QoIs computed from the emulator predictions show good agreement,

as shown in Figure 5.22 across all 10,000 samples, where a perfect prediction would lie

exactly on the dashed line. The color represents rotor speed, and most visible markers

are testing cases.

Figure 5.22: The predicted vs. ground truth objectives, colored by rotor speed. Axis labels
removed for proprietary reasons.

The DVH emulator was then used to drive shape optimization at different rotor speeds;

under nominal conditions and at ±4% rotation rate. The Bayesian optimization routine

described in Section 5.2.1 is used again here, where CFD and CFD-emulator are used

separately to train Gaussian process QoI emulators, with the emulator-driven routine
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using an XGBoost residual model. The relative improvement for emulator-driven and

CFD-driven optimization is shown in the objective-history curves of Figure 5.23, where

5.23a and 5.23b use different scaling of the x-axis. Compared to CFD-based Bayesian

Optimization (showing statistical average over 20 runs), the emulation-driven optimiza-

tion (showing one run) is observed capable to identify high-performing designs for the

three rotor rotational speeds considered. In Figure 5.23a, both history traces are plotted

against the raw number of QoI-emulator evaluations, showing that the emulator-driven

routines generally converge in a fewer number of evaluations. The reason for this is not

immediately clear and warrants further investigation. Whereas Figure 5.23b shows the

same objective history now plotted against time, expressed in terms of equivalent CFD

evaluations after the initial training DoE. In this view the emulator-driven optimiza-

tion converges and plateaus almost immediately, representing a large decrease in online

time to find the optimal design. A performance-space view comparing CFD-driven and

emulator-driven histories is shown in Figure 5.24. The difference in convergence speed be-

tween CFD-driven and emulator-driven routines manifests itself as decreased dot density

using the emulator.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.23: Comparing CFD-driven and emulator-driven optimization objective histories for
the design of a transonic airfoil at varying rotor speed, where the objective is plotted against
(a) the number of evaluations or iterations, and (b) the number of CFD evaluations.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.24: Performance-space view of (a) CFD-driven surrogate assisted optimization and
(b) CFD-emulator-driven surrogate assisted optimization, where the black squares correspond
to the baseline design.

While Figure 5.23 highlights the online saving afforded by the CFD emulators, it is

also important to consider the offline costs and an overall break-even point as compared

to CFD-driven optimization when evaluating the use of such models. For either method,

the overall cost includes the generation of a training dataset, the cost to train the model,

either the initial QoI surrogate or the CFD emulator, and then the online costs per

iteration. This may be written generally as

Coverall = Csolventrain + Ctrain + Citerationniterations, (5.13)

where Csolve is the cost for a single CFD solution. Usually ntrain is much smaller when

considering CFD-driven optimization as compared to that required to train a CFD emu-

lator; a small DoE is used for CFD-driven optimization. Further, Ctrain is much smaller for

CFD-driven optimization as it only involves training the QoI surrogate, whereas emulator-

driven optimization also includes the cost of neural-network training on GPU. Thus the

offline costs for emulator-driven optimization are generally much larger than that for

CFD-driven. This is offset by the lesser online costs, where CFD-driven optimization

requires a CFD-solve for each iteration while emulator-driven optimization does not in-

volve generation of CFD solutions once the model is trained. 2 Thus determination of an

2Other than a CFD-based verification of the optimal design.
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overall break-even point must weigh the greater cost of attaining a CFD emulator against

the greater cost per iteration using CFD-driven optimization. A CFD emulator which

is more general and which may be reused to solve for a different operating condition (or

design problem) without additional training is more likely to have an overall lower cost

than one which can only be used for a single optimization.

5.5 Summary

Simulation-based Aerodynamic Shape Optimization plays an increasingly important role

in the design of aircraft and engine components, but are limited by the time required to

compute high fidelity CFD solutions. Deep-learning-based CFD emulators, which predict

full RANS CFD solutions instead of QoI’s, were developed and demonstrated for subsonic

and transonic compressor-rotor sections. Critically, the methods do not require use of

interpolated data, either by generating snapshots directly in the computational domain

(DCNN), or by operating continuously in the physical domain (DVH). While 2D sections

are presently considered, DVH scales naturally to 3D problems while 3D CNNs quickly

become memory limited.

Although both methods were effective in the prediction of subsonic flows (Section 5.3),

DVH models were found to perform better than DCNN models under transonic condi-

tions (Section 5.4). Dataset augmentation via simple repetition of under-represented

cases allowed DVH models to generalize reasonably well, trading increased accuracy

on higher-performing cases for worsened predictions on lower-performing designs, while

DCNN models still struggled (comparatively) in prediction of the higher-performing,

underrepresented cases. When varying flow conditions via altered rotor speed were con-

sidered in addition to geometric shape parameters, DVH models converged and generalize

more readily than DCNN models, especially when trained using a piecewise learning-rate

schedule. In that scenario the wide variation in the resulting complex flows were well

captured, and as a result the extracted QoIs of pressure ratio and efficiency were also

well predicted. Further, DVH emulators were used in place of CFD in a surrogate-based
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Bayesian optimization routine, where the emulator-based surrogates reached similarly-

performing designs in a reduced number of model evaluations. This corresponds to an

acceleration of the online stages of design optimization, but does not consider the addi-

tional off-line computational cost of training the emulators. However, we note that once

the emulator is trained once off-line, it can be used on-line to conduct many different

design optimizations - e.g. with different objective functions, constraints and tradeoffs.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

The computational cost of numerically solving high-fidelity models (HFMs) limits their

application in engineering-relevant many-query scenarios such as design optimization,

with each iteration requiring a solution for the current design. Data-driven approaches

offer an appealing alternative in these scenarios, but many methods face practical short-

comings related to the processing of solution data. In particular, powerful non-intrusive

methods based on Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD), Gaussian Process Regres-

sion (GPR), and Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) use discrete snapshot matrices,

requiring all data points to lie on the same meshes with consistent dimension and topol-

ogy; an unrealistic requirement in the presence of variable, complex geometry and operat-

ing conditions. In order to apply those methods, a Cartesian mesh may be overlain on the

problem domain and the solution data interpolated to that mesh, as was demonstrated

in Sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3. However, this has a number of undesirable effects, including

a reduced fidelity, pixelated representation of the geometry and a loss of information in

regions with large solution gradients, sometimes an extreme effect. Another way around

this is to instead approximate scalar quantities of interest (QoIs) which are extracted

from the HFM solutions. These QoI surrogate are generally easier to create, in part to

the reduced problem dimensionality, but have limited portability when different design

problems or objectives are considered.

Optimization lies at the heart of iterative design and surrogate-model regression.

Gradient-based and gradient-free constrained optimization routines are applied directly to

design optimization, with HFM solutions used to compute the objectives and constraints.
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Classical linear and non-linear least-squares techniques pose model construction as the

solution to an optimization problem, often-times with a closed-form result. Several POD-

based methods utilize the singular-value decomposition (SVD) to obtain the rank-r trial

and test bases, and it may be shown that the SVD provides optimal rank-r reconstruction

of the training-data snapshot matrices in a Frobenius-norm sense. GPR lies at the heart

of Bayesian optimization routines, where an acquisition function, usually dependent upon

the GPR mean-function and covariance kernel, is optimized at each iteration to select

the next design. Further, training of advanced deep-learning models is usually carried

out using a form of stochastic gradient descent (SGD), an unconstrained optimization

routine. While POD-based methods in particular have been used in the development of

reduced-order-models (ROMs) which provide full-solution fields, they are limited by the

need to construct a snapshot matrix to hold the data for all training instances. This

is also true for naive multi-output GPR and many of the most popular deep learning

techniques which are based on autoencoders and/or convolutional architectures. Many

of these methods are effective for data reconstruction and prediction, but the processing

schemes required to place the solution data on consistent meshes severely limit their

effectiveness for application in problems with industrial-scale complexity. Further, POD-

based methods also face limitations due to the implicit assumption that the training

snapshot matrix spans all relevant dynamics, which is generally not true in practice,

especially for convection-dominated problems.

6.1 Summary of Contributions

The past few years have witnessed significant activity in the use of neural networks to

develop surrogate representations of physical fields (e.g. [75, 76, 80]) on a given dis-

cretized mesh, which still involve the shortcomings given above. Whereas this thesis

seeks the development of surrogate models without these interpolation-related shortcom-

ings by treating the solutions as continuous fields, allowing learning and prediction on

meshes with arbitrary discretization, topology, and geometry.
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6.1.1 Methods

As a stepping-stone in this direction, DCNN models were developed to map directly

between the design variables and the solution fields in Section 3.1. DCNNs were conceived

in the context of convolutional autoencoders and are applied directly in the computational

domain to avoid lossy interpolation. They posit that the design variables µµµ may be used

directly as input to the decoder instead of a learned latent representation. This means

that the encoder is no longer needed, resulting in a simpler model with roughly half the

parameters of a corresponding autoencoder. DCNN models use transposed convolutional

layers, and as such are limited to problems which have a Cartesian or block-Cartesian

structure in the computational domain.

Full discretization independence is achieved through use of coordinate-based neural

networks which map between low dimensional spaces instead of snapshots, inspired by a

line of research involving scene and object representation for rendering tasks [158, 159,

168, 161, 162]. The key distinction is that network inputs and outputs are taken point-

wise, for example as a physical coordinate tuple, resulting in a continuous representation

of the fields. Accounting for variation in physical design and operating conditions is

achieved through a combination of local and global conditioning. First, an evaluation of

the signed or minimum distance function is included as a main-network input along with

the physical coordinates. This represents a form of local concatenation-based condition-

ing as the SDF/MDF are functions of space and generally vary along with the physical

coordinates. All spatially varying quantities are collected in the augmented spatial coor-

dinates, denoted by x′. The developed methods are distinguished by the form of global

conditioning used, with the design variables used as the global-conditional input as they

are not functions of space and apply to entire solution instances. Design-variable MLP

(DV-MLP) utilizes input-layer concatenation-based conditioning, where the design vari-

ables are concatenated with the augmented physical coordinates and used as network

inputs; see Section 3.2.4. Whereas design-variable hypernetworks (DVH) of Section 3.2.5

condition all of the main-network weights upon the design variables by generating them
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with a hypernetwork. When only the weights of the output layer are generated via hyper-

network, then the resulting model predictions may be placed in a form analogous to POD

reconstruction, with that method known as non-linear independent dual system (NIDS);

see Section 3.2.6. DVH model predictions may also be loosely interpreted in this manner.

In practice it was observed that DV-MLP and DVH performed better than NIDS and as

such were more widely applied to the given problems.

The DVH models considered use a one-shot hypernetwork, whereby all weights are

generated at once via one forward pass of the hypernetwork. A side effect of this is that

a DVH model using dense layers in the hypernetwork has many more parameters for

a given main network than a similar DV-MLP model. However, the development and

utilization of batch-by-case training for DVH models significantly reduced the computa-

tional cost associated with training; see Sections 3.2.5.1-3.2.5.2. This approach led to a

substantial decrease in step times and memory consumption, approximately by an order

of magnitude, compared to fully-mixed training when considering a backend precision

policy, although improvements also depends upon the spatial batch size. This enabled

DVH models with significantly more parameters to be trained in a comparable amount

of time as DV-MLP models. Further, a piecewise learning-rate schedule with periods of

constant and exponentially-decaying learning rates was devised and implemented which

improved model convergence, see Section 3.4.

6.1.2 Numerical Experiments

The models were first evaluated on a 2D Poisson problem defined with varying shapes

embedded in a square domain with a spatially-distributed source term in Section 4.2.

Each solution instance has a different mesh with unique cardinality and topology. The

shapes location within the domain was varied to asses translational effects, while the

shapes size was varied to asses scaling effects. It was found that inclusion of a class-label

vector in addition to scaling and locating information in the design variables greatly

enhanced predictive accuracy for all models. Additionally, errors were observed to vary

with the shape class or number of sides, generally decreasing as the number of sides
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increased. All models performed well with training- and validation-group MRL2Es less

than 0.1%, but with DVH and DV-MLP performing even better with MRL2Es less than

0.01%.

The effectiveness of DVH and DV-MLP was also evaluated in the context of a chal-

lenging 2D vehicle aerodynamics problem, utilizing realistic vehicle shapes with solutions

lying on unstructured meshes of variable topology. Baseline results indicated that DVH

consistently outperformed DV-MLP by a few percentage points, while also demonstrating

superior convergence and generalization properties in the low-data regime. By incorpo-

rating a random-Fourier-features layer to process the spatially-varying inputs x′, the

RMSEs were significantly reduced by roughly 20-60% with greater improvements seen for

DV-MLP as compared to DVH. In this scenario DV-MLP results were improved so sub-

stantially that the performance gap between DVH and DV-MLP was essentially closed,

including the convergence and generalization properties in the low-data regime. Both

DVH and DV-MLP exhibited strong generalization capabilities when multiple vehicle

speeds were considered, with minimal disparities between training and validation errors.

The pressure fields errors were near 2%, x-velocity errors around 1%, and y-velocity

errors around 6-7%. The pressure-drag coefficients were predicted within 2% by DVH

models, for both single and multiple speeds. The main features of the flow fields were

well-captured, with the largest errors often clustering in regions close to the vehicle, in

the fine details of the grill, and along the free-shear layer of the wake. Line probes showed

some oscillation in the network predictions compared to the ground truth, consistent with

discrepancies seen in the contour levels. Several researchers have noted the effectiveness

of positional encoding techniques in a variety of problem scenarios [161, 189, 247]. The

success of the techniques may be explained using Neural Tangent Kernel theory [248],

where the use of random Fourier features results in a stationary, shift-invariant kernel

with a tunable bandwidth controlled by sampled frequency vectors bi [187]. However,

this result is in the context of dense, nearly-uniform sampling of input coordinates with-

out an additional signed-distance input, and further study is warranted in the current

scenario with unstructured, non-uniform meshes.
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DVH and DV-MLP models were also applied to a 3D Ahmed body problem, with geo-

metric variation in the rear slant angle. Under this scenario it was observed that DV-MLP

performed best, particularly when Layer Normalization layers were added between each

layer. The pressure drag coefficients were predicted to within 1.74% by DV-MLP-LN in

this scenario. DVH models did not perform well with the addition of Layer Normalization

in the main network. However, Layer Normalization includes scaling and biasing vectors

as trainable parameters, and these parameters were not included in the hypernetwork

output, and instead were left as part of the main network for all cases. It is possible

including those vectors in the hypernetwork output may improve the performance, but

this was not attempted. The use of Fourier features did not improve the performance in

this scenario, and was worse for all values of m and σ attempted for all model types. This

is unfortunate, as hyperparameter tuning or parameter sweeps with this larger dataset

will require non-trivial computational resources and time.

DCNN and DVH models were also applied to emulation of 2D subsonic and tran-

sonic compressor-airfoil flows lying on multi-block meshes with a Cartesian structure in

the computational domain in Chapter 5 . In the subsonic regime DCNN and DVH per-

formed similarly but with DVH having greater accuracy in the predicted lift and drag

coefficients. A DCNN model was used to drive aerodynamic shape optimization in the

subsonic regime as a proof-of-concept. Although both methods were effective in the pre-

diction of subsonic flows (Section 5.3), DVH models were found to perform better than

DCNN models under transonic conditions (Section 5.4). Dataset augmentation via simple

repetition of under-represented cases allowed DVH models to generalize reasonably well,

trading increased accuracy on higher-performing cases for worsened predictions on lower-

performing designs, while DCNN models still struggled (comparatively) in prediction of

the higher-performing, underrepresented cases. When varying flow conditions via altered

rotor speed were considered in addition to geometric shape parameters, DVH models

converged and generalize more readily than DCNN models, especially when trained using

a piecewise learning-rate schedule. In that scenario the wide variation in the resulting

complex flows were well captured, and as a result the extracted QoIs of pressure ratio and
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efficiency were also well predicted. Further, DVH emulators were used in place of CFD

in a surrogate-based Bayesian optimization routine, where the emulator-based surrogates

reached similarly-performing designs in a reduced number of model evaluations. This

corresponds to an acceleration of the online stages of design optimization, but does not

consider the additional off-line computational cost of training the emulators. However,

we note that once the emulator is trained once off-line, it can be used on-line to conduct

many different design optimizations - e.g. with different objective functions, constraints

and tradeoffs.

The results suggest that both DVH and DV-MLP models can be accurate and effec-

tive alternatives to CNN-based methods for surrogate modeling of PDE solution fields

over complex geometries and arbitrary mesh topologies. It is re-emphasized that CNNs

typically require a fixed grid topology and have a large memory footprint for 3D problems

since the entire grid is an input. In contrast, coordinate-based networks take pointwise

information and design variables as inputs, allowing model size and memory requirements

to be indirectly decoupled to the solution field degrees-of-freedom via the field complex-

ity. This is critical for 3D applications and simulations of realistic configurations where

solutions may contains tens-of-millions to billions of mesh cells.

The use of the design-variables µµµ as model input is an advantage in terms of ease and

simplicity, but is also a drawback as it limits model portability and training-data sources.

The use of computational methods such as CFD and FEA have become commonplace in

industrial settings over the last few decades, and as a result many companies may have

large repositories of previously-performed simulations. Learning from heterogeneous data

sources opens the possibility of utilizing these repositories to train data-driven models

or generalized emulators which predict solution fields. However, the dependence upon

the design variables µµµ as model input complicates this, as it is very unlikely that all

previous simulations utilize a consistent parameterization. In order for repositories of

heterogeneous simulation data to be most useful then additional steps must be made

to encode the problems into a generalized representation to use in place of µµµ. Thus an

area of future work involves devising and implementing methods which encode solutions
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in a generalized manner, and linking them to predictive coordinate-based models. It is

possible that point cloud neural networks, graph neural networks, and attention-based

networks may be useful in such a scheme.

6.2 Future Work

Future work in this area should include further experiments with 3D problems and dif-

fering PDE solutions. While the Ahmed body results obtained here are promising, it is a

simpler geometry and configuration than that seen in industrial automotive aerodynam-

ics. Given the positive results with 2D subsonic and transonic compressor airfoils seen

here, extending the models to predict 3D flows over full compressor blades is a natural

next step. Further, this thesis tackled only steady-state problems, and many important

engineering considerations involve unsteadiness and time-dependence. The simplest ap-

proach to handling such problems would be to simply include t as an element of µµµ with

no further modifications to the model’s architecture, similar to what is done in neural

implicit flow [172] which achieved excellent performance regressing spatio-temporal data.

However, the problems neural implicit flow was tested on did not include geometric design

variables in the parameter set, and also did not include the SDF as an additional input

coordinate. It is possible that geometric and temporal variations may need to be treated

separately, potentially using alternate conditioning schemes instead of or in addition to

networks or subnetworks which utilize a hypernetwork; see Section 3.2.2.

The use of alternate hypernetwork architectures beyond one-shot dense networks is

another area of potential future research. This is important due to the scaling considera-

tions and limitations of dense hypernetworks described in Section 3.2.5. All results in this

thesis use a one-shot dense hypernetwork, some experiments were performed using one-

shot convolutional decoder hypernetworks. Note that the main network is still an MLP

in this scenario, and to ease design of the hypernetwork consider a main network with nL

hidden layers each with dimension H which is a power of 2. The decoder hypernetworks

are similar in structure to multiblock DCNN models with parallel decoder legs, with a
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single dense layer between the input layer and the first transposed convolutional layer,

with the dimension(s) of the first transposed convolutional layer selected to be Dmin along

each axis, where Dmin is also a smaller power of 2. The resulting decoder hypernetwork

then has 3 zones;

• Zone 1 for the first hidden-layer weights which uses 1D transposed convolutions.

The output space has dimension H with nx′+1 channels. This is sliced and reshaped

to give weight matrix W(1) ∈ RH×nx′ and bias vector b(1) ∈ RH .

• Zone 2 for all other hidden-layer weights uses 2D transposed convolutions. The

output space has dimension H × (H + 1) with nL − 1 channels. This is sliced and

reshaped to give weight matrices and bias vectors W(i) ∈ RH×H , b(i) ∈ RH , for

i = 2, 3, . . . , nL.

• Zone 3 for output layer weights uses 1D transposed convolutions. The output space

has dimension H + 1 with nq channels. This is sliced and reshaped to give weight

matrix W(nL+1) ∈ Rnq×H and bias vector b(nL+1) ∈ Rnq .

The hidden dimension of the hypernetwork intermediate layers progresses by powers of

2, by selecting P = 0, S = 2, K = 2 in Equation 2.64, which simplifies D
(i)
j = 2D

(i−1)
j .

To attain dimension H + 1 along needed axes, let P = 0, S = 1, K = 2, giving D
(i)
j =

D
(i−1)
j + 1. And finally, to let an axis not change dimension (as is needed in zone 2),

select P = 0, S = 1, K = 1 along that axis. For example, consider a main network with

H = 32 and nL = 4 hidden layers. Further let D
(1)
min = 8 and let F be the number of

filters for a given layer. Then a decoder convolutional hypernetwork will have a structure

as shown in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1: Detailed schematic for a one-shot decoder convolutional hypernetwork, where the
main network hidden dimension is the same for all layers with a value of 32, a power of 2.
This results in a 3 zone hypernetwork, with the kernel and stride dimensions shown. Note that
padding is excluded in all zones, P = 0, and F is the number of filter maps per layer.
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Note that the training considerations and methods of Section 3.2.5.2 also apply to

decoder hypernetworks. However, the scaling in number of trainable parameters per

Equation 3.25 does not apply to convolutional decoder hypernetworks, and it is actually

possible to design a hypernetwork which has fewer weights than the main network. Once

a main-network design is specified via nL and H, then the hypernetwork design depends

only on the choice of Dmin and F . Define p2 such that H = 2p2 and p1 such that

D
(1)
min = 2p1 , then the total number of trainable parameters in the hypernetwork has a

closed-form expression, given by

dim(θh)zone1 = DminF (nµ + 1) + (p2 − p1 − 1)(2F 2 + F ) + (nx′ + 1)(2F + 1) (6.1)

dim(θh)zone2 = D2
minF (nµ + 1) + (p2 − p1)(4F 2 + F ) + (nL − 1)(2F + 1) (6.2)

dim(θh)zone3 = DminF (nµ + 1) + (p2 − p1)(2F 2 + F ) + nq(2F + 1) (6.3)

dim(θh) = dim(θh)zone1 + dim(θh)zone2 + dim(θh)zone3. (6.4)

Letting nL = 5, H = 64, Dmin = 4, with nx′ = 3, nq = 3, and nµ = 9, which corresponds

to a vehicle aerodynamics problem in Section 4.3.4, then dim(θh) may be plotted versus

F as shown in Figure, where the red dashed line is the number of main network weights

generated by the hypernetwork. Thus choosing F less than approximately 20 results

in a model with fewer parameters than even DV-MLP. This is a great reduction in the

number of trainable parameters as compared to dense one-shot hypernetworks, which

scale according to Equation 3.25.
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Figure 6.2: Plotting the number of hypernetwork trainable weights against the number of
filters F , for a main-network with nL = 5 hidden layers with H = 64, and input/output
dimensions corresponding to a vehicle aerodynamics problem of Section 4.3.4. This shows that
using a decoder convolutional hypernetwork may reduce the number of weights even compared
to the main network.

A small handful of experiments were performed using decoder-convolutional DVH

(DC-DVH) models on the vehicle aerodynamics problem of Section 4.3. A similar main

network to the above experiments was selected, with a hidden dimension of H = 64 and

nL = 5 hidden layers. A minimal convolutional dimension of Dmin = 4 was selected, and a

few networks trained using different values of F , with the number of trainable parameters

given in Table and the resulting errors shown in Table 6.2.

Table 6.1: Summary of training and validation error metrics for vehicle speeds of 90 and 130
kph with a training fraction of 0.80.

# Filters # Trainable Weights, dim(θh)
20 17,471
40 58,931
100 327,311
130 542,501

In Chapter 5 it was observed that supplying residual information, from CFD or from

an additional QoI emulator, was required to obtain good results in optimization. Ex-

ploration of methods for incorporating both convergence and spatial discretization errors

into the model predictions may provide similar utility for the models themselves. A sim-

ple idea for handling convergence errors would be to include the solution residual as an

element of µµµ. This may make sense during regression where the residual is known, but
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Table 6.2: Summary of training and validation error metrics for vehicle speeds of 90 and 130
kph with a training fraction of 0.80.

q̂i F RMSE (train / val) MRL2E (train / val)

p [Pa]

20 29.9 / 32.4 7.95% / 8.22%
40 16.9 / 19.3 4.51% / 4.98%
100 17.1 / 19.1 4.54% / 4.83%
130 16.9 / 19.1 4.50% / 4.88%

u [m/s]

20 0.97 / 1.03 3.42% / 3.58%
40 0.82 / 0.88 2.90% / 3.05%
100 0.92 / 0.96 3.26% / 3.33%
130 0.97 / 1.07 3.44% / 3.71%

v [m/s]

20 1.10 / 1.15 21.9% / 8.22%
40 0.67 / 0.73 13.3% / 14.2%
100 0.75 / 0.79 14.8% / 15.3%
130 0.68 / 0.72 13.4% / 14.1%

during inference this may not make sense. Handling of spatial discretization errors, for

example training a single model with data from meshes of variable coarseness, may also

be handled in a similar manner, with a metric describing the mesh coarseness used as an

element of µµµ. This scenario may make more sense in inference as the mesh coarseness is

known before a prediction is generated. Another area of future work involves uncertainty

quantification. Given that DVH models are neural network generators, it may be possible

to use DVH in a Bayesian neural network scheme to provide uncertainty information.
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Appendix A

DVH Network Scaling: Further Details

Considering a main network with Lm hidden layers, each with hidden dimension H, the

total number of weights in the main network is

dim(θm) = (Hnx′ +H) + (Lm − 1)(H2 +H) + (nqH + nq), (A.1)

where the first term corresponds to the first hidden layer, the second term to all remaining

hidden layers, and the final term the output layer. With low-dimensional input and

output spaces, typically nx′ , nµ, nq << H, thus quadratic H2 terms dominate, leading

to simplifying approximations

dim(θm) ≈ (Lm − 1)H2 +O(H) ≈ LmH
2 +O(H). (A.2)

Next consider a hypernetwork with Lh hidden layers, where the first Lh − 1 layers also

have a hidden dimension of H, while the final hidden layer has dimension HL. The total

number of weights in the hypernetwork is

dim(θh) = (Hnµ+H)+(Lh−2)(H2+H)+(HLH+HL)+(dim(θm)HL+dim(θm)), (A.3)

where the terms are again in forward-propagation order. Retaining quadratic terms leads

to the approximation

dim(θh) ≈ (Lh − 2)H2 +HLH + dim(θm)(HL + 1) +O(H). (A.4)
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The third term in this expression typically dominates, corresponding to the hypernetwork

output layer, revealing the important scaling consideration: a one-shot dense hypernet-

work model will have roughly HL times as many trainable weights as a similar DV-MLP

model. Writing this proportionality, and substituting Equation A.2 gives the final result,

dim(θh) ∝ dim(θm)HL ∝ LmH
2HL, (A.5)

corresponding to Equation 3.25 of the main text.
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Appendix B

Vehicle Aerodynamics Dataset

B.1 Baseline Results: Additional Figures

B.1.1 Single Vehicle Speed

Full domain predictions for an unseen vehicle shape corresponding to Figure 4.11 are

shown below.

(a) Ground truth pressure field. (b) SDF field with truncated points marked.

(c) DV-MLP predicted pressure field. (d) DV-MLP error.

(e) DVH predicted pressure field. (f) DVH error.

Figure B.1: Unseen vehicle pressure field predictions and errors.
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(a) Ground truth x-velocity field. (b) SDF field with truncated points marked.

(c) DV-MLP predicted x-velocity field. (d) DV-MLP error.

(e) DVH predicted x-velocity field. (f) DVH error.

Figure B.2: Unseen vehicle x-velocity predictions and errors.

(a) Ground truth y-velocity field. (b) SDF field with truncated points marked.

(c) DV-MLP predicted y-velocity field. (d) DV-MLP error.

(e) DVH predicted y-velocity field. (f) DVH error.

Figure B.3: Unseen vehicle y-velocity predictions and errors.
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B.1.2 Multiple Vehicle Speeds

Additional plots of ground truth and predicted x-velocity and y-velocity fields for a single

vehicle shape at both speeds of 90 and 130 kph, corresponding to the same vehicle shape

as Figure 4.14. As with the pressure field, the velocity component predictions closely

match the ground truth at both speeds, with the largest errors seen near the vehicle

surface and in the free-shear layer of the wake.

(a) 90 kph, ground truth. (b) 130 kph, ground truth.

(c) 90 kph, DVH prediction, training set. (d) 130 kph, DVH prediction, validation set.

(e) 90 kph DVH error, training set. (f) 130 kph DVH error, validation set.

Figure B.4: x-velocity field ground truth, DVH prediction, and errors at 90 and 130 kph for
the same vehicle shape.
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(a) 90 kph, ground truth. (b) 130 kph, ground truth.

(c) 90 kph, DVH prediction, training set. (d) 130 kph, DVH prediction, validation set.

(e) 90 kph DVH error, training set. (f) 130 kph DVH error, validation set.

Figure B.5: y-velocity field ground truth, DVH prediction, and errors at 90 and 130 kph for
the same vehicle shape.

B.2 Fourier Features: Additional Figures

Additional figures showing DVH pressure field and y-velocity field predictions at speeds of

90 and 130 kph, where neither instance was included in the training set. These correspond

to the same case as shown in Figure 4.19.
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(a) 90 kph, ground truth. (b) 130 kph, ground truth.

(c) 90 kph, DVH prediction, validation set. (d) 130 kph, DVH prediction, validation set.

(e) 90 kph DVH error, validation set. (f) 130 kph DVH error, validation set.

Figure B.6: Pressure field ground truth, DVH prediction, and errors at 90 and 130 kph for
the same vehicle shape, where neither instance was included in the training set.
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(a) 90 kph, ground truth. (b) 130 kph, ground truth.

(c) 90 kph, DVH prediction, validation set. (d) 130 kph, DVH prediction, validation set.

(e) 90 kph DVH error, validation set. (f) 130 kph DVH error, validation set.

Figure B.7: y-velocity field ground truth, DVH prediction, and errors at 90 and 130 kph for
the same vehicle shape, where neither instance was included in the training set.
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